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Track 1

This level’s alright is it? Oh yes.

Would you start by telling me please where and when you were born?
Yes, I was born in – when and where, 21st of October, I don’t know how many details
you want but 1926. And where, was in a district of London known as Stoke
Newington, in the Stoke Newington district of London. But I left that – I was only
kept there for about two and a half years and then my parents moved down to – to run
a hotel, their own hotel in Worthing, Sussex and then was – West Sussex now. And
that’s of course not irrelevant because we were right on the seafront and I had a lot of
experience of the seashore and the tide goes out quite a long way and so one gets
familiar with that, that sort of behaviour and –

I’ll come back and ask you about that then.

Oh yes.

[01:28]

Could you tell me something of your father’s life, either things you experienced or
stories he told you of it?

[Laughs] Well unfortunately my – although I know from genealogy, I know when he
was born and what the general outline of his life was but he – he was – lived the first
half of – well the first thirty years of his life or so in the – in the City of London area
where he ran a detective agency actually. I think that – but he didn’t – that was a
thing he never talked about to me, at any rate and of course wish I’d [laughs] known
enough to ask him, but anyway … and – this event when I told you, when I was two
and a half years old, came about when my mother decided she wanted to – she wanted
the whole family to move to somewhere completely different, different from the life
they were leading in London. And that put an end to any good – good deal of activity
in the detective – sorry, so there was no academic background in my father, my
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mother was a schoolteacher and, well, if you want to know she was French and she
helped run a kindergarten school in the district of London where we lived, Finsbury
Park area. And … well anyway as far as I can actually remember, because I don’t
remember living in London, it was Worthing, Sussex, right on the seafront as far as I
was concerned and I went to a little junior school there and then to another one in
Brighton and then later on to a – an institution called Mayfield College. It no longer
exists but it’s near the – the town of Mayfield in Sussex, it was Mayfield in – now
East Sussex and, well, it was a boarding school anyway. And … well there I had –
well experiences, some not very relevant, others, I took a liking to mathematical
studies as far as it was – as far as the tuition went and well I did – I was generally top
of the form actually and was considered a [laughs] – a bright child at that time,
although I was less – I think I was an early – I think I was a late starter. I don’t think I
did much at school until about the age of fourteen, that sort of thing.

[05:47]

Hmm … let’s see where were we? The – your question was just about schooling was
it?

I was – no, that’s – I was asking about your early life and it’s fine to let you go where
you want to go with it, that’s fine.

Oh yes, that’s it [laughs].

I was going to ask you whether you had any sense of why your mother wanted to move
out of London to the south coast?

Well there are private reasons with, erm … to do with friends she didn’t like or
friends of my father’s that she didn’t like, I don’t want to go into personal details of
that sort of thing. He didn’t really like it because it meant instead of running a
business he was just – just had to look after an office and arrange the vacancy of
rooms and keep a schedule of – well my mother ran the – ran the cooking or look –
looked after the cooking and serving, that sort of thing, that – and of course there was
a whole spate of maids and servants and so on, which were necessary to run a hotel.
© The British Library Board
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And, well, you don’t want to know the business of the hotel [laughs]. The hotel’s
since been demolished incidentally so it’s been – another building’s been – another
building block has been put in its site.

[07:50]

And did you live in the guest house, was – did you live in the –

Oh I lived – yes, I lived – yes I kept on moving room, yes I did. You’ll – my mother
or father probably said, ‘Oh you’ll be in number twenty today,’ or just a night and for
the next week you’ll be going up to number three, or something like that.

And could you describe the house and its – and the locality?

Locality, well it was – as I said it was very much on the seafront, there was nothing
between it and the sea really except the beach, the beach and a sort of approach road.
Incidentally, without realising it, I experienced my first storm surge which eventually
became part of my work, a long time later, but when the – very big – I think it was
1929 actually because it’s been documented, a very unusual wave, freak wave came in
– came past Worthing and – in brief it flooded the – flooded the lowest part of the
cellar, that sort of thing. And we were all – I was for example taken out to – not
outside because it was the middle of the night but I think we had – there was someone
as – who offered to give us shelter for the night, it only lasted a few hours and that –
and then it didn’t last long [laughs] – longer than the high tide. And well that was an
experience which I later recognised as something to do with my work, although I
didn’t – I can’t say that I said that’s the subject I want to work on. Er …

[10:31]

And what memories do you have of occupying yourself, playing as a – as a young
child at Worthing? I know that you moved there to –

Oh well naturally had a [laughs] bucket and spade and shrimping net which used to go
out, but that depended on the – on low tide and, er, interesting to see the various other
© The British Library Board
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creatures one could see in rock pools, although I was never a biologist, partly –
possibly because I never had a – I never really had any serious lesson in biology, I
probably would have been more interested if I’d – but my preference in – in my
schoolwork was definitely in the mathematical and physics side of things, from an
early – well from an age of about fourteen or so. And then – then that grew. I mean
in those days it – you took your school certificate and whichever you did best in you
then went and took your higher certificate, which of course took about another two
years of tuition. Incidentally that in – my higher school certificate tuition was –
entailed a change of school to a local – local – what’s called a high school grammar
school really, standard. And I did it in maths and chemistry.

[12:54]

I should – perhaps I should mention that in my earlier days when I was at a school in
Brighton I was attracted by a – a chemistry teacher, rather odd sort of chap. Well I
liked his – the subject and I used to – that was one thing that I used to spend quite a
lot of time at a choir, the sort of chemistry sets that you could buy in a box and
acquired things like flasks and test tubes and retorts and that sort of thing, and I was
really in a way set to become a chemist if – I don’t mean a pharmacist, but some sort
of way, I didn’t know which way chemist would develop. But I – when I changed the
school in Worthing I had to take chemistry again but I’d lost so much in the interim
stage that it was when I was at boarding school they had no chemistry facilities, so I
just had to drop it. And although it came back when I was at Worthing High School
as they called it, it was a bit of a struggle because the other people in the class knew
initially much more than me. I think I caught up with them and did fairly well but a
lot of the fun of it had disappeared and instead I concentrated on maths and physics so
–

[15:02]

At this very early school, I think it was the Brighton Primary School with the
chemistry teacher, do you remember what appealed to you about chemistry at that
stage as a –
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Well [laughs] – well I … I won’t say I liked the [laughs] bangs and flashes and that
sort of thing, although I have to admit that that was part of the fun, but I just wanted to
know more about why sodium reacts with water and how chlorine – how chlorine was
formed and generated and that sort of thing. Erm, it – the chemistry we did at
Worthing was actually obviously got more advanced and it was more quantitative and
more analytical as well which obviously was a better – a better description of the way
chemistry goes but I didn’t take to it enough. I think chiefly because I found I didn’t
have the type of memory that could memorise all the various periodical elements and
their reactions, how they were formed and all their properties and, er … but there was
a certain quantitative element in it where you actually had to calculate how much of a
certain metal would be required to – and that I found quite easy.

Whereabouts did you do the little chemistry sets?

It was actually in [laughs] – in my – in the hotel of my – in fact my father wanted to
keep an eye on what I was doing in this chemistry thing so he – he said, ‘Do it in my
office,’ and there were terrible moments when there was a great flash of [laughs]
something, some gunpowder or something which exploded with a lot of fumes and
had to fling the window open and [laughs] sometimes quite a stink too. But – but yes
and in fact I think because of that I also went out to a sort of bicycle shed outside
eventually once it was realised that I wasn’t doing anything too dangerous.

[18:23]

Do you remember – or what do you remember of other things that you played with
indoors?

Played with, well a train set of course. Erm … oh played with? There were things – I
don’t think you’d find a [laughs] – any relic of it on this table anymore. That’s rather
difficult to think of, and I had a big box full of so called toys, erm, by – you know,
what used to be called a fairy bicycle, anyway a junior bike which I could use – riding
along the promenade in Worthing and sometimes – I can remember at least one
occasion when I knocked an old lady over, luckily didn’t – nothing – nothing serious
happened other than the lady had to get up and find her feet again. Oh yes, I used to
© The British Library Board
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have a very – I had a small microscope, not a really – thing that you’d call serious but
I was interested, one could look at – was big enough to look at plants and cheese
mites and various things like that. Something else occurred to me, a small – very
small crude cinematograph which you had to wind – wind the film through and
someone acquired some films and we used to – I used to show them over and over
again, well I only had a very limited quantity. Did I say cinematograph, projector
really, yes.

Do you remember what the films were of?

Oh that’s [laughs] – no because we never had any complete story and a film, they
were a little length of perhaps three feet of footage and couldn’t really make out what
it was, but there were – it was in the silent film, the day of the silent films and they
were excerpts from run of the mill comedies and things like Felix the Cat and a few
cartoons. Anyway that was just a toy really [laughs].

[22:08]

What did you tend to read as a – as a young chap?

Hmm, things I remembered which … well my – I should go back a little bit to say my
father was an avid – avid Dickens enthusiast and he used to occasionally buy me a
story like David Copperfield for children and it just went up to the – to the life – it
described the life of say David Copperfield until he was a young man. It didn’t – I
can’t remember how they managed to end it but it – it was – concerned things which
children could be – could take an interest in and I was interested in that, possibly
because my father’s influence, he was so keen on – on that sort of thing. But in more
childlike literature he was quite enthusiastic about – it’s still known today, Dr Dolittle
character who talks to pigs and things like that, and I had a whole series of about eight
books [laughs] of the adventures of Dr Doolittle, which really I suppose have been
since made up into a Disney film or something, some of them have anyway. But I
have no residual interest in those, it was just in passing. Alice, the Alice books, Lewis
Carroll, I liked. I used to go to the children’s branch of Worthing public library, they
had quite a good range of books and of course I can’t – can no longer remember who
© The British Library Board
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the authors were, usually adventures of some child, boy or girl actually would be of
interest. Erm … see where – where are we?

[25:19]

We’ve got a – I’ve got a picture of you sitting on the floor of your father’s office or in
your father’s office doing the chemistry sets, what other things – what other things as
a child did you tend to do with your father specifically, time spent with –

Well the great events were when he had a day off from the hotel somehow and we
used to – and he’d take me along to – to catch a paddle steamer from the pier and
those paddle steamers actually at that time used to go right across to France, some –
some little ports like Boulogne and, er … Tréport. And that – I was very interested in
the whole idea of the – of the steamer, would could take an interest – go down in the
engine room and watch these great pistons going up and down, which of course you
can’t do any – anymore. And sometimes we used to go quite frequently across to the
Isle of Wight, I mean by a long way from – by sea, that was interesting to see how the
– how you could steam into the sea and then suddenly another bit of land appears and
– actually we didn’t travel very very much. If – if we took any travelling was usually
confined to a trip to see my grandmother, my French grandmother in Paris and that of
course was another steamer trip, if not – not a paddle steamer, and train and I was
interested in that. But I started saying that I’d – we didn’t travel very much and what
– one effect that had was that I – and got a vivid picture of the countryside on –
around – not too far from Worthing, see ten or twenty miles either side and – of it but
hadn’t anywhere – anywhere else I would quickly sense that we were in another area
and it felt almost like another country to me and that – that sense disappears when you
start – if you have a job which makes you travel a lot. That you’re just part of
England and one part is very much the same as another, but for a time I was very
sensitive to the difference in scenery and … and the different things you could – you
could see and – in the division of sea and land. What was it that led onto that,
travelling, yes.

[29:21]
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And you were telling me about things done specifically with your father as a young
child and one of the things you said that he did was to take you on a paddle steamer
on a day off.

Yes, and he – of course he usually took me to these – across to when – across to Paris
or Dieppe or somewhere to see my grandmother. Erm …

What do you remember of those visits to Paris? What do you remember of the visits
to Paris?

Oh well of course that was a completely different world and it … right from the big
terminus station, the Metro, I was very struck by the Metro. In fact my father used
[laughs] – when we did go to Paris my father would take me for a ride round a bit
circuit on the Metro, come back to the same station and that was a [laughs] – a treat
for me.

Do you remember why you were – do you remember what you found fascinating about
the Metro, specifically what interested you about it?

Well the fact that – the – I mean it was part of the experience of travelling in trains,
except it was in a tunnel, continually in a tunnel, I suppose one could – could have
found the same sort of thing in the London Underground. Except it didn’t have the
tube factor, it was – it was all not very far below the surface, or above the surface.
And … yes, I – you reminded – you’ve reminded me of the fact that we used to go on
train trips like that and not obviously not going for a long distance but going round
some circuit.

And was it just with your father that you went to Paris?

No, my mother was usually there as well. But my father sort of took me around and
took me out and – with a feeling that he was more – we had more in common than
with my mother who had other interests. Erm …

© The British Library Board
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In what way did you have more – what shared interests did you have with your father
that your mother wouldn’t join?

It’s rather difficult because my father was about forty years older than me so was
completely different age bracket, so we couldn’t share too much but – in fact I wished
I had been – been old enough to ask him some things about his life and the life before
I was born in fact, which must have been quite interesting. Or what led him to – to
become a private detective and … but I never heard any – he never volunteered to say
anything about that. But he was interested in the, erm … trains and boats, ships that
we went on. And he – well I suppose he adapted his conversation to interest me more
than I – rather the – more than the reverse. I wouldn’t say [laughs] – or want to give
the impression that my mother was no direct influence but somehow my – my father
seems to be the – I seem to have more in common with him and his attitudes and, er
…

[34:44]

What do you remember then of time spent with your mother, things done with your
mother?

[Laughs] Well we used to go out on the – it was mainly going – going out on the hills
behind Worthing, sometimes with a picnic, and I took quite a special delight actually
in running around on the chalk hills near Worthing. And something occurred to me
… yes, when – when my mother was also more interested in going to the theatre than
my father and of course when I got old enough – well as a teenager, to be able to
appreciate plays, she used to take me to the local theatre and I enjoyed in particular
she and I – or she was particularly interested in Bernard Shaw plays, Bernard Shaw
and I found I appreciated them too. Probably not everything about them in those days
but I appreciated the wit. There were some other – well all the theatre – the theatre
was – we went to a variety of plays and occasionally music.

[36:49]
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I haven’t even mentioned music yet but that became quite an important part of my life
and I should say that music actually, one of my main introductions to music was at
this school I was in the 1938 ‘42 period when the war broke out, but – because the
headmaster used to have a – have a gramophone and he wanted the pupils to learn
about Beethoven and Mozart and quite a variety of music, and well we just heard
these things, occasionally, it, occasionally one took no notice of them, oh that old
thing again. But things gradually sunk in and I became very fond of Beethoven.
Actually that comes back to my mother because my mother had had piano lessons to a
fairly advanced level and she had the music of things like the Beethoven sonatas and
she – I wouldn’t say she encouraged me to try playing them but – in fact I was much
more interested in playing the Mozart sonatas personally, but once I got into the field
of Beethoven I was very absorbed by – by that field and the symphonic range one
would get from – from these rec – these gramophone records. And chamber music
came later through my own activity. I mean – I don’t mean I played a chamber
instrument but I did play the piano and quite a lot of chamber music does involve the
piano. So that was another sort of range of activity, this is probably getting onto the
period when I – after the war, or just after the World War Two, after I’d been to
Cambridge in fact so it – I’m tending to jump a bit –

That’s fine, but when did you –

Although when I was at Cambridge I had a piano in my room, paid for the hire of a
piano and I used to practice. I felt I had to – I even had a sort of dream of being a –
taking – well being a recitalist or a pianist but obviously that came to nothing and I –
at a later age, say in my thirties, I realised it – I wasn’t good enough for that sort of
thing, but that didn’t stop me playing for my own enjoyment and the enjoyment of
others. Well I – yes.

When did you start – when did you start playing the piano?

Well [laughs] I first of all – when I was quite – very young, I mean my mother
arranged for me to – to have lessons from the age of about seven or eight I think,
obviously very – at a very elementary level. But at a certain stage the lessons ceased,
partly because the wartime and my – my parents had to tighten belts and things like
© The British Library Board
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that. But I carried on nevertheless and just practised away and found the music and
found my mother’s music and made some progress with some of it.

Where in the – where in the family house did you listen to records, where was the
listening done, where was the –

In the family house?

What, in the - in the part of the guest house that you lived in as a family?

Yeah, well more than a guest house incidentally, was quite a hotel, with about twentyfive bedrooms. But – or – well during the war of course all visitors disappeared, I
mean the – they weren’t even allowed to take up residence. So my parents rather than
run the risk of having the military take over the place, my parents just lived there –
well I was out at school – at boarding school for a time but we occupied a few of the
rooms which were later public rooms when we – well they had been public rooms.
Erm … listen to records, yes [laughs], I had an old wind-up gramophone, everything’s
– for a time and then I slowly man – found my way to getting an electrical pick-up
and then a – something which would go at thirty-three and third RPM and, erm, yeah
… well I kept on selling my old stuff or not selling it and buying a new one – buying
a more modern equipment and modern records which went with them.

[44:05]

What was the nature and extent of your parents’ religious observation or tendency?

[Laughs] Well my mother – I mentioned a grandmother, and she evidently had been a
staunch – what we’d call Roman Catholic, Catholic religion and was – but my mother
to some extent shared her taste but wasn’t – she was an apostate, she didn’t go to
church, or if she – if she went to a church she’d deliberately choose some – some
other denomination, well she didn’t talk very much about it with me at any rate. Erm
… my father just wasn’t religious at all, religion didn’t come into his conversation or
– as far as I – not conversations that I overhead anyway. Erm, well now my mother’s
influence, or possibly from the grandmother, this French grandmother, be – she – she
© The British Library Board
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had a strong religious influence, she wanted her grandchild to have the benefit of –
not a convent education but at least a religious school, and for that reason I was sent
to this place which I have mentioned already called Mayfield College and that was
run by brother – Xaverian Brothers. And so I had a residual interest through contact
with – with Catholicism and for a time I considered myself a Catholic, but then I lost
– then I realised that I didn’t adhere to the belief – the range of beliefs which they
have.

So you went to Mayfield Boarding School, you think because of your maternal
grandmother?

Yeah, yes I think it was, yes. That it was probably quite a strong influence of my
mother rather than sending me to a purely secular place. But I don’t know if you’ve
been followed all these stages but when eventually I came to – to be at Worthing this
was an ordinary high school for boys and …

[47:54]

What were your – what did your parents tend to be concerned about in terms of your
conduct, your behaviour, what sort of things might they insist on or what sort of
things might they sort of outlaw, you know, like –

Well one thing I became aware of was a reli – something left over from World War
One, my father would never let me have – play with a pistol or something like that,
just didn’t want to have anything to do with guns. I’m sure he would have been
approve – if I’d been of an age for military service at the right time he would have
rather preferred me to be a contentious objector but that situation didn’t arise.

Why did he have that view?

Well I – that again goes into the mystery of his life which I don’t really know, he must
have had some bad experience. I mean obviously a lot of people – nearly everyone
who had contact with World War One either had heard of or had lost brothers, and
people killed as soldiers and had heard about the terrible life in the trenches and he
© The British Library Board
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obviously didn’t want – didn’t want his son to – to follow into the military. Because
there was a time which one gathers when – in a well to do family, the eldest son
would naturally go into the army and probably become an officer almost immediately
and – well I never – I suppose I was a member of a cadet corps when I was at
Mayfield, absolutely silly thing where one had to wind putties round ones legs and go
about with a gun. In fact I – yes, didn’t mean to [laughs] – to go into this but – the
one thing I preferred was drumming and I became – I went into the band and became
a drummer boy [laughs]. And that’s a long way rather off the – off the beaten track.
What other things? Yes, something occurred to me which – in passing which I can’t
grasp at the moment.

[51:02]

We were talk – thinking about things that your parents said to you about right and
wrong ways to behave and –

Oh yes, it’s to behave – well they certainly – well they had the normal values of a – of
parents in the – in the early 20th century; be honest and, er … he didn’t want me to
mix with Italian or German – actually the Italian is rather odd because the Italians
were allies in [laughs] – in World War One, although they were against the – us in
number two. But anyway, I think this was a fairly common attitude in adults to
distrust foreigners really, although my mother was French and there was nothing
particularly English about her in fact. But apart from that – well we obviously had
several visitors and relatives who visited us from France, but from nowhere else,
never had any – any – they’d rather discourage any friendship that I might have struck
up with … someone of another nationality.

Where were the German or Italian children that you might have befriended if you
[laughs] –

[Laughs] Well I remember one chap at school who – whose parents used to run an ice
cream place that was Italian – that were Italian, they tended to be ice cream vendors
[laughs], tended to be Italian I think and I was quite friendly with this chap, Carlo, but
my father made so many sarcastic remarks that I [laughs] – well I didn’t drop them
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but we were – I couldn’t really invite him round very often. And German – well as a
matter of fact we didn’t – at that time Germans were obviously just – they didn’t
appear on the scene and there were some in – one of my schools, but I – had no
particular – no particular inclination, or him.

[55:10]

What were your parent’s political views as far as you –

Well very – well I think my father was a pure Conservative, my mother was more
Liberal. I mean Liberal with a capital L which would now be Lib Dem I think. And
there was a chance of them getting elected in the very early years of the 20th century.
But they weren’t – what’s the word, they weren’t – they didn’t distribute leaflets or
join a particular party and – or canvas for anything. They just kept – kept their hotel
running really, till they retired.

[56:16]

Are your – are your paternal grandparents part of the – your father’s parents, are
they part of his mysterious background or did you know them?

[Laughs] Well I found out about them through – oh that coffee must be cold, that’s
not – I found out about them through just genealogical research, which I did at one
time in the ‘70s I think. But the dominant figure was my father’s mother who died a
few months before I was born, so obviously I had nothing – I had no contact with
[laughs] – with her. Although she – well all – although we did occasionally meet with
other members of the family who would have been the second generation from that
grandmother – from that paternal grandmother, but – well we just didn’t have much to
do with them, I mean we saw them and made polite visits now and then, but I couldn’t
really – no – no influence really that way. They were very much sort of London
people, whereas my mother’s – my mother’s family came from Paris but came
originally from the Basses-Alpes region of – of which the capital was Digne, you
might have come across that, out in Provence anyway.
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[58:36]

How had your parents met?

I think the story was that my mother came to England and occupied herself with
teaching French to pupil – presumably that was then probably – that was sort of
employment open to her and my father went to her classes and somehow struck up a
partnership. My father had previously married, he had been married before and the
wife died. Well the – I had a stepsister who was from the first marriage.

Did the stepsister live with you in Worthing?

Mostly – well for a time, yes, until she got married, she was a bit older than me and
my sister – sister who was from my parents, both from –

Was that sister a younger sister or an older sister, the sister who –

Sorry, the one – oh that yes.

The stepsister would have been older?

She was about five years older than me, yes, six years I think.

And what do you remember doing with your – with your sister or sisters in Worthing.

[1:00:11]

Since all the – all of the things that you’ve mentioned so far are I think are things that
you did –

With the parents.

Yes, or on your own yeah I mean –
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Or on my – yes that’s right. Well if we went on an outing she – my sister would be
there and – as well, I mean wherever I went I suppose we tended to go to the same
things, except being five or six years older she – she would tend to bring a friend who
was a of a different age group. [pause] What did my sister – I remember at one stage
there was the scarlet fever epidemic in the area round this – was just about before the
war started, so it was about 1938 and I remember both my sister and I caught it,
caught scarlet fever and had to be taken to an isolation hospital ‘cause obviously you
couldn’t have – with a hotel, this was – in fact it was round about Easter time I think,
you couldn’t [laughs] have scarlet fever cases mixing up with paying guests. So there
was an isolation hospital in the outskirts of Worthing which we went to and we were
both at the hospital. Oh we – I got on very well with my younger sister, I mean not
younger than me but younger compared with the old stepsister – older stepsister.
Erm… but we had very – I mean our education was totally different, I mean my – my
sister whose name was Marguerite in fact just went to the high school for girls in
Worthing, and then she got a job in a bank until she got married. But I obviously
went up a quite different sort of course with educational – educationally.

[1:03:41]

Can we take you to Mayfield College then and could I ask you about –

Go back to that, yeah.

Yeah, and so this is – this is the boarding school and I wondered what memories you
have of the teaching of science at Mayfield College, you said you had no chemistry
but other than that …?

You’re right there, well we – we had quite good and continuous tuition in physics,
which was important, but as you say chemistry, that – it was a difficult situation for –
this was in wartime and the – they – the school couldn’t find the right sort of suitably
qualified teachers to cover certain subjects. And I remember they got on who was
quite keen on, I think – I think she was mainly keen on biology, but I think she – she
was asked to do general science, so she dabbled a little bit in chemistry. And … and I
can’t remember what else [laughs] really, but it wasn’t very much of a – the tuition
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was pretty poor there. I didn’t really have very much rigorous science except in
physics and mathematics was very well – and there happened to be some very good
teachers around who could cover that field.

What – what do you remember of the teaching of physics?

Well it was – it wasn’t terribly experimental although occasionally we – we all
cooperated in a – an experiment trying to time the descent of a particle – well a penny
or something, penny probably not good enough, anyway a ball, metal ball which was
dropped from a known height, it was about a five storey building so it was possible to
– as a building it was possible to calculate how many bricks high and that sort of
thing. So we were – well that’s just one thing, but then of course there was a lot of
weighing and calorimetry, transfer of heat from one place to another. There was a lot
of just calculating the – well the mathematics of – Newtonian mathematics one would
call it of … of uniform motion with uniform acceleration and that sort of thing. Well
in those days at that stage, age group mathematics really – what they called
mathematics was partly just arithmetic, you know how – how much would three
pounds five ounces of plums cost if you tried to exchange it for a certain number of
apples and that sort of thing. How long would it take a bath to fill at so many inches
probably – inches per – per minute. That was the arithmetic side of it and of course
quite a lot about rates of interest and the monetary side of that sort of thing. That was
– I said mathematics consisted of arithmetic, algebra, of course were required
different where one went onto not only simultaneous equations but – I mean
elementary simultaneous equations but use of logarithms, which was much more
important in those days than it is now. Erm, and then geometry, you – mainly
Euclidean, properties of a circle and cords of a circle and that sort of thing. And it
was really very elementary, that’s easy to say now of course from a higher view point
but I enjoyed it somehow and I enjoyed being top of the class and being the one who
got the answers first usually. Er …

What other subjects appealed to you at this stage at – at Mayfield College?

Oh Mayfield College, well of course we were – I was fair – fairly good at French,
being – having a French mother, although we didn’t speak very much French at home,
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but I picked it up fairly easily. We had to do quite a bit of Latin and that was a bore
as far as I was concerned. Not Greek, didn’t think we could have taken that. History
I – now history being a Catholic religious group run by Catholic religious group
tended to concentrate or tended to build up to the reformation the – awful reformation
and dissolution of the monasteries and the reformation of the church. And our history
tended, apart from starting with – with Julius Caesar and going through a little bit of
Saxton and Viking periods wars and medieval kings, wars of the roses, that sort of
thing. Quickly build up to Henry – Henry the VII and VIII and the Tudors and
carrying on with the Charles – James and Charles, Elizabeth of course but it was a
really – not really very imaginative, it was a tend – a sequence of kings and you had to
remember the date and – date of this and that battle. Erm, and then they – they made
a big fuss of the – of this reformation thing, I suppose they taught it objectively
because the exams we took of the national certificate were national exams so one
couldn’t have any bias in that sort of way, they didn’t introduce it really. But it – it
didn’t go much further than – I mean never [telephone ringing] –

Do you need to get that?

Now I wonder if – [break in recording]

I wondered about the – your sort of experiences of the teaching of music or English
literature at Mayfield, your – the level of your enjoyment or not of those?

[Laughs] Now I was very much – I was very interested in music as I said from just
hearing gramophone records, classical gramophone records of music at least certain
records. But they didn’t really have any – they didn’t have much formal tuition, there
was some chap who – who used to get us to sing choruses but I wouldn’t call it music
anymore. But it – choruses – occasionally in pass – yes, he used to give us – he used
to assign parts because naturally there are some young children who could only sing
in treble or alto and their voice had – voices would break and they had to sing tenor or
– tenor or bass. But I don’t think they even specialised between tenor and bass, I
think they were – once your voice had broken they said, ‘You’re a bass, join the
basses and that’s it.’ I can’t remember how they got over that, if there was some
particular part which was too high for the basses, but others could manage it [laughs].
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That about – apart from that there was just piano lessons and they were just the
ordinary grade, you know the – what do they call them now, the graded exams?

Yes, they still have those, yes grade one, grade two yeah.

They still have them, yes I think I got up to about grade five under tuition. But at a
certain stage – I think my parents were forced to abandon the payment of piano
lessons, so I was just left on my own. And I suppose it was significant that I still
carried on practicing even though I had no-one to really guide me and still carried on
with … elementary classical music really.

Are you able to say what appealed to you about the playing of classical music at – at
this age, at the time that you continued in the absence of tuition, what it was that
you…?

Yes, it’s difficult to – it’s very difficult to find the words which I enjoyed the way
Mozart writes melodies and the harmonies, even though they were very formal and
even cliché ridden at that level. And – but of course the – my ability was – I suppose
I was more aware – I was aware of more serious music than I was capable of – of
mastering with my fingers. And it was only the piano, I’d never had any encounter
with even recorder or any wind instrument or violin. So our – on the whole this – this
playing of – of gramophone records, 78rpm and so on, usually on a wet Sunday or
something was sort of really took root in me and … even Gilbert and Sullivan was
occasionally on the menu.

And what did you read at this age, at the age – at the – at the age of being at
Mayfield, what – at secondary school age, what did you tend to read when not told to
read something? So leaving aside school textbooks and so on, what would you read
for pleasure or for interest?

Yes, well without trying to select any sort of learned pieces, I was genuinely
interested in some of the stories – well some of the novels of Dickens [laughs] as I
mentioned influence of my father, but on a – on a more of a boys level I was – I rather
fond of the adventure novels of someone called RM Ballantyne, have you come
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across them? No, he used to – one of his novels – I suppose you’d call it a novel but
it was a novella really, was called The Coral Island and – about some people [laughs]
– some boys who get wrecked in a storm on a coral island, and well I don’t want to
[laughs] – go into that. So that – well I read some of –

[1:20:03]

Some of the things like Black Beauty by Anna Sewell about the horse, about horses I
liked. We did in fact have … a minor examination in what had we been reading this
term, that sort of attitude. And can you tell me the story, and well wanted to see
whether we really had read it or just noted the title. Erm, some of the Walter Scott,
there wasn’t a great variety, we weren’t introduced to very much, there wasn’t really
very much literature, boys’ literature anyway, about. Well to be quite honest [laughs]
used to be – enjoy the adventure stories – I forget, there used to be a name for them
but … adventures of pirates and things like that but nothing very significant. Animal
– I mentioned the Hugh Lofting, Dr Dolittle side, I didn’t read much of that at
Mayfield but I picked it up in the – at the public library at home. What …

[1:22:16]

And more generally how did you – what were your pastimes as an older children,
we’ve talked a little bit about things that you did as a younger child, and indoor and
outdoor activities as an older child?

Erm … there were the – well I used to like – I had a friend with whom I would go
cycling, we both had bicycles and we’d go to places which my parents would never –
as a family would never go to. I don’t mean anywhere sinister but just to see places
like Brighton and Eastbourne and Arundel and things like that. Erm, at one stage we
– I used to go and – used to go to an ice rink and hire a pair of skates and learn a little
bit about how to skate. I wasn’t interested in football or cricket, I was – I can say that
categorically, although we – the sort of regulation games at Mayfield were either –
were rugby in winter and rugby and cross country running occasionally and cricket in
the summer. It was – I didn’t care for rugby, or cricket, anything with a ball, for some
reason, I don’t know why, I didn’t take to. But I did take to cross country where I was
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just on my own churning away, getting over the hills. And I did do – when I was old
– well when I was in my early twenties I did join a harriers club and did quite a bit of
cross country and as the longer distance in ordinary athletics, like miles and used to be
miles and half miles. I did act – I carried on when I was at university, but that’s going
probably a bit too far ahead, but I did get a half blue because I ran for Cambridge in
the cross country, the annual cross country team against Oxford. So that’s probably
given a diversion, you said what activities did I …

[1:25:35]

I wondered for example whether the sorts of things that you did on the – on the beach
or on the coast changed as you got older or –

Changed? If we – well I took more of an interest in geology, well this was once again
when I was – I took geology at university at – and so I was interested – I became more
– took more of an intelligent interest in the composition of pebbles and sea urchin and
fossil flints and things like that. But that’s once again going into post university
activity. Erm … well we did – naturally we did – on the beach I’d get people to come
round and let’s go for a swim and that, if it was a reasonably high tide, reasonably
near high tide. And we used to enjoy going out to sea at a certain – with the low tide,
where you’re just wading in but if you waded far enough you eventually got the water
up to here [demonstrates] and you could swim and you found that there was quite a –
almost one knot current taking you along the coast and we used to see how far we
could get, out beyond were – if you know Worthing, the pier and used to go out
beyond the pier. And allowed ourselves to go on parallel with the coast and then
when we got fed up it was quite easy to swim back into water which you could tread
on the sands again. There were two – two or three of us did that [laughs]. I’ve
mentioned a brief counter with skating, and one – one feature which is – particular to
my mother, well she was very keen on bridge and she tried to get me interested in it so
that I – so we used to occasionally have a bridge parties of not necessarily expert
players and I would join in and learn the ropes. I never really became very good at it
actually at bridge, but for a time I was quite interested. I think there was – it was a
very popular card activity, card based activity, particularly during the wartime and of
course after and – I don’t know about before.
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[1:29:18]

What do you remember of the sights and sounds of war?

Oh well – well we used to hear the V1 – V1 bombers were the one that were – had a
motor and you could hear them vibrating coming over and you knew that they were
eventually going to be dropped in London somewhere, but we heard several of those
and when they were active. This was after D Day of course, I think yes, and … and
planes were at – probably Spitfires would attack them and well fire machine guns at it
and I think occasionally the – they did something to stop, I can’t remember exactly
how they disposed of a V1. One thing does stick out in my memory was going up on
the hills behind Worthing after the Battle of Britain, well just after and seeing all the
wrecked planes which were mainly German, no selection about it, they were – I mean
a lot of people did that and just to inspect the – I can remember there being about four
wrecked planes in – in one spot about a mile square. And occasionally we’d – there’d
be bomb – of course you’d hear the air raid sirens and occasionally – and you’d hear
planes flying and occasionally there’d be a bomb somewhere, someone aiming for the
gasworks, a small bomb I suppose, getting rid of his stock before carrying on. That
was – I remember one particular occasion when I was actually at Mayfield in the
middle of the country, I think Mayfield has quite a large building and I think they
used to use it – the planes used to use it in daytime as a landmark and so they’d head
for that and then go in with a certain bearing. But there was actually – what did they
call them, dog fight pretty well out over the – just above the thing and we heard all the
rattle of the machineguns up in the air and, erm, there was one plane I remember was
down, was shot down, it was actually it was a Polish pilot, so it would have been
someone’s – probably in a Hurricane or Spitfire and they found the pilot’s body fairly
close as well. And that was very – pretty well in the ground of the school. Erm, but
then you’d hear – I mean that was one event but you’d hear dozens of aircraft going
by and usually heading north for London and London area. I think that – that I
mentioned the V1 bombers, one could hear. The V2 were rockets and they – they just
went whoosh as they went by, and I can’t remember whether one could hear anything,
or there was some sign, I think you could occasionally see a sort of glow moving
rapidly across the sky. [pause] I think that sounds of war, well the other sort of sound
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of war would be when there was some military manoeuvre and there’s be dozen of
tanks, very noisy tanks clogging up the roads.

What were your parents saying –

Oh yes, and you could see the – there were these strange looking vessels which you
could see just within the horizon distance, and going along the coast, going west
towards the Isle of Wight and they were obviously the, erm, the flotilla – or members
of the flotilla which – which eventually took part in the D Day landing of Normandy
…

What were your parents saying about the war at this time?

Well my mother used to listen avidly to the radio and she even used to listen to
William Joyce, you know, the – they used to call him Lord Haw-Haw and just as – to
know what he was saying, don’t ask me what he’s – I can remember hearing – hearing
the voice. Erm, some – sometimes there was a hidden truth which wasn’t disclosed in
the – in the official discussion of what was – what the British effort was, going on. I
don’t remember anything of the – of the Dieppe landing, which was rather a disaster,
but [laughs] now just one other thing suddenly occurs to me. I can remember playing
– playing cricket, as I said I didn’t really enjoy it but joined in the activity, on the
school fields and with the sound of gunfire, of heavy gunfire, coming from the
Somme area. It was obviously during the invasion of France by the Germans, we
could hear it in East Sussex. And we didn’t know quite what – what was going on but
we gathered from later on that the advances of the Germans.

Do you remember how you felt about the war as a – as a older child at school, how
you – your thoughts about it or fears or hope?

Well I didn’t have any – everything one thought one knew about the war were rather
filtered through propaganda. Erm, I mean you’d think the Germans were bad and the
English were good and my mother took very great interest following the – listening to
the radio broadcasts about the progress of the desert rats as they were later called
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through Libya and ending up in Tunisia and – well the Nazi access began to
disintegrate from that time.

And what were her mother’s experiences in France?

What, my mother’s mother?

Hmm.

I’m trying to think whether she was still alive. I think she had died actually …

What are your –

Though they did have – my mother had a sister who – who was married to a Spaniard
actually, well it was I should say a Spanish sculptor, quite a distinguished sculptor,
and she passed most of the war in a small French town in the – into the Pyrenees,
which was halfway between – somewhere near the border of France and Spain. Well
the – we didn’t know too much about that but it eventually all became known.

[1:40:27]

What do you remember of teaching and learning for the higher school certificate
which I think you said took place at – at the Worthing High School rather than at
Mayfield?

That’s right, yes, high school certificate. Well I’d – I joined quite a good sixth form
and I was straightaway asked do I want to do the science or the arts, and the arts being
literature, and it included biology as a matter of fact, rather oddly I now think, but the
non-mathematical side. Well I went for the – I felt I – what I was best was the maths
and physics and kept – yes and I took chemistry. Although I didn’t do as well in
chemistry as I should have done, that – that was due to my – the gap in my education
between this chemistry master in actually Brighton and the chemistry master in
Worthing.
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And so – and were there aspects of maths and physics at this stage that were
particularly striking or remarkable or that sort of stand –

Well I was struck by the fact that you could actually analyse – you could actually use
algebraic equations to represent physical quantities, that in fact the was to solve
certain physical problems were to express it in mathematics. Well that’s
commonplace now but that time to me it – it struck me as something that I hadn’t
thought of before, I mean the way I’d been taught had – well that you either did a – if
you did algebra it was algebra, pure subject. But now I realise that really it was
algebra and had a meaning in if it – if the quantities involved were real physical
quantities. Erm … so I was interested in what they call applied maths, well I was still
interested in the ordinary mechanics and ordinary pure maths, but I became most
interested in applied maths which could be maths – which could be treated as solving
a real problem in physical terms. And if there were two solutions of a quadratic or
something, that meant that there were two possibilities of physics, one slow and one
fast, or one – one could be zero. There was nothing – nothing at that stage in – to do
with water, I mean hydrodynamics we now call it, because it needed rather more
advanced stage to – to treat the water motions in a – in differential terms.

[1:45:35]

This might be asking too much in terms of memory, but do you remember at this stage
what kind of physical phenomena were being converted into algebra or converted into
maths of some form as a way of –

Solving it?

Yes, solving it or understanding some kind of physical process which is the thing you
said that you were struck by?

Well there was the ballistical problem of what … what happened to a missile fired
from a gun. I mean that was a – really First World War problem and had – was well
known about the parabola caused by the earth’s gravitation. I think it was – yes, the
one thing that strikes my memory is the – and the properties of ballistical - which
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angle, the range of – the range – horizontal range of an impact compared with the
elevation of the gun. Of course there’s a maximum after which it falls off again when
you fire more or less straight up. And I – this doesn’t mean I was militarily involved
in any way but just as a problem it was typical of a physical problem that one could
… the other things were to do with frictional motion, well friction between two solids,
and maybe one would be on an incline play and how steep did you have to make the
incline for it to break the friction of – the possible friction and that’s fairly
straightforward but it was one problem, I’m sure there were others I can’t remember.

And I –

Try finding the – using the differential equation to find the maximum of a variable
when the fifth derivative is – becomes zero.

Are you able to explain what you’ve just said in a – in a way that I might understand
as a non-mathematician.

Oh.

And finding a –

I didn’t know what level you –

So finding – using a differential equation to find the maximum of a variable.

Yes.

Where – and then –

And the maximum always occurs when the gradient is zero, I mean it’s obvious when
it’s hori – if you think of a – think of it in terms of something rising and falling, then
the maximum is the highest point. The highest point where it’s in fact horizontal, but
that had wider – I mean that has wider applications [pause]. But this is – you are now
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going onto technical things which interested me in the higher school certificate and
that.

Yes.

Yes.

And I was wondered – wondering whether you’d be able to say anything about why at
that age this sort of thing was intellectually satisfying for you to – to express sort of
physical reality in terms of maths?

Well I think it must reflect a preference for abstract, not – well things that could be
expressed in abstract terms, rather than people. Erm, I can’t say I dislike encounters
with people of course, but I was more – I want – there was in fact the main thing that
interested me in mathematics was the fact that one could get exact solutions by
solving an equation, which didn’t really – necessarily have any – any meaning and
that seems to contradict what I said when I was really interested in things which have
an application, but I mean I meant by application, I meant application to moving
objects and frictional motion and motion in circular orbits and so on. But as distinct
from a human element, I mean other people would much prefer literature, they’d want
to know about the personal problems that people encounter in stories and novels and
how they express the – express it in words and poetry and so on. And people talk
about a connection between mathematics and music, well I think it is in the fact that
you can see music in an abstract way and it’s not necessarily – it doesn’t necessarily
involve a tune which tickles your fancy, although it does. It’s that you can see the
certain beauty in the – in the relationships between one part of the tune and the other
part, and one’s higher and another one’s lower and can be repeated in another key and
sometimes both together. And that was a, a sort of mode of thought which appealed
to me rather than the activities one reads about in novels. Although I knew very little
about novels apart from the [laughs] – I have mentioned the novels of Charles
Dickens which was my first –

[1:54:26]
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I can remember my first encounter with serious literature. I can remember a time
when I was getting near the end of my mathematics course and I felt I must start to
know about plays and poetry and novels and things about people, I mean and I
genuinely wanted to find out and well I got some of that through opera which is a
musical way of expressing the way but expressing the thought. But I slowly started
building up – you know reading Shakespeare which I had – my encounter with
Shakespeare was almost entirely Julius Caesar, the play of Julius Caesar tragedy,
which we had to do at school. But little bit of Twelfth Night and some comic goings
on in Henry IV and things like that, but I wanted to know more about the range of
Shakespeare, I’d never read Hamlet or Othello and, well, I saw it – I slowly absorbed
these things.

When was this, this decision to deliberately sort of encounter these things?

I don’t mean I dropped everything else.

No no.

But of this decision was try and get the – I can – I can almost pinpoint the date, 1950 I
think.

But at this time, at the time of the higher certificate, did you have a sense that other
people thought in different ways, at the time – at the time you said you had this
particular mode of thought you thought, did you have a sense that other people were
more interested in people or more –

Well I knew that there was already this dichotomy between people who did science
and those who did literature and the arts, and so I could see that the – that the people
who were interested in people studied the arts [laughs]. I suppose that’s rather a crude
way of – of putting it, but I recognise their existence but without – without really
being up to date with their education, I suppose I – a proper education at that age. If it
was – if possible would have had literature as well as science. But I suppose no one
can manage to – to pass the right exams at the end of that sort of subject, at the end of
that sort of training so you have to do it yourself and choose … to try and fit it in in
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your leisure time. I said 1950, I was doing higher school certificate between 1944,
yes, was about six years, doesn’t seem six years when you’re – when you’re
experiencing it but …

[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

Could you say something about the decision to apply to read natural sciences at
Cambridge, so really we’re looking at the transition between the upper part of school
and going to university?

Yes, when – it was since I had chosen – already switched to the sciences and mainly
mathematical sciences at school, now at this time when you finished your higher
school certificate you – at a certain age you could get called up quite easily, and that
incidentally comes back to something I said much earlier when my parents were very
much against me volunteering or anything like that and I certainly wasn’t inclined to
do that. Now one way of avoiding it was to take up what they called a state bursary,
do you know those things? Well it was a sort of state scholarship fund, I think it
probably was only open to the mathematical sciences, I don’t know whether other
branch – no it probably – certainly wouldn’t have been in the range of the arts, but
anyway natural sciences you could apply which meant that if you did well enough in
your higher school certificate you would – you could get a grant to carry you – at least
for two years, could have been three, two years to a university of your choice. Well I
only knew of – I can’t remember what made me choose Cambridge but it sounds
[laughs] like a good choice doesn’t it, and in fact other people at the school and the
masters, said, ‘Oh you must go to St John’s,’ and I did go to St John’s. I mean I did
get this state bursary. Now there was a – an alternative was to get a state scholarship,
which was another sort of exam, separate sort of exam you have to – you would have
had to pass at a higher level and it involved the choice of the uni – it involved the
university choosing the student if you were a suitable – suitable calibre. But I only
got the state bursary and I accepted it, I thought, well I must, what, a bird in the hand
better than two in the bush. And it was – it had to be natural science – yes, natural
sciences was the only way. I would have preferred, if I had the choice was entirely
left to me, to have taken the mathematical tripos but that was not – one would have
had to have taken a straight scholarship or an open scholarship to say Cambridge, I
suppose one could have done it for other universities as well. And you could have
taken a mathematical degree but I couldn’t then. Well that led – alright, so I took the
natural sciences which meant entering for the natural sciences tripos which you’ll
know about. Now natural sciences tripos actually covers a very wide range from
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mineralogy, geology, included chemistry and physics as a – and at that time it was
rather important that everyone who got a state bursary took a – took a course in
electronics, which was available at Cambridge. The idea being that when you’d taken
your two or three years course you – you’re – the next stage in your career would be
to take a job offered – offered to you by the – I forget the official division, probably
under the auspices of the – of the army but they might have involved – might have
involved the air force, I’m not quite sure, but the armed force – the armed forces.
Except that by the time I’d – I took the tripos the war was over anyway so there
wasn’t quite the urgency to do work but they still had a great backlog of – rather a
shortage, a great shortage nationally of people who were trained in the sciences who
could apply the sciences to – either apply their sciences to the growth industries of
electronics and mechanics, and engineering I suppose you’d have had to have rather –
spent more specialised training than I did for engineering.

[07:13]

Anyway, I was offered a – the range and put in the hand of a tutor who really had no
knowledge of the subject, only he was the person assigned to deal with twenty-four
students and just register what they want to do and what I’d – probably easier to say
that I took geology. I mean I – the thing that I had to take and I was willingly was –
were physics, a little bit of mathematics, not – you couldn’t go in – seriously into
mathematics and in fact it was almost impossible to get everything, to do all the
homework necessary or work at college, to fulfil what they want – they wanted. But I
took mineralogy, which had some mathematical content in crystallography which I
became quite good at, and I did – I avoided chemistry ‘cause I felt I didn’t do well
enough in the school certificate. Erm, I took the electronics, but didn’t really take to
the subject as well as I should have done. And I think that’s – that was all I – they –
they were my subjects and I had to do – make what I could of them. Of course
geology entailed palaeontology which is the study of fossils, so you had to know a
little bit of – you had to be taught a little bit of biology, not very much really. But
there was an awful lot of learning to be done of names, rather Latinised names like the
names of plants for the different branches of life which were preserved in fossils.
Apart from the – well plate tectonics didn’t exist in those days but apart from the
defamation of rocks in a superficial sort of way. And the succession of – of
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stratigraphy, you know the different layers of rock, Jurassic, Cretaceous and so on and
the Palaeozoic … well I found that quite interesting actually but there was an awful
lot of memorising to be done. And I did that and I think I did fairly well in geology, I
was the – there was even a time when I said, ‘Well shall I be a geologist?’ but I turned
away – I wasn’t given any encouragement for that.

What year did you go up?

I went up in 19 – went up to Cambridge in 1944, yes, that’s right.

[11:18]

And what do you remember of the teaching of – what do you remember of the
teaching of physics in particular?

Well the lecturer himself; there was a tremendous crowd, I mean I’ve used – I was
used at school to have a – to be just twelve people in a class, perhaps fifteen in a class,
and somehow – well one could ask questions and that sort of thing, but instead this
was an enormous lecture theatre seating about 200 and – or more, and rather noisy
and although the lecturer did his stuff, I mean I think he gave quite a decent course,
they were – usually the people – the lecturers themselves were rather elderly and
retiring and, erm … I don’t think the tuition was very – on the whole was very good,
especially for the point of view of sitting in a crowd of 200 or 300, and making sure
you heard every word and took down what they said. Erm … more – moreover I
think a serious … drawback was the fact they didn’t issue lecture notes, everything
you had to take down yourself from the black – from blackboards and things like that
and that isn’t always very easy, I’ve worked better by having something I can look at
afterwards and go – go through it again, but –

Why was it noisy?

Well noisy because the students found out that they could make a lot of noise by
stamping their feet if they approved of something, or disapproved and a lot of – there
were a lot of people who liked to make a noise in that sort of situation. And the –
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obviously one lec – one lecturer couldn’t really control such things as noise making,
you know, you couldn’t bellow shut up or please keep quiet, it wouldn’t have any
effect I suppose.

I gather you though were being very careful to try and listen? Did you get an
impression of why other people weren’t, why –

Well I didn’t have time to study exactly how – in what way different people
responded to these lecturers, some used to write very – very … erm, complete notes
and probably had it all down. Although it’s rather difficult to spell out the words
properly, you’d have to adopt some sort of form of shorthand, or have printed sheets
every time, but they – it wasn’t organised for that, I mean there was a thing –
photocopying didn’t exist in those days.

[15:30]

What was the relative balance of male and female students taking physics at this
time?

It was main … dominated by males, but there was about – something like twenty per
cent, or twenty-five per cent say, of females from Girton and Newnham mainly I
suppose, which were the only women’s colleges available. I didn’t socialise very
much because … I didn’t have time really, because the trouble with the physical
sciences, you’ve not only got these lectures, one hour lecture, but then you had to
cycle in fact round to another theatre where – where there was another lecture starting,
you could usually make it in time but there was no respite or time to reflect, you had
to pack up your – what you were doing in physics and go out to the geology class and
start taking notes there, get – have another book to copy what you could copy. What
– there were some – I mentioned there was an element of mathematical teaching and I
– and that was done by rather elderly folk, but I took quite an interest in that and I
managed – in fact I remember taking quite full notes and a colleague – was able to
show them to a colleague who had missed a lecture and he was very pleased. But on
the other – on the whole it was really rather a rush, this Cambridge experience,
rushing from lecture hall to lecture hall and then they had demonstrations where you –
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I mean you had experiments to do where you’d either have experiments to set up for
you and you’d just take measure the refraction of the – some medium, or – or do some
mechanical experiment. But that took time, you know, that took a couple of hours I
believe and then the geologists expect you – expected you to spend quite a bit of time
going through collections of rocks and fossils and memorising what you could of
them. There was a mineral – mineralogical – they were better organised actually, and
I did quite well in crystallography as such although I never took it further.

[19:24]

What was involved in what you did do in terms of – what was involved in what you did
do in terms of crystallography?

It was a matter of first of all defining the type of symmetry of a crystal and there was
– there was a way of – a formal way of setting it out and, erm, and then you could
look at the crystal through polarised light and you could change the direction of
polarisation by a right angle and get different readings. And it would be partly a
matter of finishing up by identifying the particular crystal you were looking at. But in
– by studying the particular symmetries which were involved.

[20:53]

And was there anything in the maths and the physics that was particularly striking or
particularly pleasing to you?

Erm, well in – the physics lecturer who appealed to me most was a man – an elderly
man who set up – very good at setting up experiments. I mean setting up a
demonstration of either some sort of pendulum or some method of showing vibrations
in a longitudinal – a long a string and the way they depended on tension and density.
So I was most – more impressed by the type of lecturer who – who showed you –
gave you a demonstration of what – of how the physical phenomena was behaving
and form of waves or vibrations of some sort usually. Rather than someone who just
had a chalk in his hand and went through the thermodynamics equations. [pause]
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[23:13]

Then electronics of course, we were given little elementary circuits with valves
involved, wireless valves as they’d be called in those days and we’d see the effects of
how – how a oscillator could be set up or … or a blocking switch, and saw how a
pentode works as opposed to a triode which only had three poles. And we had to –
you were given the basic circuit and we had to make it up and – a set of components
and one made it up and … saw how – and you were given – this really gave you a –
an idea of how the thing works rather than just symbols at a blackboard. Of course
we had lectures as well, but the general difficulty was the fact that there was – there
were lectures and experimental periods and rather a lot of subjects to cover and you –
you really had to single out certain subjects which you took more of an interest in and
buy a book.

What were those that you did take more of an interest in?

Certainly crystallography was included. Hmm, geology because one could go around
the hills and look at – well recognise the type of formations, whether it be volcanic or
sedimentary and – or magmatic. Erm … some – optics with the – behaviours of
different types of lenses, convex and concave, [pause]. The aspect of mathematics of
course always had to do with the fact that you had problems to solve, sort of the
homework you – you were given a problem which you could solve with the
techniques which were being learnt in the class or taught in the class. Similar –
similarly there was tutorial in physics, where someone would say, ‘Well how would
you invent a – how would you design a tuned … how would you invent a tuned
capacitor which you could use to – to follow, say, music or follow sounds, convert
sounds into electrical impulses or sounds into,’ that was interesting. [pause]

[28:50]

What effect did the war have do you think on what and – what was taught and how it
was taught if at all?

Well partly I suppose the choice of – there wasn’t so much – sorry. In the choice of
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lecture, I mean the university itself, they had a limited choice of people who were
available for teaching, so I suppose it meant that the quality of tuition was somewhat
lower than it should have been. That didn’t apply to every case because I can
remember for example the professor of geology was a – well he was just a retired
person – he was an elderly person but he was retired, so he probably was a bit too old
for the job of lecturing. Erm … it meant that – also that there were quite a number of
people getting demobbed – student, so they swelled up the student – quite a lot of the
students came from – well they – they were usually more mature type students
whereas the type of person like myself were immature. We were too young for the
type of life and type of curriculum and we had no experience really of – of living, we
just had to get by as best as we could. But the people from the forces, obviously they
had quite different body of experience from their service days, and they didn’t mix
very much, the – we tended to find our level and the younger people would mix
together and go to the same sort of clubs, and activities. And the older people – well
the forces type people would – would also tend to do their own thing.

[31:45]

Which clubs and societies were you involved in?

Well only – only athletics, cross country running was a different activity from
athletics, and as a matter of fact I was – no, I won’t say – I’ll say that later. In the
music society, that sort of thing. Now I didn’t join the thespians, I can’t remember the
name, well the – C-U-D-S I think, the dramatic – the thespians anyway, because I
didn’t know anything about acting or theatre or plays, but that – that’s really what the
music and athletics and running.

[32:52]

And can you tell me about any significant friendships or relationships at – at
Cambridge?

Erm, well I have one – my best friend was a chap who came up with me from school
– the same school at Worthing, we used to go for long walks together and cycling. He
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was a chemist actually, I mean his – his study was chemistry, and – yes. Well there
were one or two like that and then we used to meet – actually we used to meet for a –
there was a group of us who we invite – actually included this friend from Worthing,
er, the bridge, not a bridge club but a group of usually four people, occasionally five,
who met in someone’s room and played bridge [laughs]. And I suppose I enjoyed
bridge more than any other – than – in that ambience as any other – sorry, as I ever
did at home where my mother was very keen, usually because the personalities that
were involved were more sympathetic and more like me really. We used to go to a lot
of cinema but we needed that for just relaxation in the evening. There were – there
were quite a number of cinemas in Cambridge and usually you went about twice,
twice a week, quite often with – well people from the bridge group or my – my better
friend. Didn’t really – although I was actually nominated captain of the athletics
group for St John’s College, which of course was just a fragment of the total
university, but I didn’t – didn’t really make any friends in the athletics club. Actually
being captain of a thing usually isolates you from people getting friendly I think.
What did we get …

[36:50]

Just –

Getting a bit tired but –

That’s okay –

We’ll carry on till five o’clock.

I think we’ve got –

We’ll be interrupted by a cup of tea soon.

Yes, well if I just ask this last question. At the higher school certificate you said that
you’d – you became interested in the way in which you could represent physical
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problems through mathematics, I wondered whether at – at Cambridge there were
any new techniques or new ways of using maths or of using physics that you –

You don’t mean new – you mean new to me?

New to you, new to you.

Well one I happen to remember is the ability to navigate – I don’t mean involving
astronomy although I took an in – quite a lot of interest in that later. But – well how –
how to deal with geodesy really, the measurements along the surface of the earth and
the angles and distances, really spherical – spherical trigonometry. Now, hmm … I
think I’ve already said that we had no stimulation towards … movement of water
waves whether they be waves or tides, or currents. So I didn’t get any ideas from –
about oceanography. But I should say at this stage –

[39:00]

That I found when I left Cambridge, which – in fact was after two years, if you – if I’d
shown real progress I would have got three years but I didn’t. I felt I hadn’t been
properly – I felt I hadn’t had a rounded education, not merely because I had no contact
with, say, the world of literature or the arts, but even among the sciences my thought
was I must get back to mathematics or physics. And eventually I went up to Kings
College University of London, I don’t know how much you are au fait with the – my
history in fact –

I knew that you’d gone onto to King –

Pardon?

I did know that you’d gone onto Kings College to do maths.

Oh yes.

Why did you feel that you needed to get back into maths?
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Well I felt I didn’t know enough, I wasn’t expert enough in any one of the subjects
that I’d been dabbling in, well been trying to study, and I said, well if I’m going to be
an expert in something it had better be mathematics ‘cause that’s the only thing that I
felt I could do fairly well. But I don’t want to jump into experience at Kings College
London today, I feel it’s a subject for another chapter.

[End of Track 2]
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Track 3

At the end of last session we’d got to the end of the two years at university of
Cambridge with the natural sciences and I wondered whether you could continue
from there saying what happened next essentially?

Yes, well after Cambridge I was directed to – directed to take work – take
employment at an approved – at approved centres where I could be useful to the
community as a qualified graduate. And the first step was actually to send me to an
army camp which was a testing for the officer class, well I didn’t pass that one, I
didn’t really want to pass it anyway because I wasn’t cut out for that sort of life. And
I was then passed to other people who had advice – advice about vacancies and in fact
I was – well the one I chose was a place in Acton, well do you want to know the name
of the – it was Dubilier – Dubilier Condenser Company, I think that it’s named so that
it rather – was rather an old fashioned name. Anyway, to cut a long story short I went
there but after about a year I realised I wasn’t cut out for that sort of practical work, or
for what they wanted me to do. So I took another quite different – I went back to the
centre and they found me another job at the illumination laboratories, research
laboratories at GEC in Wembley, stayed there for about three years until – until the – I
had completed a reasonable amount of time, which I think was about three years and
then I opted to – well I was free and I opted to take a maths degree, partly because I
didn’t feel I’d had a sufficient grounding in any one particular science and I was
always – had a liking for maths and I felt I’d like to be qualified – thoroughly
qualified in something, so I took a honours maths at Kings, which was a three year
course. And of course I could mention the professor, Professor Temple has been
particularly influential but there are others. Erm …

[03:46]

Before we continue –

You don’t want a list of lecturers?
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I will ask you about Kings but just before I do can I just take you back over this
period of what I assume is a kind of national service, this –

Yes, in a way it was subterfuge for national service, yes.

And you – you said that you felt that you weren’t cut out to be an – an officer, what –
could you just say expand on that, what that – what you –

I had no – my experience of the army was confined to a very junior cadet corps at a
school – well at Mayfield School, you know the names, so I had no contact with the
army or the army life and I certainly didn’t want to be pushed in charge of a … junior
recruits without having – without having had any experience of being a recruit myself.
Well it didn’t – it was irrelevant anyway because – what I thought of it was irrelevant
because I failed the test, though I wasn’t told I’d failed but I wasn’t ticked off, though
– whereas there were some – perhaps half a dozen or a dozen people who attended the
same, camp it was, were – were selected, and I don’t know what became of them.
They were all people I knew at Cambridge, I mean I didn’t know them all but people
I’d recognised.

[05:48]

And what – what or where was the central place that seemed to be – you said that
there was a kind of central place advising on vacancies?

Yes, well there was an office in London and I’m afraid I – it tended to change every
time and I have attended other places, recruiting places for other – for different jobs.
I’m afraid I can’t remember which – it was in the West End of London somewhere,
some – I don’t think it’s any good my trying to guess.

Did it have a sort of military staff or just civilians?

Erm, it wasn’t too obviously military.

[06:37]
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Thank you. And what did they ask you to do at the Dubilier Condenser Company?

Oh as – well they were – the trouble is the people at firms were obviously asked to
say if they had vacancies for which a – someone who has had education on a – at
university education or first degree at – at a university and would you like to take such
a person on if we can find him. But of course there’s – it wasn’t – it isn’t necessarily
– it wasn’t the same as being – being sent to – to the laboratory itself and saying, ‘Can
you do this, have you had any experience of that?’

Yes.

And it was – it was a practical design, the sort of work I was expected to do was the
practical design of capacitors, now called capacitors, and … well we had quite a lot of
rewiring to do because it happened to be the very very bad winter of 1947, I think it
was, and there was a lot of – they took the opportunity of a lot of rewiring and things,
jobs which had been left around for a long time, and I joined in that. But I felt I was –
well not only I felt, but I could tell that the – my superiors were not really condens –
were not really satisfied with – with my performance, they wanted someone with past
experience of something related. Whereas I found the university course was not
really relevant to – I mean I’d been learning more theoretical things and electronics
and that and I did do some little jobs but they weren’t – such as a constructing a volt
meter, but, er, it wasn’t a very great urgency as far as that was concerned.

And what were you doing at –

Oh and partly there was another thing we had to do, they had – they had banks and
banks of capacitors on trial at various temperatures, and occasionally these had to be
discharged and taken out for retest. Actually the trouble is one could think one had
discharged through a lamp, discharged a condenser through a lamp, it’s surprising
how long the charge rests and you – you found you take hold of it and you get quite a
lot of shocks. So that was the sort of thing, but very practical – very practical sort of
thing but I felt it wasn’t quite what they want – what they would have chosen if they’d
had the choice of someone they could recruit themselves.
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[11:09]

And Illumination Research Labs, GEC, what were you asked to do there?

Trying to think. One thing was to design a lens, well that worked out alright. I mean
rather large lens with a lot of prismatic refractors in it. Erm, and then measure the
pattern of illumination from a particular fitting which had been designed with –
probably with a lens. And … or – or the glass fitting which was – which you get
round a lamp and that itself has its own characteristics and we were measure – I was
measuring the – and the illuminate – the level of illumination at various points round
it. But that was alright as a job but didn’t think it was a – it wasn’t a job which I felt I
wanted to take too seriously. I mean I took it seriously while I was there but I didn’t
want to get involved and – involved at too high a level and end up in some
illumination specialist laboratory. I learnt a bit of course which I didn’t – didn’t know
at all, about the properties of various lamps and mercury and sodium and – I forget
where they’d got to at that time. It was interesting just to see how places – a research
laboratory of that place like that was run and where they were getting – and it was
quite – quite a – had quite a reputation I think at that – the Illumination Research
Laboratory, but I didn’t want to delay my maths degree any longer.

And so you – you joined Kings College in which year?

I can get it exactly right, must have been 1948, yeah. 1948 in, what do you call it, the
Michaelmas term.

[14:37]

Yeah. And you’ve already mentioned Professor Temple as being – as being
influential, so perhaps you’d like to expand on why you said that, why you think that
Professor Temple in particular is –

Well I suppose it was his teaching was to my taste and he was teaching applied
mechanics, which was mathematics applied to mechanical systems, including
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vibration and movement of tops and such things, and dynamics in general. And well,
it was a subject I found more attractive than pure algebra for example, or geometry.
We also had to have a course – a course in geometry, more than one course actually
but – for some reason, but that was interesting of course. But it wasn’t what I – what I
would specialise in, a branch of mathematics. Yes, I had quite a – a good lectures in
hydrodynamics, that was really my interest – my introduction to – to water waves, the
mathematical water waves. That was run by – I know it was Davies, but I can’t think
of his initial offhand. Yes, TV Davies, spelt i-e-s. Well I don’t want to – just having
mentioned two there was good – well there were a number of good lec – yes, I
remember also Dr Relton whose initial I can’t – I don’t think I can get, who was
lecturing in such subjects as elasticity and potential theory and applied mathematics,
applied mathematics subjects. So I definitely had a bias towards applied as
distinguished from pure mathematics. And well, I don’t think I’d – I’d want to list all
names, there were one or two others who were – whose lectures I enjoyed but I won’t
single them out.

[17:53]

Could you – could you say for a – with a sort of non-scientific listener in mind, would
you be able to describe what you learnt about water waves at this stage from TV
Davies, memory allowing of course, but, yes, bearing in mind that the – that the
listener may not be familiar with the names of mathematical terms. But I wonder
whether you could in another way, in a non-scientific way say what the mathematics
of water waves amounted to in terms of this course with TV Davies presenting to you?

Yes, well it was the mechanics of how waves propagate along the surface, and they do
propagate without making a permanent motion – movement of the particles of water
involved, I mean there’s no stream of water – there could be a stream, a stream could
be superimposed but it’s essentially water going around in circles and producing a
train of waves which may come from a submerged – a disturbance of – in the bottom,
like a – a barrier which goes halfway up, so the depth is – is lessened for a short
distance. Or it could be that there was a – some object like a boat, a ship or a paddle
plunger, which was artificially generating waves, I mean all those things would make
waves train. There were – apart – other details which came into the subject were the
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fact that the main wave motion which is the most important in water is the gravity
wave – waves which are controlled by gravity, they wouldn’t work without. And –
but there is a class of wave, very short waves which are controlled by capillary action,
the surface tension in the liquid, and they have a different mechanics to their different
speed of propagation and so on. And then there’s the different – rather important
difference between the rate at which a train of waves travels, and the rate at which
energy is transferred, it’s about half the speed actually. Not – not exactly half but
depending on the depth of water and the rate at which energy is transferred
horizontally is much less – much lower than the apparent motion of the waves
themselves. These are the sort of classic – the classic features, physical features of
wave – of waves. I think he – TV Davies not only covered hydrodynamics, but also
the theory of electricity, although I’m getting mixed up between – I mentioned Relton
and TV Davies, both of them had a section – part of their lectures were devoted to the
theory of electricity. I mean the motion of – not the motion so much as – well
electromagnetism comes into it, but the way in which a – an electrode will produce an
– an electrode will – well if there are two electrodes there’ll be a path in which that –
the electric energy is transferred which can be complicated one but, erm …

Were there any –

We had sort of mathematics for all those – that sort of thing. I remember Relton also
covered Maxwell’s equations which are the sort of – almost the last word since
Newton, I mean before Einstein, but Maxwell’s five equations related electricity and
magnetic and the associated magnetic field. And they’re quite famous. So we had to
be – had to learn all that, some – in somewhat idealised circumstances, you know, in a
laboratory – well not a practical – we were just sitting down at desks and the lecturer
didn’t show a slide of what happens when water waves are generated or they – path of
electric charges, but – and we didn’t have the laboratory training which in some cases
would have gone with that, to give one a more of a practical understanding. But I
mean the theory – one felt one learnt the theory and you knew how to solve the
equations in some cases, but one would have learnt more by having – having some
electrical, not necessarily electrical, but some practical examples in a laboratory.
Which of course we had a lot at Cambridge in various subjects, but – including
physics, but their – there was too much of it as I explained the first time.
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So V Davies didn’t have a water tank or –

No, exactly.

Little demonstrations?

No.

And did or didn’t show slides, did you say – did you say he did or didn’t show slides
of –

No.

Didn’t, yes.

There were no slides, there was no projector, it was a mathematics course and
concentrated on the theoretical aspects only.

[26:53]

So in simple terms, how did he teach you to describe or, perhaps not predict, but
describe the movement of waves mathematically?

Erm, well, that in order to have wave motion, one has to satisfy – one has to have
equation, one equation which satisfied what’s called continuity, which means what
goes into a section comes out, again there’s no pile up. Well if there is a vertical
motion it’s – which there obviously isn’t in the case of water waves, it’s manifested in
the – in the changing height of the waves. And the other is that the other condition
which has to be fulfilled is that the top of the surface, the free surface has to be a
surface of constant pressure, no change of pressure along the surface. And that is
actually quite – if one describes a set of – if one has equations which satisfy those
physical conditions in some idealised form, say constant depth and a source of energy,
that can be fairly straightforwardly solved by – doesn’t require very great
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mathematical form. But once you – once you realise what form the equations take it’s
– it’s fairly obvious and you get an equation for the speed at which – which is
entailed, the speed of the waves.

[29:18]

You talk about a kind of simplified idealised model, did he introduce any actual
geography in calculating, you know, in suggesting complexities by saying, well you’re
describing waves in a bay, let’s say, with three sides closed off, or this is the open
ocean in a particular place or – or are you saying that it always took the form of a
kind of simplified sea, a kind of mathematical sea?

Well in this mathematics course we – I don’t think they mentioned the word sea, you
know, it wasn’t geographical in the sense. I know that is an important modelling of a
bay – of a bay and that sort of thing is an important subject at what would be done by
numeri – nowadays easily by numerical mathematics, but what – we were
concentrating on the – on the simplest possible case to – no interruption, no actual
coastline, well except the – in the fact that a vertical cliff would reflect the waves, or –
or reflect them in a certain direction, not necessarily waves which return in the same
direction as they were going.

And this may be a naïve question but is there any mathematical similarity between
something like water waves and the other mechanical systems of electricity and
electromagnetism that you’ve mentioned that these lecturers also were –

Yes, they – definitely that all wave motions are in some sense related, one has to
[laughs] – one – one always comes down to a sinusoidal, a wave which varies with a
sign, the profile is a sign wave. And the equations are somewhat similar, yes.
Although the condition – there are particular conditions with water waves, such as the
– such as the – the bottom, one has to take into account the depth, especially if it
varies, whereas there’s nothing quite equivalent in water waves. Although I have seen
water waves – I have seen – I knew a man who was at NIO, a Japanese person
actually, who designed electrical systems to simulate the generation of floods in – in
seas, yeah well seas – this was more advanced, yes. But the – one could see that the –
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by using changes in capacity and current one could have an analogue of the quantities,
like current arising in – arising in the theory of hydrodynamics.

[33:39]

And could you say something more about Professor Temple’s lectures on applied
mechanics, vibrations, and the movements of things.

That’s right.

And so any examples you can remember of his lectures, especially I suppose things
that you found striking at the time or –

Yes, well … this is of course quite a long time ago.

Yes [laughs].

… But there was an interesting set of relations which you could use to determine the
motion of something which it – seated on an object which itself was moving. I mean
an obvious example would be something say that the top spinning on – on the earth
which leads to the theory of gyroscope, erm, seeking north. The gyroscopic compass
setting, that one that’s called. That’s one. Erm … it was entirely to do with motions
of solids and cylinders vibrating, even – cylinders if there was a slight ellipticity on
them, an irregularity and whether that could build up into a … into a motion which
got expediential larger in time and would lead to a complete collapse of the systems, I
mean failure of the …

Like a sort of wobble developing in something because of its irregularity?

Yes, a wobbling developing, yes, a wobbling that just gets bigger and bigger. But in –
instability, one would call it. [pause] Actually I feel that I – the parts that I can
remember of his – of Temple’s lectures was only a small fraction of what he actually
taught us.
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Yes.

It was in the first year of – the first two years actually, 1948 and ‘49 … but anyway I
learnt quite a bit of the technique of mathe – of application of mathematical
techniques to real phenomena.

And given that this was the application –

Or engineering, ultimately in engineering.

[37:55]

Yes, to what extent was the discussion of what maths might be used for after the
degree and to what extent were you thinking about things yourself that you might do
with mathematics, given that you seem to be especially attracted to the applied end of
it?

[Laughs] Yes, well I – that was a – something of a dilemma because I certainly didn’t
have a goal that I want to become an oceanographer or an engineer or something like
that, because I just didn’t know what – what was available. I had naturally an interest
in the sea, in anything which would apply to the sea which is why I eventually went to
a – a branch of the navy – not the navy but the admiralty. But I felt I was just
amassing useful tools which I could apply if someone had a problem and I was hoping
for some congenial subject which – some congenial applied subject in which I could
make myself useful, using the mathematical tools which I’d learnt and obviously
learning more in having to read up the – other related subjects.

[40:10]

What – what contact did you have with the sea over these three years, and possibly
the three of four that preceded it while you were working for these companies?

Rather little, nothing … whenever I visited my parents in Worthing, which was
usually about once – almost every week since I was only studying in London, I’d go
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in for a swim and that sort of thing [laughs], but no real – I had no contact with say
yachting or – well I didn’t – I wasn’t in the – in the sort of category of people who
could afford yachting, I mean this was the end of the war, one – there wasn’t much
money around. And so any money you got had to be earned so that’s [laughs] – and
then I was waiting for being able to apply my university knowledge degree to earn –
earn money and then one would see what one could spend it on.

[Laughs] Where did you live in London?

In – you mean in – when I was at Kings?

Hmm.

Actually at the – at the end of my time at the GEC, which was at Wembley, when you
got some – I had digs or established a good relation with a woman who – widow who
– who had a house, a vacancy for a lodger in Harrow actually. And as I felt well I
must – well stay – I stayed on at Harrow all the time I was there, it wasn’t very
expensive in those days to travel in on the underground.

And what were you doing in terms of non-work life at this time, it’s sort of socialising,
friendships?

[42:54]

[Laughs] Well I was doing athletics and cross – not so much cross country but road
running, and … athletics yes, I mean the sort of distances I was good at, like a mile,
that sort of middle distance running. It’s hard to think what – why you spent – how I
spent time training and that sort of thing, whereas obviously I wasn’t going to beat a
world record or any particular – I was just running for – for my local club, actually at
Worthing. But one wants to – one needs the exercise and does one good and –
provided some outing to meetings and so on.

Who were your sort of important friends at this time?
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Hmm … well I had a musical friend who lived at – who worked at GEC and that –
that continued when I was at Kings actually a little bit, we used to meet and go to a
prom or some – or opera, Covent Garden, that sort of thing occasionally, even when I
was at – I had left GEC quite a long time. Well if you wanted to know the names
there was a man who were both in the same category of interest, one was Harold
Ferguson and another one was Frederick Clack who’d actually been to Cambridge,
although I never knew him at Cambridge, I think it might have been a different
period. But he was of similar age and as far as I know he was always working for
GEC, either at the research laboratories or at a headquarters. That was – that counts
for two friends. Well I – on top of that I had a coterie of friends down in Worthing,
we also had a music interest, confined mainly to playing gramophone records,
classical music mainly. And we used to have a lot of other friends who would gather
together now and again, even go out, cycling and walking and that all over the South
Downs. So I was – most of my – well yes, so my friends really were people at – for
whom I had similar interests and who liked to go out to such things as [laughs]
symphony concerts and – or walking and that sort of thing. Oh one friend who died a
few years – died several years ago, was Stanley Gill who was a – he was a
mathematician and he had been – he had taken the mathematical tripos at Cambridge,
St John’s College, so I knew him at Cambridge, he was at Worthing High School as a
matter of fact as well and I knew him later. And he was one of the people whom we –
we had similar interests and used to do swimming, anyway his – he was a
mathematician but he was almost a pioneer, I’ve seen him described as a pioneer in
certain techniques in the development of early computers. In fact I still know his
brother quite well, but his – but Stan, Stanley Gill himself, died of cancer – cancer.
And he was actually rather a socialising sort of person, he was always bringing in new
– new friends on some pretext or other. And I’d meet quite a lot of people through his
introduction really, both sexes. I think that’s all I could – well I keep on thinking of
people who were friends for a time and I think they all had to be – have some
common interest in music of some sort, not performers actually, I didn’t know many
people who actually played an instrument.

[50:33]

Were you continuing to play the piano at this –
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Yes I was, yes.

Where was the piano, still at – at Worthing rather than in your digs?
Well my mother bought me a piano for my – I think it must have been my 21st
birthday and I took it to my flat, my digs at Harrow actually and then of course
brought it back again, and for a time it was – well it followed – the piano followed
me, it was upright piano, followed me around to various addresses. Eventually we
sold it … well partly because I acquired a new grand piano with my own purchasing.

[51:39]

At the end of your degree did you specialise or pick a dissertation at the end of the
maths degree, was it necessary to study something in particular in detail?

Well they – they arranged courses of lectures – well they stipulated that we should
attend certain courses of lectures, mainly in the University of London, rather than
necessarily Kings itself. But they were mainly courses above – of about eight lectures
each, perhaps ten ‘cause – one actually was on the theory of mathematical theory,
naturally all the – all the subject of the lectures were mathematical, because it was
recommended by the – by the Kings’ maths department. And one of them was on the
theory of orbits, planetary orbits and satellite orbit, and did he – I suppose he included
rocket – but anyway it was Arthur C Clarke, completely unknown then, but I mean he
was later for the – quite a famous sci-fi author. And I’d like to say that I became a
complete devotee but he was a hopeless lecturer actually. It rather – he was difficult
to follow … well other – there were others, other lecturers. But one – to answer your
question, I didn’t – well my classmates didn’t have to make any dissertation or
summarising, we just sat for the exam, it’s set by the University of London and we
just got a – got a degree and that was it. I wasn’t tempted as some of the more
brilliant pupils, students, did to – to follow on a specialised subject for a PhD or a – or
higher degree, or MSc – MSc I suppose it would have been, MA, possibly MA. But
anyway we got BSc out of it.
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What gave you the impression that there were more brilliant students than yourself?

Well I mean one got to know where the ones who could quickly solve – solve a –
sometimes one got stuck on some problem we were given and he – there were one or
two of them you know – you knew that they would have the – one or two of them
would between them have solved it quite easily. I mean I was not – there wasn’t a
class grading until we got to the end of the – end of the course, you know, no one said
the first top of the form was so and so, although we had to do homework and hand it
in, but I think that was for the benefit of the lecturers to sort of see that everyone was
keeping up rather than judge who was better than others, they probably formed their
own judgement about who was – who was better. But I didn’t feel that I was – I felt I
was certainly keen – more than keeping up and – but not – I didn’t feel I was at the
top of the – of the top of the form one would say.

What –

At school [laughs].

[57:08]

What decisions did you make then in the – as you came to the end of the degree about
what to do next?

Well it was [laughs] this … we used to get – towards the end in the last term or maybe
the – in the last year at any rate, used to get a team of people, maybe one person or
usually – usually two or three, who would come and expand on employment
possibilities in their firm, or in the case of the armed forces also there was someone
from the aircraft industry obviously. I did actually apply for a job at one time for
Bristol Aircraft Company but I didn’t take it. Well I was actually offered the job but
at a very low level and I preferred – I at the same time had been offered a job in the
admiralty so I took that one as being more likely to have further interests for me. Yes,
as I suggest – as I’ve just suggested, that one team came from the admiralty, team of
three or four people and they all talked about their different work that – well different
vacancies I suppose we have, and sometimes one was attracted to the – they said,
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‘Well if anyone is in – is – has further interests, please see us and give your name and
address and arrange an interview,’ that sort of thing. And in fact it was the naval
group, the admiralty group really, wasn’t naval in the sense of gunnery or aircraft
carriers and so on, and … which attracted me and I did put my – give my name in and
they said, ‘Oh come – make,’ gave me an interview.

[1:00:16]

Do you remember why it attracted you, why – what about what they said –

Well I think it was just a general interest in the – being connected with the sea in
some sort of way. And I was prepared for having to learn quite a bit more, I mean one
couldn’t – one wouldn’t make much progress with just the mathematical training we’d
had, although it would come in useful for solving problems which might arise. Erm
…

[1:01:09]

I probably haven’t mentioned that I was – one of my interests in mathematics at one
stage was the theory of statistics. I mention that because my first contribution when I
joined the admiralty was to simplify a problem they had with the motion of the rolling
of a ship. Sorry, they were interpreting motions at sea and that in – always required a
statistical technique, although that wasn’t always appreciated, because the motions at
sea obviously have rather random sort of waves. I’m probably getting a little bit
ahead of myself there, we were going back to what attracted me – what gave me an
idea of where I could get a job.

[1:02:40]

I suppose one could say more about that in that with the mathematical training one felt
one could be useful in many spheres, and one – one group of recruiting terms was a –
I think from the Bristol – the Bristol Aircraft Company, probably British Aerospace or
something now, and I did actually apply for a job there but I – perhaps I’ve mentioned
that – that I took the admiral – the jobs were offered at about the same time and I took
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the one, the admiralty. Incidentally as offered a slightly lower salary by the admiralty
but I still took it.

What had – I know that you ended up taking the admiralty job but what attracted you
to the Bristol Air position which you did apply for?

Well it was just – it was up to them to – I mean aerodynamics is related to water
waves in some ways, and the whole idea of – of lift at various pressures and the lift of
an aerofoil and the theory of airflow over it, which had some relationship to – to the
mathematics of – of water flow around various obstructions. And I thought I would
be – could be an interest, I didn’t really know what – I didn’t really know what else
was going to be offered either, and I didn’t want to leave it too long.

Did – do you remember anyone coming round at the end of the degree and presenting
a kind of career option which you were completely not interested in?

[Laughs] Well that certainly happened, but I’m afraid I’ve – fallen out of my memory
[laughs].

Yes.

There were certainly people presenting opportunities for employment.

And am I right in –

Well I didn’t want to be involved with military, I think I’ve – I’ve said several things
which [laughs] suggested non-military – especially as the war was over anyway.

Was that related to your sense of your father’s – that your father might disapprove of
any –

Well it probably was psychologically, yes, he certainly disapproved and he wouldn’t
have liked me to have taken a job in that sort of – in something to do with the – what
we’d now call defence, ballistics or … I think actually there was someone, somebody,
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an army person who was recommending work on ballistic trajectories to do with
shells and bombing and so on. Well that did – that was an example of something I
didn’t particularly want to get involved with or didn’t want to find myself depending
on my livelihood for work in those fields.

I’m trying to decide whether that’s your – your own sort of moral objection or
whether it was, you know, kind of related to the prospect of having to tell your father
that that’s what you’d decided to do, which of the –

That was pretty well – at that stage it was pretty well my own. I mean at an earlier
stage it could have been – for example when I’m going right back, when I opted for a
state bursary, it was not to get called up in the – in the war, although there were quite
a number of people in cadet corps who said, ‘Why aren’t you – why don’t you attend
for this?’ and being very forthcoming about their duty – duties to defend ones country
and all that sort of thing, well I could see their point and felt a little bit abashed really,
you know, they said, ‘There are people dying for you in Italy,’ I mean literally dying.
Well it’s hard thing to object to but I did stay out of the – out of the cadet corps, partly
because I’d had enough at one school, enough of a cadet corps, they didn’t want a
band see and … and I think – well that was sort of halfway stage between my father’s
influence and my own decision and I think when my father became less and less and
less a force. I mean I wouldn’t have – if I’d got a job in an armourments factory I
suppose I would have broken to him gently, but the occasion never arose. But I mean
the decision not to do that was my own.

[1:10:10]

Do you remember what your view of the atomic bomb was?

It was difficult to take in – take it all in. Erm, well one was always hopeful that it
would be sort of confined to the Americans and then of course the Russians had their
own atomic nuclear capability and as the years go by get more and more countries and
it’s a very difficult problem altogether about what to do, obviously something which
needs control, needs some controlling agreement among all nations, not to do this or
not – which does seem to hold to some extent, apart from the fact that it’s very
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expensive, some countries probably couldn’t afford to get involved, but you’ve got –
always got North Korea and –

I wondered whether you remembered your reaction to the first one, you know, to the –
to the end of the war?

Well at that time with – was it Hiroshima, one was so thankful that something – some
– there was a situation arising which might mean the war was finally over, because
the war was really still dragging on as far as the Pacific and Japanese was concerned
with. But … one couldn’t help deploring the measures that had to be – that were
taken in Japan to – but it tended to be … tended to be ameliorated by the – by the fact
that war was over and Japan was out of it. I don’t think I could add much to – to that.

[1:13:13]

You joined then in 1951 – I’m right in saying it’s the Royal Navy Scientific Service, is
that – would it come under that?

Well Royal Naval Scientific Service, that’s what arose.

And where were you initially based, again –

At Bath. There was a big – a big contingent of admiralty at Bath.

And this was –

Well I think they went out there to avoid bombing in other areas.

And again am I right in saying it’s the Department of Naval Construction that you are
–

Yes, that’s right, yes. Yes, I was sent – I was going back just a little bit, and that I
was on the visit of the recruiting board to Kings College, this – they sent – took my
name and address and sent me a letter saying, ‘If you’re still interested, please call at
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our offices in Queen Anne’s Mansions,’ that you probably know near – near St James’
Park, that’s where I believe they still do have offices there. Anyway, and they – they
discussed the various possibilities and discussed what I had learnt, and they obviously
had several openings for people, for recruits with mathematical ability, and they said,
‘Well we’ve got an opening in the Department for Naval Construction.’ But the
trouble with the Department of Naval Construction was that it consisted of highly
trained engineers who’d be – been educated, given a thorough education in naval
construction and marine matters at Royal Naval College then at Greenwich and they
were tops of the – top of the roost, but underneath them they had a large contingent of
draughtsmen who did what they were asked to do and the trouble is bring – they said
they wanted a scientist or someone with a different sort of training, not just trained in
naval construction, or knowledgeable about how to. Erm… they wanted actually the
– they wanted first of all there was this job in statistics I men – someone was working
on the statistics of rolling of a ship and I took an interest in that, but they said, ‘We
also need the same person to oversee the reduction of noise in ships,’ of course I knew
absolutely nothing about that, and really apart from going out to one or two ships and
putting a box which recorded decibels in various sites, it was a rather to do with –
whether people were under too much strain from the level of noise and they just
wanted to know about levels, or if anyone knew, or the – a reduction, means of
reducing noise, obviously from engines and various things. Well I really didn’t take
any interest in that, although I did what I had to do and there was also an expert team
of – from admiralty research at NPL or I think it was a team from ARL, Admiralty
Research Laboratories in Teddington, who were specialists in noise and noise
reduction. So there were experts around, although I suppose the Department of Naval
Construction didn’t want to employ people who weren’t employed by them, you
know, didn’t want to call in outsiders as far as possible. Well anyway that wasn’t a
success, I never got anywhere with that, with the noise thing, but I did take an interest
in the – in the statistics of random motions and their inter – I mean the motions of
ships and pitching and rolling, heaving and so on. And, er, there was a senior
constructor who was leading the – lead some research in that field so I tried to get
involved with him but I kept on saying, ‘Well what,’ I kept on being told, ‘Well what
are you doing on the noise field?’ [laughs] and I had to admit not very much [both
laugh].
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[1:20:35]

Incident – I suppose that brings up a point, a relevant point that I – like other people I
wanted to do what I was interested in which really meant also what I was good at, and
that – and rather neglect – I’d perhaps more than other people I had tended to neglect
subjects which I had no particular knowledge, although I could have read up the
literature on it and found more. The trouble is it was only a desk job and you –
usually if one’s going to learn more about say reducing noise, you have to get – have
to have a hands-on approach with the noisemaker and do some experiments, well that
wasn’t part – part of the setup. I was just given a desk and sit at it and fed with odd
problems and some of them I – some of them I was interested in. I got interested in
the theory of the motion of – well the mathematics of the motion of ships in sea
waves, well in waves in general but on – of course for sea waves and that – there was
already a – the admiralty – you might have heard of the Admiralty Experiment Works
down at Haslar near Gosport and they have a huge tank where they test ships, model
ships sorry and really one had to work with models. So once again sitting at a desk I
couldn’t learn much about that although I was interested and I read all I could on the –
on the theory and tried to make a contribution there.

What did you find interesting about that, another way to say that would be why were
you interested in the behaviour of ships within waves, but not in noise, you know,
what was it – what did you find particularly interesting about that problem?

It’s difficult to – I was interested in something which involved waves and since I’d
had a mathematical training on how to deal with them, and also interested in
something to do with the sea, just Bath was rather remote from the sea. Erm … noise
and the reduction – well noise involves the design of engines for reducing vibrations
which I didn’t know the first thing about really, I knew something about vibration but
not – not the machines which were making the noise. And it involves an electrical
engineer at the very least and probably a team of people and I couldn’t see that it was
leading me – I would never become a – an expert or … an expert in – what do you
call it, damping of – reduction of noise really, reduction of noise by barriers, certain
weight, well – well the theory about that. But our experimental – any experimental
work offered, or rather ordered, was just to go along and take this decibel box to a
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ship and put – make a report on how – what levels of noise were present at – in
various situations.

Did you do any experimental work at all on the behaviour of ships in waves on these?

On the – in the tank?

Well anywhere – anywhere in the way that you went and put noise meters on ships,
were you able to do anything on ships for the others – [both talking at once]

No no, there was nothing else, one – it was two separate interests chiefly because the
person in charge was different anyway, I mean the person in charge of noise –
research into noise was different from the one who was concerned with the motion of
ships.

[1:27:00]

So having worked on those two problems, what came next in this – in this job?

Well, probably at the stage when I felt I wasn’t getting any [laughs] – I wasn’t getting
anywhere. Chiefly because the only one in that – in that group who were – who had
prospects for furthering themselves were the what they called the naval constructors,
very well trained people in their own right and you had to be one of them really. I
wasn’t one of them, I was a scientist brought in from a maths department to help –
although it wasn’t made very clear exactly where you were supposed to help. I
suppose if someone had specified the job that I was to do there I might have felt that
there was nothing – but I had no means of – really of finding out, other than going
there and saying, ‘Well what do you want me to do?’ There was another person who
was – actually who’d also had been in the maths department at Kings, and he had a –
he was also employed in the same area, but he had – he had previous experience in the
aircraft industry and he was trying to apply things that he knew from that field. And
as a matter of fact he – I could say it’s – a man called James Howard who became a
friend of mine, I often went to – at a much later stage I often went to – saw – visited
him or he visited me. But anyway at a certain stage it was decided that Howard,
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James Howard, was more suited to a … to a job in the admiralty as – admiralty
experiment works at Haslar and he went there and I think he didn’t last long, he –
after a few months or maybe a year he opted for another job in the aircraft industry in
America actually, he emigrated.

[1:30:31]

Whereas I was just left on my own really in DNC at Bath and getting more conscious
of being the dead end as far as experience and bettering myself. So that I started
looking and writing to the – well looking at what works were being done in other
admiralty departments, quite a long way from – some of them – well I think all of
them quite a long way from Bath, mostly in ARL, Teddington and … and I wrote to
the headquarters of RNSS, Royal Naval Scientific Service, if they could – that I
wasn’t – explaining that I wasn’t really suitably employed and could they find me
somewhere else and it took quite a time. I applied – actually applied for a job in the
Nautical Almanac Office of all places at one stage because I – it involved
computations of satellite orbits – no they weren’t any satellites at that time. In – well
it was anything – well it was planetary orbits, yes, and the moon – well anyway, I
wasn’t – I went for an interview there at Herstmonceux, you probably –

Hmm.

Well that was when the naval – Greenwich Observatory was – that’s quite a long time
ago, it’s since – since a block of flats. Sorry, I went – went for an interview there but
I was obviously not suitably employed. I mean I was obviously not suited for the
employment there, and they were quite right. I didn’t have enough experience and the
– it was rather a shot in the dark going to there. So that didn’t come off, but then the
… the small library they had at – at Bath, DNC had at Bath, used to get reports issued
by the admiralty research laboratories and there was a department dealing exclusively
with the theory of waves which obviously I headed for as well as I could. And got – I
got the compliance of the – of my bosses and – to go and visit – visit them in their
laboratory and to see a – see a wave recorder for the use of – use in ships, which I
thought could be very useful to them. Well what they would have done if they’d – I
did make a report on it and said it was marvellous tool, but I mean they weren’t
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actually interested, or not interested in me having reported on it. Erm … but
eventually I wrote directly to … Dr George Deacon, his photograph is there actually
[shows photograph], he was a great – well and you might have seen, if you’ve read his
book, well I mean looked at parts.

Yes.

He has a – he’s on the front page. Anyway, I actually wrote to him as being head of a
wave research group at ARL and said, ‘Can you – are there any openings in your
department?’ and naturally he said, ‘Well it depends, who are you and what – what
background have you got?’ and when I went to him I – we talked about my education
and possibly it happened he was also – had been educated at Kings College, London
and he had a rather soft spot for people with a mathematical background, and he said,
‘We’ll give you a trial.’ And so I got – in the sense got transferred within the
admiralty, I mean there was a lot of settling between the DNC people and the Royal
Naval Scientific Service and, er, apart from the person – the National Oceanographic
Council which was controlling the policy of – of NIO, National Institute of
Oceanography, and the timing was just about right because they’d – after being in
cramped, rather cramped accommodation in Teddington, ARL Teddington, they had
suddenly got – managed to form this – got a Royal Charter for the – for this setting up
of an institute of oceanography with was in Godalming, well near Godalming, with
Deacon in charge. And so it was just the sort of right time when he had vacancies and
had a new institute to form, apart from other – well hardened oceanographers who
were already there, and other groups. So I was transferred to NIO as we call it – used
to call it, the Institute of Oceanography.

[1:39:33]

Before we go on could you in as much detail as you can remember, tell the story of
that first visit to the admiralty research laboratories at Teddington, which is in 1953 I
think, when you saw the Shipborne Wave Recorder being used, so this was at the
stage where you hadn’t been yet seconded or transferred, but you’d – you’d visited
the laboratory in Teddington –
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Yes.

If you could tell the story of that in as much detail as you can remember including the
people you met and the things that you saw?

[Laughs] Well … well there were already odd papers in Nature describing this
Shipborne Wave Recorder and I was able to persuade my immediate boss at the time
who was a naval constructor, that wouldn’t he like – I was able to persuade him to
sort of send me to – to learn about what’s going on and in – incidentally I’d read quite
a lot of papers by people being interested in the whole setup at Tedding – not the
setup at Teddington, but the – in the way research group and what it was doing, I’d
read quite a bit about – from their reports. And he said, ‘Okay, you – the boss said
you – alright, we’ll give you a trip – make a trip to Teddington and see – tell us what
you find,’ and that sort of thing, Well now of course one would only see the bare
bones of an instrument at – in the laboratory at Teddington, so they said, ‘We’ll have
it – we’re just installing a newer version of this wave recorder in,’ in their ship which
was the Royal Research Ship Discovery 2, which was coming to Plymouth in a
month’s time, something like that, ‘So you’ll have to go back and down to Plymouth
if you’re still interested.’ Well I was and I went – went and visited there and I could –
they – I could see the – how the instrument was installed and was taken out to see as
far as sort Eddystone Lighthouse and round about there and before coming back, so I
had a small sea trip. And I met other people who – well he – I don’t know if you’ve –
you probably heard yourself from – about Mr Tucker who was quite a – who was a
strong force in instrumental developments at – at the NIO eventually, and he was still
at Teddington in those days. And he was talking to me in – well in spare time since
we were – went to a B&B together somewhere in Plymouth and I was – first of all his
experiences of entry into the – into the wave group was very similar to mine, he was
also sent by the had also been sent to the – sent by the RNSS, Royal Naval Scientific
Service, to a place where he was supposed to have employment, but in fact they – he
wasn’t given any – anything worth doing. I can’t remember how he got out of it but
he eventually got introduced to Dr Deacon again, who was a saviour of many people,
people who seemed to have nothing – nothing useful they could do. Although under
his guidance the – they did extremely well [laughs]. Anyway, was talking about what
I had been doing and I had mentioned my work on statistics of – of waves and he said,
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‘Well that’s just what we’re interested in, we’ve got a man called Longuet-Higgins
who you might,’ – Michael Longuet-Higgins who might well come into the picture
later, ‘who is a mathematician specialising in the statistics of random wave motions,’
that sounded [laughs] interesting. And I think it was even he suggested that – that
since I didn’t really have a satisfactory job in DNC, if you don’t mind these initials,
that I – that I should write directly to Deacon to ask if he has a vacancy where I could
quite possibly be of some help in that field. Well I met other people, like Roland Cox
the, Dr Cox the marine chemist who seemed an interesting sort of person but I’d left
chemistry too – far too long to be – have anything relevant to say about his work. But
I felt he was a – in fact everyone I met including Dr Deacon himself were the – I felt
were my sort of people and I was pro – more than prepared to work in an area where I
could be useful to them.

[1:47:55]

What do you mean by your sort of people?

[Laughs] Oh difficult to – to know. Well the people – people who were not my sort of
person [laughs] were the constructors at DNC, they were all – had this special – not
chip on the shoulder, but special cache of rather superiority, through having gone
through the right training for that department. And the only other people I met at – at
D – well not entirely, within DNC, the main company, were in fact draughtsmen who
were equivalent obviously and had quite different background.

What were these people like?

But I suppose – I suppose the people I met in ARL, fairly small number really, they
were, apart from all – most of them working with waves, Norman Smith was one of
them actually I remember. And I was interested in their work, genuinely interested in
it and interested in subjects and – of their researches and thought that given the proper
facilities I could contribute to – I mean that’s what – what I meant by my sort of
people, had common interests and common sort of objectives, similar sort of
objectives.
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And what was your impression on each of them as – as people, as characters at the
level of sort of personality?

Ah, personality, hmm … well most of them [looking through paper] [laughs].

I mean this is at the stage of this first visit so –

There’s Tom Tucker, real name was Malcolm, there’s Anthony Laughton, [laughs] do
you know. And well he had not joined NIO when I – when I joined it. There’s my
event – chap who became quite a good friend, Michael Longuet-Higgins, similar age
as well. We had interest in music and Tony Laughton also played the horn actually,
one of those I remember. No, there were some people who joined later. That’s
Deacon’s daughter. Jim Crease I remember from quite an early on. Yes, there were
people who joined later, although he [referring to photograph of Martin Angel] was a
long term biologist. Yes, you’ve said what?

[1:52:11]

So let’s take Tom Tucker for example, what were your impressions of him as an
individual on this first – on this first visit?

[Laughs] Well he was very good at explaining to someone who didn’t possibly know
much about his instrument, you know, if he saw you had difficulty with – with some
devise, he’d explain it simpler terms. And he was quite good at that, he was the sort
of person who knew a bit of mathematics but he was really a physicist who saw things
in physical terms and saw the action of – had a sort of intuition for how things would
work but without necessarily knowing the mathematical basis, although he was – he
very quickly learnt what was necessary. Well he told me about work on – I mean
other things that weren’t to do with waves, such as an electromagnetic current meter,
which measured the – measured currents by measuring the flow in a mag – by having
a magnet – an electromagnet fixed to the bottom of the sea, and measuring the flow.
It didn’t have to be an electro – well yes it did, yes anyway it measured the voltage
potential difference, caused by movement of flow against the magnetic field. Yes,
there was another technique where you used the earth’s magnetic field but this was
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different, he was working on an instrument which provided the magnetic field. There
were other people who were involved with – oh I mentioned the chemist who was
concerned with measuring salinity at a very high – the salt content to very high
accuracy, and that had a reason because one knew one could measure currents in the –
in the sea by measuring the change – very slight changes in density, separated by a
few tens of miles. And in fact most of the – apart from waves, they – the group had
inherited an interest in research on waves which was a hangover from the wave
predictions which were necessary for the Normandy invasion, the D Day invasion,
and at – at that time they realised that there was – very difficult to find anyone who –
who could forecast waves at all and that’s why the wave – wave group was set up in
order to do research on it and they realised that very little was known that you could
really get your hands on and so they set about finding different ways of … of
measuring waves and measuring where they come from and that sort of thing.

[1:56:44]

And what were your first impressions of George Deacon, and meeting him as you did
on this first visit?

Oh [laughs] he was a very easygoing man, he was – had quite a – quite an intellect but
he didn’t flaunt it in any sort of way. He was – he spoke very naturally and spoke at
one’s level and was quick to find out what you were really interested in and would
take you immediately to – not immediately, but after some chat, to a person who was
also working on a related subject, like another person I didn’t mention was Jack
Darbyshire, and he’s now died, who was doing a lot of the early research on the
relations between wind and waves, which is a big subject. I remember seeing – going
to see Jack at – at Teddington before I went to Discovery, there were different people
– you know, people I saw at Teddington and weren’t necessarily there at – in
Discovery and I can’t remember where I – probably I first met Tom, we call him Tom
Tucker, though Tom isn’t his name, whether Tucker was there at Teddington I don’t –
I mean he was in – he had an office but I don’t think he was there on that occasion
when I visited, but he was certainly as I’ve already mentioned was – was present on
my visit to Plymouth and onto the ship.
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Who else went on the ship with you? Tom Tucker, yourself?

Tom Tucker, well there was – there was Admiral – he’s described – was really the top
person in … who – in the formation of the Institute of Oceanography, Vice Admiral
Sir John Edgell. Hydro– yes he was hydrographer of the navy at one time, and he was
present on the ship, just to see what was going on and particular – in particular he
wanted to see that an Institute of Oceanography had a suitable vessel for – for taking
out to sea. Well he was just present and made himself agreeable without pulling rank
or anything like that. Deacon one got to know by degrees, I mean one didn’t
immediately get his whole personality in one go, it took time, but he made himself
very agreeable by making apposite remarks and showing appreciation of what I had
learnt and …

Leaving aside the different kinds of work that the two places were doing, how did
DNC –

DNC and – Group W.

DNC and this Admiralty Research [both talking at once], Group W. Leaving aside
the sort of different work that was going on, how did they compare in the sort of
culture of work or the formality or informality of the management and that sort of
thing, how did they – as places of work?

Well they were very different, chiefly because of this – I’ve already mentioned the
DNC being dominated by just two classes, the upper class people, constructor, erm,
people, known constructors as a capital C and the draughtsmen. I mean there was two
different sort of people, I suppose they interacted only as a sort of servant and master
reaction in a way. Erm … they were on the whole pleasant, but they didn’t know how
to handle – handle a scientist, I mean when one – when I went to Teddington, they –
they could keep a – we were obviously talking the same language when we were
talking about waves at any rate, and I could understand their other problems and the
instrumental development by Tucker. I can remember Norman – meeting Norman
Smith at that stage but I got to know Norman better when we worked together on
wave buoys. Whereas the sort of class cult – sort of cultural interchange that went on
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at … at DNC, it was chiefly limited to occasional invitations to have dinner with – or
some sort of drinks party, at someone’s private house and who was in the higher ranks
at – of the – of the constructors. In fact I think even it was so class ridden that there
were two separate canteens, one for – well it was a canteen for the whole of the
campus if you like of Bath, all admiralty group. But there was a select canteen, rather
smaller one, for the people who were qualified and were invited I suppose, well I
wasn’t, neither me or James Howard were invited, or any – any scientist that I knew
of was invited. I mean we went to an occasional drinks party in the evening, but that
was a rather limited – limit of social interaction.

How would you describe the hierarchy as you saw it then at the – in Group W?

Oh very much more informal, you could talk to people and not realise or realised later
that they were quite – doing quite important work or with a professor was – or
something. But it wasn’t immediately apparent from just talking to him and talking to
them, in other words they didn’t separate … didn’t show off any – any class
distinction, or I’m higher qualified than you, sort of – but – and then in general much
easier to speak to everybody. I mean you didn’t even want to know really what –
what their job roles were, whereas – well one was curious but at DNC really you were
either – either in the upper class or the draughtsmen class and they didn’t have – it
was rather a silly idea I think to bring in scient – someone must have said, ‘We need
someone who – who’s had some training in science to act as an expert here,’ on say
something like noise, but it wasn’t so easy. I – during my I think it was two and a half
years, nearly two and a half years in Bath, I don’t think I ever saw a scientist who
specifically wanted to – well specifically an expert in noise. We visited some experts
in either ARL or NPL, Teddington, at one time, I think it was ARL, but they didn’t
come to our area. But anyway the – one felt very much at ease with the atmosphere,
cultural atmosphere at – it was then Teddington, but then quickly moved to this place
in Godalming.

And at the DNC, where did scientists fit in this – in this two separate hierarchy of
constructor and draughtsman?
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Well one was really left to ones – entirely to ones self, you know, you were neither – I
suppose one could have made it trained as draughtsmen, I don’t remember doing that
… and I got on with one or two of the assistant constructors. But on the – on the
whole the – they kept to their own sort of group and class, they had their own canteen
as I said, and if we had a visitor and it was a scientist, he’d come to our canteen. I
mean I wouldn’t want to give the impression that there was a – draughtsmen were the
only people – people who used the can – canteen, but there were other branches of
DNC there.

[2:10:02]

Could you describe what you saw or did on the trip out from Plymouth on Discovery 2
with the Shipborne Wave Recorder?

You’ve got the details right. Well I was very interested when we got outside the –
outside the harbour and started responding to waves and one could see – see how the
waves, you know, you could spend some time looking whether the wave height was
comparable with what you were experiencing in terms of standing up, feeling with
your feet. I’d already been shown the principle of the instrument and it was possible
there were two sides of the thing, one was measuring the changes in pressure of – well
there was a hole – a hole of communication between the instrument which was
recording pressure, and it was measuring partly the motion of the water above the hole
in terms of pressure, but that was only one part of its signal, the other – the other part
of the signal was the integrated acceleration, you know, they had an accelerometer
and it was tuned so that the – there was – by circuitry to – virtually to give the height.
It was in fact measuring – measuring the height of the ship and the height of the water
relative to the ship and one could switch off the two sides and sort of compare them.
Apart from socialising and having a game of cards with everyone on the ship,
including the admiral [laughs], the vice admiral … don’t remember too – too much of
the details.

What did you see of what the actual instrument looked like, or was it – was it stuck
somewhere where you couldn’t see it?
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It was rather – in a way inaccessible, one had to crouch under some boilers, almost –
and there was a – eventually when one got to the hull, the inside of the hull there was
a metal case which could be removed and one could see the instrumental part, which
I’d already seen in – at Teddington.

And how – how was it being – how was what the instrument was doing being recorded
or displayed on the ship?

Oh entirely by – in those – rather primitive way of – of a pen – a pen recorder going –
responding to an electrical signal and recording the waves really, well what was a
good approximation to the waves.

So this would have been a sign curve on a – on a piece of chart paper really?

Yes, really, except it didn’t look much like a signed curve because the waves were so
irregular.

So a sort of wiggly – an irregular wiggly line?

Yeah, irregular wiggly line, yes that’s – an actual picture of one somewhere [looking
through papers] [pause]. I think it’s on [pause], very difficult to find the actual place
where the – one minute, [reading] wave recording, wave surges and time, applied
wave research, wave research at Wormley, oh that’s vital. There, that’s what I’m
looking for, that’s a typical –

Page 189 in Ships Seas and Scientists … I see, hmm.

Well of course there was a whole lot of – it was a big question of how you say – how
high the waves are, I mean what is the criterion for determine the mean wave height,
whether you just take the mean of a lot of little waves and whether you missed out a
thing like that, or whether you took into the – into account – and there was a quite
comprehensive statistical theory of how to deal with that, it – of course it eventually
was all digitised and went – fed into a computer and then it could be done, but in the
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early days people used to have the rolls and rolls of these things and just sort of
measure them up with a lot of grid spacing, which you can’t really see now.

A grid that was sort of superimposed over the wiggly line in order to –

Yes.

Do a kind of statistical summary?

Yes, I mean it – it was a – it was gridded, the paper was printed with a grid on it and
the pen would go up and down.

Did you gain at that time on this first trip out any sense of what was involved in
keeping it – keeping it all working, keeping the recorder working and recording
properly, keeping –

Well I got a good impression that the thing looked after itself more or less, once an
expert had checked it up, checked it out before sail – leaving port. And I remember
there were – they used to have these things on light – these recorders on light ships
that one time and every now and again people had to – an engineer had to be –
technician had to be sent out to look at the instrument and check that it was working
properly or explain why it’s not working and put it right, that sort of thing. That’s
quite a bit about that.

So then you – you were –

[2:18:16]

You wrote a report to the DNC and you were – you wrote to George Deacon and you
were eventually in 1954 seconded to Group W so you became part of –

That’s it, June 1954, yes.

Became part of this group that you’d visited.
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Yes.

And by which time as you say it had moved to the – its new site.

Yes.

Near Godalming.

Yes.

And I wonder whether you could then describe the site of the NIO at the time that you
joined properly in 1954? I’m –

Describe the site?

Perhaps I wonder if you –

Well it was a big – it was a big building which actually had been put up by Admiralty
Signal Research Works, I forget the exact title. And it – and then vacated by the
admiralty and so the admiralty had it going – had it – this site available and, er, I
forget the other places they were offered and looked at, or thought about on paper.
But it was chosen anyway and then it was actually being at the tail end of the war, it –
it was slightly down at heel in the sense that there was a lot of linoleum that obviously
hadn’t been – hadn’t been renewed for a long time, no carpets and I think even the –
even the director himself didn’t have a carpet in front of his desk for a time. So there
were no trimmings, and just a sort of handrail up a long series of steps … and – well
there was the building as it was, the NIO building, mid 1950s which is exactly when
you said, yes, since it later acquired another floor actually. Looks large, but of course
that was the whole institute, including – including workshops and administrative staff
and the – there were – there were a whole – half a floor at any rate devoted to
biologists. Erm … there was a chemistry laboratory and the upper floor was partly
laboratories with a few off – offices off-shooting it. It wasn’t an open plan, I
remember at – at Teddington, they – they had even more – they had much more
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cramped space available, in fact everyone was there sitting in the same – same office,
same huge open plan office with Deacon at the back [laughs].

And which part of that building were you placed in when you arrived in ‘54, where
was your office?

Well fairly – and now I … I shared with about four other people, Tucker was one of
them I know and Michael Longuet-Higgins who eventually became my superior when
he arrived, he’d been at Cambridge. It was about three floors up and it was – how did
it … perhaps a – rather bigger than this space available here in this room.

We’d better then say how big this is for the recording so –

Yes, I don’t know if you –

I don’t know, is it – I’m not –

I’d say about eight metres square, yes.

Yeah.

[Laughs].

And –

Oh and it wasn’t – certainly wasn’t cramped, except of course that since there were
people sitting at desks, half their time around the sides of it, everyone occupies rather
more space than a desk and some people had a – had an apparatus to – to balance on a
table. But it wasn’t – it wasn’t cramped as far as my concerns since I was initially
working either downstairs looking at an instrument I had in mind, or sitting at my
desk with papers and – there was no use even for a computer, one did all ones
computing at a – with an electrical device, or turning a handle and multiplying
numbers. We didn’t – yes it was long before the days of computers, that was dealt
with much later. Well only perhaps three years later, there was a computer developed
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at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, which we were allowed to – we were invited to
use if you use a code …

[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

You’re alright are you for –

Yes yeah.

Water and so on, or coffee.

I wonder whether you could describe what I think was one of your earlier tasks at the
NIO and that’s the spectral analysis of waves, using the Shipborne Wave Recorder
and Barber’s Spectral Analyser and various theories of – of your own –

Oh yes.

And this is related to – and this is all I know really, that a three penny bit manoeuvre
of twelve courses held for twenty minutes in a ship.

Yes, that’s right.

So it’s up to you how you want to tackle that, but it might involve telling a story of –
of this particular piece of work and then I’ll ask you specific questions about bits of
equipment and the appearance and thinking behind things. But I am right in thinking
this is one of the first things you – you did at this stage?

Well the first thing I did and made some progress with. The – this was a matter of
using the Shipborne Wave Recorder but – to see if one could determine where the
waves were coming – well the direction of the waves, are there – are they coming
from two directions at the same – same time. And … I had not suggested that this
twelve sided polygon approach but it had already been done and someone brought the
records and – from the wave recorder and I set about analysing them. There’s a – this
was a thing that I originally thought ought to be done by DNC, in fact if they want to
find out how a ship is responding to waves, that they – they had to know obviously,
you know, which way the waves were coming from. That was one of the first things
they had to do, or were there in fact more than one direction, because of the – wave
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from one direction would cause the thing to roll, or the ship to roll and another one
would cause it to pitch and heave and so on. Well the way to do this sort of thing was
there was Barber’s – as you – as I said – or you said, Barber’s Spectral Analyser
which was a very … very useful gadget, very useful device, because it was nowadays
– because there was no method in which one could find which – which frequencies
were present, in other words records the spectrum of a random wave field, one could
in principle do it by – by a long digital computation, but – and in fact that’s how its
done nowadays. But that just wasn’t available and these – this wave analyser – well
… I mean you don’t want me to describe how the analyser worked, other than that it
consisted of replaying the wave, which was – the wave in the first place was recorded
as a silhouette, in other words black one side and white the other on photographic
paper, that was done directly so – and then it was wrapped round a cylinder, circular
cylinder, and spun very fast and there was a – there was an electrical sensor which
was responding to the … responding to the fluctuations which were according to the
speed it was going at. And it was highly tuned so that to – to respond to one
particular frequency, which of course meant a whole range of frequencies as the speed
changed, and in fact it was spun up to quite a – something like four revolutions a
minute and – sorry, revolutions per second, and then just allowed to decay by friction.
Later it was rather controlled to make it more regular than friction. But anyway,
essentially meant that the wave as – sensed the spinning wheel on a – by a fixed
recorder would correspond to different frequencies. It would resonate at one
frequency and then that frequency would slowly change as the speed of the wheel
changed, the change just sort of got slower and slower. And the final outcome was
the number of peaks once again that – I ought to be able to quite early on show an
example [looking through papers] … well the – these – this was a –

On page forty-four.

Pardon?

I was just saying the page number for the recording, just page forty-four in the book,
yes?
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That gives the wave period scale, that’s the reciprocal of the frequency and you can
see how its – on one recording, say this one happens to be three o’clock, it was given
a certain pattern of – indicating waves around about seventeen seconds period, but
then that’s slowly changing and there’s another – and from here onwards – sorry, this
is every two hours, yes, there was practically no swell, then this swell turned up and it
– and it got slower and slower. And this was because the – these waves were
generated by a storm at several thousand miles away and the – the longer period
waves, it’s one property of waves that the longer the period, the faster they travel, so
the energy got there first and then it slowly gets later and later. And that – that was
quite a historic recording actually in the theory of waves, whereas there were other –

And the ones on the right hand side, which seem to be slightly more dispersed pattern,
just –

Yes, that’s I think in a – in a local storm.

Okay.

Yes. But this was a – the interesting case was where you had waves from – generated
by a storm a long way away and the period was slowly getting shorter. But they all
started together, but these got there first and these got there later. Whereas this one
I’d have to refresh my memory, to exactly what this was – this one – my work – this
was work by Barber and Ursell, 1948.

[10:22]

So this might be when they were using the analyser on the Cornish coast?

Exactly, yes yes.

Did you ever see that – it used in that hut, I think they had a hut at Perranporth?

Perranporth, yes.
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Did you visit?

Yes, in fact I – my family had a – had a holiday in – near Perranporth not long – this –
earlier this – was it this year or last – maybe in the last year, and we visited – made a
special visit to Perranporth just to see.

I don’t suppose the hut’s still there is it or is it – in any form?

The hut had been changed – yes [laughs] … it’s been turned into a youth hostel –
youth hostel. The – it was exactly you – one can identify exactly, there is a
photograph somewhere here very early.

Did you work in the hut at the time?

Oh no, that was after my day.

Ah.

No … sorry.

Yes.

The hut was used in the 1940s, I joined in 1950 where we were investigating other
methods of recording the wave distance and yes. Yes, that – that was a –

Ah yes, page fifty-five, yes.

Yeah, yes.

So am I right in saying then that the analyser allows you to separate out in all of the
apparent complexity of waves at sea, in the case of the Shipborne Wave Recorder, it
allows you to separate out different kinds of waves, so it might allow you to separate
waves that had been generated at a distance and are coming in and affecting the
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recorder, and to separate out those from waves produced more locally, perhaps
coming in a different direction?

Well the –

Although you weren’t –

To determine that a fact that I showed you there, that took about – at Perranporth that
took about – covered about two days of recording, well re – with the wave – with a
Shipborne Wave Recorder one didn’t – one wasn’t concerned very much with
recording continually for two days, one was concerned with getting something on a
twelve – well with a minimum time when the waves could be regarded as – as more or
less stationary or, erm, not changing in character. And the – all one could do, which
was actually something that couldn’t be done in any other way, was – was record the
direction, because the – well if you’ve got waves coming from there and if you’re
heading towards them you get a Doppler effect, so they’re faster, if you record it
going in the opposite direction they’d be slower and once again if they’re coming – a
beam, well one can – the waves are more or less unaltered there. But by having
records of what’s happening in twelve different directions, doesn’t necessarily have to
be a threepenny bit say but a dodecahedron I think is the – no dodeca – it’s gone,
yeah, twelve sided … one can measure the – how that’s – one can measure separate
groups of waves, some of which are biggest when you’re going on that course – I
mean are slowest when you’re going on that course, and they’d be the ones that tend
to be following the ship, and when you’re going on – in the opposite direction that
they’d be faster. But from the intermediate records round the clock, one can, by
spectral analysis, one can find a certain – one gets a sinusoidal motion, sinusoidal
variation as one goes around the circle, if you call it a circle. But it would be – but
some groups would be behaving as if they’re – they’re from there and the others –
there’d be others coming from another direction. Well in fact we did – the very first
recording I found did in fact – first recorder – recording I analysed did in fact show
two wave groups, one from a distant place, another – and another from fairly – I’m
sorry … they could only tell – you could tell the direction these waves were coming
from by comparing the different – and their different Doppler effects as one goes
round. But – and that gave you which direction they were, yes, but not their – all one
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knew is that there were some waves coming from that direction and from that
direction, and all one could do was look at a weather map and see where there were
storms. And they did correspond to storms at different directions, one was a swell
from quite a long way, quite a long way off, I forget – and another one was more loc –
locally generated. But in those days that was quite a step forward, I did it on some –
some twelve threepenny bit shape and it – bit – exercises … and one still needed a –

[18:30]

It was still quite a clumsy way of steaming a ship round in the sea twelve times twenty
– twenty minutes, that’s about four hours which it took, a minimum, still quite a long
time to do and one wanted something which would give – give the same information
in another way and that – the pitch-and-roll buoy which Norman Smith would have
told you about was a promising device and he and I worked with other – other
methods of towing four – well … we realised that the trouble was that the ship – the
ship was interfering, ship itself was interfering with these wave records so it was
obviously much better to get a device which was floating, only about a metre diameter
device, where one could get all the information in about – well one hour at least,
probably less. Erm … that was using one device and we wanted even better definition
about where the directions were coming from and we did that by trying to tow four
floating wave buoys, floating in line, towing them very slowly. And a – yet a third
device which you might have heard of called the cloverleaf buoy, which was a device
for getting more – it – although one could get information in about half an hour as
opposed to four hours, you still had to analyse a lot more channels, you know, ‘cause
it had the slopes in various directions. So one had to do a lot of work, there was no
substitute for – well there was no easy solution for getting quick answers for the
directions of waves but we did – we did make some progress, quite definite progress,
enough to bring the admiralty back to – to join a team … we arranged for the – to
have the Shipborne Wave Recorders fitted in the – in a light – sorry, not a light ship,
there were some in light ships but a weather ship which was just stationed out in a
certain fixed position in the Atlantic, and I don’t think they’d – whether the ships are
kept up any longer, but we invited the British Ship Research Association and the
admiralty, including a representation from the experimental laboratory at Haslar, to
join a team and we got some definite results from analysing the motions of a – of this
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weather ship in waves. And then the – they wanted another – a more representative –
the British Ship Research, BSRA, I think Research Association, wanted a more –
wanted the same thing done in a much larger ship and they’ve supplied a – some sort
of oil tanker, I wasn’t too much closely involved. Hmm … sorry where did we –

[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

At the start of the session I think you’d like to say something further about the roll of
George Deacon as Director of the NIO?

Yes, George Deacon was a very strong influence on – on me in various ways, as he
was also a strong influence on a lot of other members of the staff and that his chief
innovation as far as we were concerned was his attitude to research. As soon as he
found someone understood the subject, even if he was a fair – fairly a newcomer, he’d
virtually say, ‘Well that sounds interesting, get on with it, just tell me how you’re
getting on,’ and he’d – he’d stroll around at times and say, ‘Well how are you getting
on?’ and he’d always be very – very commending of any results [laughs] you’ve got.
Which furthered the Institute’s reputation and status in the country and all staff – that
this didn’t apply to all – to every staff, only relatively senior people – well I wasn’t
senior then in the sense of age but, er, anyone above a scientist – higher scientific
officer and above he was – if he could see you were competent and he’d virtually give
you a free hand and some people found this a great boom, they’d never encountered
that attitude before and it – it certainly paid dividends. He knew when – Deacon
knew when people could be trusted and certainly people become more more
imaginative and even engrossed in their work than if you were always being
supervised by someone.

[02:31]

Now as far as supervision went, he also assigned me to – as a sort of assistant to Dr
Michael – then Dr Michael Longuet-Higgins who was a real mathe – applied
mathematician and has done amazing work in the mathematical field in – in the theory
of oceanography and I found although he wasn’t much higher grade, mathematician
than I was, we could see eye to eye, I could und – understand what his work was
about and could read it and make comments, useful comments here and there and we
quite quickly found one or two common interests that we could work on. One was the
theory of the statistical distribution, or the probability distribution, of – of the heights
of waves which had been – was known in a sort of approximate theory and he had
adapted a more advanced theory which treated the heights of waves whether they
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were positive or negative. See some – these were the – the maxima, sometimes they
could be small maxima, even below zero, and in taking those into account in the
probability distribution you could get a much more direct theory and accurate theory,
and he and I worked on a – well applying this theory to various wave records that we
had and also a few records of shape – ship motion. Because if you remember in the
early admiralty work I was involved – or asked to be involved in the distribution of
the heights of – heights of – sorry the amplitudes of ship motion rolling or pitching or
whatever. And it was obvious that this theory applied to – I can’t say it’s LonguetHiggins’ theory because although we did some unique original touches to it, it really
derived from work that had been done in the world of acoustic theory by someone
called Rice who used to be known – very well known.

[06:12]

So he introduced me to the sort of methodology of probability which was – at that
time was his chief interest and, er, analysis of wave – random wave motions, at least
they looked random but when you analyse the randomness you find it’s got a pattern,
certain patterns arise, and I worked on that, in particular on this pitch-and-roll buoy
which you probably heard describe – well you would have heard if – from Norman
Smith who you know. Norman was the chief instrument engineer who set out the
whole instrumentation of the motion as well as the setting up of gyroscopes to – to
hold accelerometers in the vertical and so on. And, erm, well although Michael
produced the definitive paper on our work finally in the – on the pitch-and-roll buoy –
on the first pioneering papers on the pitch-and-roll buoy, I did do a – write another
paper, presented at the same conference in America, on applying it to – well on a
practical application of using the wave buoy to determine the direction, directional
spectrum as we call it, of the waves which were of great use in study of ship motion
and later I was involved in that work which involved other bodies around the UK.
Anyway I devised – I naturally put my oar in for the whole analysis of the cloverleaf –
no sorry, of the pitch-and-roll buoy and, well, first of all saw to it that – that the waves
would – the results – the signals which were all on the sort of wiggly lines on a – on a
chart paper, not chart but photographic paper, were properly digitised, and the whole
idea of digitisation of wave records was still in its infancy and I devised the sort of
basic methods of spectral analysis which fitted in with what Longuet-Higgins,
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Michael wanted. Erm … I won’t go into the whole theory of – I won’t go into the –
all the results which we found from the pitch-and-roll buoys here because it would
take too long, but it’s suffice to say that it was quite a pioneering paper in the field
and was – and somewhat ahead of the American effort in the field, which we know
because we – we all came to a meeting in Maryland at which all sorts of leading
research figures were and were involved and we could see the whole gamut of – of
research going on and we definitely played a contribution there.

[11:08]

Er, I was also interested in developing or replacing the cloverleaf buoy by another
type – a more advanced type of buoy, if you remember the ordinary buoy, pitch-androll buoy, just measured the pitch and roll into perpendicular directions and the
vertical motion, it was evident that the theory could be extended – the theory of
analysis of the directions waves were coming from could be extended by adding
things which describe things. Adding signals which would give the differences
between – at a distance of about two metres, but between these slopes so it was really
the differential of pitch and differential of – of roll and the – and the cross differential
which is the change in X of say the north direction against the east direction, and that
added quite a number of signals which had to be digitised. And with the cloverleaf
buoy was it was called because it consisted of three – superficially of three floating
discs, three floating discs which were free, had universal joints so that you could
measure the differences that I described earlier. And, erm, in theory this gave a much
– a much better resolution in the angular spread of the waves. At the same time we
tried another device which actually Michael had suggested, which was having a line
of four buoys on a cable, four pitch-and-roll buoys really, which were towed slowly
through the water so that the – so that they could be extended in a more or less
straight line and when I say line a line of four buoys and there is a special spacing
which is ideal if you take one unit distance, which is – in fact was twenty metres in
our case, you have a spacing of twenty metres and then sixty metres and forty metres,
so it’s one, three, two in line and if you think about that, that gives you one, two,
three, it gives you the relations between the waves recorded at – at a distance of one,
two and three, and by taking them in pairs, you get four, five and six. So it gave more
information … quite a lot of information than would be apparent if you just tried to
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measure two – the motion of two pitch-and-roll buoys in line. Well I analysed that
system in mind and the theory is alright but it didn’t – it was limited in wave length
that you could get sensible results and so the cloverleaf buoy in fact was the best
system and it was taken up by people working on the motion of ships and used as a
background for – for where the waves were coming from. Erm, now should I –

Perhaps can I ask some questions on what you’ve said so far?

Yes.

[16:29]

Before we go on. Okay, well firstly in terms of the working relationship with Michael.

Yes.

I wonder whether there were any links at all between your work on and interest in
with him wave statistics and your interest that I know that you’ve mentioned of both of
you and music. I ask this question especially as you’ve just said that the wave
research in part or in a large part derived from work on acoustic theory and I
wondered to what extent there were any links between your – the pair of yous interest
in probability and waves concerned with water waves and a kind of – a kind of non
work interest possibly in music?

Well there may be psychological effects, but the – when I said the theory of statistical
theory of random motions was developed in the theory of acoustics, this meant very
high frequency, I mean relatively high frequency oscillations of – random oscillations
of ups and downs really and, erm, I don’t – I don’t see the obvious – anything obvious
in music, other – well Michael himself was a musician to some extent, and I was also
a musician so I suppose we had a sort of – a common bond in that sort of way. But it
– it didn’t in an obvious way relate to the – our musical interest in musicals didn’t
extend into a – into the theory of – of the sort of waves that – sea waves which one
could expand on the analogue of the – of ups and downs, crests – troughs and crests of
the sea and the amplitude of – of musical acoustic waves, but we didn’t – we didn’t
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apply that directly. I expect there was a certain approach in the theory which had a –
had some common bond there. In any case he was – Michael was dealing with quite a
range of other subjects involving say microseisms, seismic waves generated by sea
waves, and in general he kept on branching off into some new paper on – on
hydrodynamics, usually involving waves. And I was interested in that but I didn’t
follow him all the way and that –

[20:23]

I was going to say one more – one more in the – on thing more about the – this –
about the analysis of the statistics of waves. What – one of the theories, aspects of the
theory, which Michael had developed was – was the distribution of the highest waves
in a length of – length of time, which was proportional to the RMS vertical motion.
But I – the trouble is that the relationship – or the proportionality factor of the highest
wave in say an hour to the – to the RMS motion, I had rather a lot of sampling – not
error – but sampling variability that you – it was difficult to apply to that. Well
anyway I embarked on my own to develop the statistics of not the highest wave but
the second highest and the third highest, and second and third were actually – have
much less variability, not much less but significantly less and, erm … there were
people like Tucker and Draper, you probably don’t – haven’t encountered actually,
working on the statistics of waves and they found my theory very apposite to my st –
analysis of the second and third highest wave, to their work on – on the RMS wave
height. So that was a – not only a theory which I developed myself, but it was one
which had practical applications in other departments of wave work.

[23:15]

I should – I also wanted to mention one other thing, I said that Deacon had a – an
attitude of freedom, or let senior scientists have an attitude of freedom in what
research they did, and at one point I was on a cruise on ship where we were actually
measuring waves with buoys and he – we also had to watch the echo sounder of the
routine, someone has to do it, what’s the seabed, the form of the seabed and he said,
‘Look at – watch – watch what happens when we go over the continental shelf and
then plunge down into the deeper ocean,’ and we – I noticed, but other people had
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noticed it before, that there were large waves in the sand, particularly concentrated at
the – at the break point if you like, where the – where the water suddenly gets very
deeper from being relatively smooth, shallow – well 200 metres deep. And I took this
record and took it home and – I mean took it back to the lab and eventually worked
out a method of theory for which the – which could cause – and it was essentially the
waves – essentially the tide coming up the slope and encountering the – a change in
density near the surface, and the changes in density points to internal waves which are
very much – tend to be very much longer wave length. And of course they had to be
stationary because they were made of sand, relatively stationary, and I worked out a
theory by which the – such waves could tend to – could occur and they were in line
with the internal waves on top of the current, the tidal current going up – up and down
the slope. ‘Cause that was another bit of work that I did which was quite innovative
and useful. And, erm, sand waves …

[26:35]

And then – well finally in this category of typical wave motions I was – I’ve always
wanted to get back to the motions of ships, pitch and roll and heave which I wanted to
look at in the – to do research on in the admiralty but was unable in the con – in the
particular set up to do that. And it turned out that there were other important bodies,
such as the admiralty experiment works and the NPL ship division which is at
Feltham, not at Teddington, who were also interested in furthering research into real
ships, not just model ships. And I was on a committee which decided on the protocol
of the – of the sort of procedure to go to introducing them to the sort of statistical
work which I – probability work which I now understood and applying it to particular
ships which started off with a weather ship which was always – I don’t know if there
are any weather ships left nowadays, but in those days this fair sized ex-naval ship
was kept on station for months – months at a time and they really had nothing much to
do apart from their own observations of the weather and they agreed to – agreed to
carry out manoeuvres of the ships with recordings on – and launch and pitch-and-roll
buoy and so on. And later the cloverleaf buoy was involved. I don’t think I can – this
is developed – this spread over about three or four years, it didn’t occupy too much of
my time because there were all these other organisations involved who could actually
take the time to handle the equipment onboard …
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[29:32]

Erm … the next thing which I was involved, I think was – I was advised by Deacon to
take a part – there was a lot – a certain amount of research nationally into the – into
surges, storm surges which are of course – really just another form of big wave,
commensurate with tides. And, erm, quite a body of research was going on led – well
I think financed by the then – then MAFF, Minister of Agriculture, but it turned into
DEFRA I think. Anyway, the leading research group on surges was the University of
Liverpool tidal research which had an observatory, well they were responsible for tide
gauges around – round the country and well I – we did what we could and – which
was relevant to their work, the great impetus on storm surge work was the great floods
which occurred in the North Sea in January 1953, so it was before my time but the …
the research went on, you know, into how one could have dealt with it in the – if one
was present and expecting something like that to happen and that had quite a long
history. One of the things we – we distinguished between surges which really were
generated in the North Sea and surges which came from the outside Atlantic was
rather than artificial distinction really, but in order to put our bit in the – we organised
tide gauges in rather remote places like Stornoway and Lerwick and Malin Head in
Ireland.

[32:51]

Yet another aspect that we looked at was – was the fact that it was known that the
flow over the cables between England and France gave a voltage signal, Norman
Smith might have mentioned this. It gave a signal proportional to the – to the current
in some way. There’s a sign depending on whether it was flowing north east or south
west through the English Channel for example because there was one notable cable
used between Dover and Sangatte which is now better known as a terminal of the
Channel Tunnel. But I should say that the Ordnance Survey were involved here
because they were concerned with not only the changes – the changes in water level
with regard to the geodetic datum, but also involved in whether there was a difference
between England and France between the systems and the levelling systems rather.
And that we used the … I should mention the work of Jim Crease who was the –
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started the idea that we could use the – the cable, EMF on the cable to measure the
current. And we could deduce from the current that goes through – we could reduce
the slope on the current which is caused by the earth’s rotation, very simple
relationship what’s called Coriolis effect and we – we produced a significant
difference in the change in the slope, permanent slope, quasi permanent of – of across
the English Channel, which could be used by French and Ordnance Survey
authorities, so all this was really connected with storm surge research. Of course tides
are involved, although the tides were then regarded as fairly well known but we –
with working on these – working on these tide records from the remoter parts of – of
Hebrides and Shetlands or – we – we devised our own methods and tides and we were
able to – while the University of Liverpool Tidal Institute, usually called it – used to
be called ULTI, had a rather traditional mechanical device for predicting tides, we
produced our own device and got to understand the – how to handle tides. And I
think this really belong –

[37:05]

This is the point at which I might as well mention Ishiguro. Deacon went to a
conference on – I think on – well miscellaneous oceanography taking place in Japan
and he encountered a man called – an electronic engineer called Shichan Ishiguro who
had a – had a way – who had developed a system by which you could predict –
predict not so much tides as surges by electrical analogue, and he had a network
whereas a computer – by the – more modern methods of computation you divide the –
you have to take a large amount of – a large chunk of sea and divide it into elements
of different depths or squares if you like. And he – this could be done digitally but
using finite differences of tidal elevation but electrically he could, Ishiguro could
replace the elevation of the sea by the EMF or voltage from ground, he could
reproduce the current were currents, I mean the sea currents were replaced by
electrical currents and the – even the Coriolis effect which gives a right angle effect
on a change in elevation to the sea surface, proportional to the current. He could do
that by transferring some voltage from the – from the ex – well call it north – north
going current, to the adjacent east going current, east going component of current I
should say. And in short – to cut a long story short he had proposed this method but
couldn’t find any sup – this man, Ishiguro couldn’t find any – any support in Japan to
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do it and Deacon says, ‘Oh well you can – you must come and show us how to do it,’
which really meant bringing Ishiguro to work at Wormley and, er … Ishiguro to
Wormley and eventually he was – even joined the staff as a regular worker that –
building up these machines, these applications of north – to the North Sea with direct
– with direct influence – sorry, with – with direct interaction with the national
problem of North Sea warning, flood warning. It also actually involved the forecasts
– you had – one had to use the wind forecast obviously for storm surges and that was
put in to – had a way – could be incorporated in Ishiguro’s system as – as well as the
water depth and the changes in atmospheric pressure. So all this could be fed into this
network and Ishiguro had spent a long time developing method – you know, every
time there’d be a new advance in electronic equipment, electronic components, he’d
put some non linear – he’d use it to apply some non linear motion – some non linear
element in the friction or something like that, and he slowly got this machine going.
Well he had a viable device for forecasting storm surges. The chief – there were
several difficulties here, one is the – that the people – computers were advancing,
were getting to be applied and one could do this modelling all by computer, it was a
more streamlined way with more flexibility so that eventually the – there was no
question of using sort of electrical devices, although he did – Ishiguro did point out
some advantage in having a continuous variable in current, whereas the digital devices
had to use finite differences. But anyway the computer methods worked out – were –
were taken as standard and are used in the Met Office, which rather left Ishiguro’s
work high and dry, apart from the fact that he did once do some work for Chesapeake
Bay I think in the United States. Also his English was always very limited, so it was
difficult to keep up a conversation, a coherent conversation with Ishiguro, and in fact
he retired and he has now done – since died. But one should mention in connection
with his name that his son who – whose name is Kazuo Ishiguro, was only five years
old when he came with his father to – father and family to – to Wormley, has since
become a dis – a major novelist in English literature which is rather surprising.

[45:28]

Did you meet the family at the time that –
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Well he was not only difficult to conv – to converse with, but he seemed to avoid
social intercourse and was a very shy sort of man. I never – there were some people
who did but I – only rather close friends, there was a man called Tucker who was
really – naturally as the head of – of oceanographic instrumental instrument
developments, naturally he was put – Ishiguro was put under his charge and I think he
had fairly good social relations with him, with Shichan as his name was.

[46:24]

I wonder if in as much detail as you can remember you could describe what this – if
you could describe what this analogue – electrical analogue model, if you could
describe what it actually looked like physically within Wormley? So if you could
close your eyes or not close your eyes but act – and actually describe what this
contraption looked like on – on the ground, you know, in the space of the laboratory?

Well of course all these things, they start off being a spread of wires and plugs, but
they are slowly streamlined and I think it was a set of panels, well one could see the
panels, roughly the shape of the North Sea, I can’t remember how many, I could look
it up.

The way you were gesturing you were suggesting that the panels were vertically
stacked were they rather than being –

Oh –

A flat sort of –

Well of course the way they are when you view them, they were vertically stacked I
remember, but I think when my reference to the vertical was really the vertical motion
of the sea which was represented by the voltage. And then there was a recorder which
would – you could switch – if you wanted to know what was going on in the – what
would be the forecast for say the straits of Dover you could plug into the straits of
Dover and get the answer from the … well partly from the – partly from the input
from the Met Office for the winds and so on, there was a wave – and I can’t remember
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quite how he interfaced the – the sort of data which was provided by the Met Office, I
suppose he must have done – had some digital process. It was all done in retrospect
anyway, you know, it would take old data which this wasn’t really a real time
operation, although I think he had a real time operation in mind, if someone would
take it up. But since its got overtaken by digital computers it really didn’t get very
far. I wish I could remember more about the general appearance, but it was a sort of
stacked panels, each of which was a unit of the North Sea and had roughly the shape
of the North Sea and then various inputs.

What did each panel –

Well the tide of course was – although it could handle the tide on its own, there are –

What did each panel look like or consist of, so if you imagine one of these panels, I
mean what did each panel have in it?

[Laughs] Well of course this was a [looking through papers], can’t say –

I just mean physically, I mean was it a panel of wires or a panel of – of switches or
just a blank panel, I mean what did each panel look like?

Well the panels had – had knobs for possibly tweaking certain elements of the depth if
they weren’t quite right. Erm … no, it’s – it’s a pity that since IOS was wound up and
it all went down to Southampton, that they weren’t too careful about what happened
to – to the equipment that – personalised equipment, I suspect that it tended to get
brushed to one side and treated almost as scrap. I don’t know whether Ishiguro
himself kept – he might have kept his own equipment in his house, he lived at
Guildford. In fact I’d – I only once saw the equipment standing up in operation and –
there were of course plugs, cable – plugs where cables could be inserted into the – in
the back and the front, but I didn’t take in all the … I really only introduced him just
as part of the story of Deacon’s things that were – went on under Deacon and since I
was dealing with storm surges in my own way.

Yes.
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[52:19]

The pitch-and-roll buoy, I think that you actually went on a cruise on Discovery 2 in
the ‘55, ‘56 period in order to –

That’s right.

Use the pitch-and-roll buoy?

Oh yes.

And I wondered whether you could, for that cruise, tell the story in as much detail you
can remember of actually deploying and using the buoy on that cruise, including
comments on the different roles of people on the ship, I mean –

Oh yes, well of course there was a – certain people were involved with the launching
of the thing and probably [laughs] – I’m not sure under which heading it would be
here [looking through papers] …

There’s a photo in Michael’s chapter of the pitch-and-roll buoy being sort of winched
down on the sea or pulled up?

Yes, that’s right, it’s a picture – well known picture, yes, that’s not it but … [looking
through papers]. Okay, well there were people involved in winching the thing down
into the water and related – and releasing it to – when it was floating suitably and then
of course the cable – the recording cable had to be, erm … the records were taken
onboard, this doesn’t apply to – the pitch-and-roll buoys were such as we had in the
line.

Yes, this is – on this cruise this is just the use of the single buoys and –
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You were right, yes, you’re right and that was self recording, yes it had a camera
recorder in – let me think [looking through papers]. There’s the pitch-and-roll buoy
being –

Page 160 of the book, yes.

Right, yes.

And so that was – that was winched down onto the sea by – who on the ship was
involved in actually –

Well there was a boat – you really got into the members of the ship’s crew who all
helped and knew the net man called Dick Burt who was always very helpful and
everything, these are members – in fact I probably was – I’m not – this is not the back
of my head but probably could be if one took a wider photograph. Yes, so there was
no cable in that case. The thing was lowered in with a slight scratch and the hook was
released and that – three – and the ship sort of gave it a good lean … well just …
eased its way to be well apart from it.

[55:56]

And then what did you do, once it had been deployed what did you do?

Once it’s been deployed, well it was then a matter of waiting to make sure it had a
long enough record which would usually be about half an hour, twenty minutes
actually with probably enough – but one needed the gyroscopes to have time to – to
settle down and you had to give it rather more – if you wanted a twenty minute record
you had to leave it for half an hour really, and then it was a matter of lifting it up
again. Of course this – when you reached that – if that was being deployed, yes, I’m
not even sure whether that was done bringing the thing aboard or – or launching it.
Erm … anyway it was – of course there was quite a lot of seamanship involved in
getting to pick it up, getting the ship side – getting the ship to come alongside it to be
in such a position that they could lower a hook to – to catch it. Well someone would
throw a, a boathook would be involved and … in brief this was really done by the
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ship’s crew, I mean these weren’t cruises where two or three boffins were around
sitting in a lab, there were the scientists and the – and the ship’s crew who were – that
– I mean the responsible members of the ship’s crew who were helping and were
expert in bringing – recovering things from the sea surface and was brought in on a
crane and lowered in. Then of course that was the time for the engineer in – the
instrument engineer, who was Norman Smith really, to come along and unscrew the
lid and check that it hadn’t flooded, switched things off, there were a number of
batteries involved, car batteries actually to keep the gyroscopes running. And of
course right in the centre was the – a photographic recorder where all the – really the
records were kept. This didn’t apply to the pitch-and-roll buoy where the recording
was done onboard so there always was unfortunately a cable sort of floating on the sea
surface.

You mean there was a cable for the cloverleaf buoy?

Yes, there was. It was kept – kept slack – as slack as could be done, could be – and it
was a buoyant cable and it was – there was a careful check, of course it had a visual
check, it had a … a recording compass luckily which told you, gave you from the
record which direction was north was pointing, the orientation in other words. And if
you find – found the orientation suddenly changing during the course of a couple of
minutes then one would ignore that part of the record and concentrate on another
section of the record.

[1:00:48]

And so returning to the pitch-and-roll buoy, once Norman Smith had opened it up,
checked for flooding, what does he –

Well there was no flooding involved, there was no leakage.

Then what happens, what did he –

Even in fact one – on one occasion it was rather that – rough sea, the roughest sea I
can remember having seen it recording, and it actually flipped over on the – upside© The British Library Board
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down, but it was still viable and it was brought in the usual way and … what were you
saying, what’s the next stage?

Yes, what’s the next step, you’ve got it aboard, opened it up, what does the – I
suppose the question is, what does the scientist – what do you take from the buoy or
what – what comes out of the buoy that’s useful?

Well the main thing of course people like me was – was the recording, the recording
box which contained the photographic record, of course one kept – held one’s breath
until you actually – until it was actually opened up and one could see the actual
record, that it hadn’t got stuck anywhere.

What did the record look like, the photographic record?

Well a lot of wavy lines, of course it had many – pitch-and-roll buoy, it had – it
recorded pitch, roll, acceleration and it – I’m not sure about that one but it did have a
micro barometer which measured the pressure of the airflow across the – so that was
pitch, roll, heave … yes, there was an – an anemometer of some sort, about five – five
or six channels and they were all superimposed on each other, quite a difficult thing to
– I mean someone had to sit down and digitise these things [laughs]. In fact I did it
because I could see that no one was – else was very keen, Longuet – Michael had
gone off to Oregon I think it was for an extended period and, er, Norman Smith
wasn’t his job to do that, I mean he had enough to do to restore the equipment, it was
naturally brought into a convenient lab on the ship and all the insides – the gyroscopes
and so on were unloaded and looked up – looked at and … and micro barometer.

So you’ve got then the photographic film with the – with the results from the different
channels, pitch, roll, heave and the air pressure, superimposed.

Yeah, they sort of looked like –

So you’re drawing different wiggly lines, some – some going across each other,
others slightly separated, above or below the others.
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Yes, you could just tell – I mean you could tell which was the – if two things inter –
you could tell whether the identity of this.

[01:40:38]

Yes, and could you say how exactly you, and you’ve said that it was you, digitised this
so you’ve got here a photographic record, how did you go about digitising?

Ah, I think you – yes, well of course later of course it was digitised on the spot, one
took digital records from the start but one actually – it was a film I suppose about ten
millimetres long in a large reel and there was a – we went to – I went to – what –
RAE, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Computer Section which allowed us quite
generous facilities, not only in computing but they had some equipment and one of
their equipments was a thing in which you could put – unreel a film around and take
measurements on it. I think one – one actually set – pressed a button and there’d be a
click and a – either a hole punched in a card, and I can’t remember how – yes, I can’t
remember whether we did it – hmm, this is obviously a long time –

Oh yes.

Ago.

[Laughs] But you’re doing very well.

But it was a lot of work, I can tell you to –

So you –

To unravel these things. I can’t remember whether we did one record, say the pitch
record and then did the heave record or whether there was some order, I think
probably we did – we had a numbering – some sort of ordering system in time and we
could go back to that same numbering system and look at the – one of these – look at
another of these, erm … signals. Of course we had to get – had to get all of them
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together in a con – and in those days this was all done in Hollerith’s card with a lot of
holes punched in cards.

Did you give a name for those cards, what –

Oh they used to be called Hollerith, H-o-l-l-e-r-i-t-h, this is really going back into the
early days of computing. Yes, I haven’t even got one now but I used to have literally
thousands of them, cards about this size and –

So that’s about – I don’t know, about twenty centimetres by ten centimetres, that’s the
bit of paper you have got there.

Yes.

And you – and so this reel, you take your photographic record to the RAE, put it on
this reel and then you suggested you had a sort of click digitiser type thing that
converted the wavy line photographic record into a –

Into an amplitude – yes into a vertical coordinate.

And that became punched on a –

Yes. Yes.

On one of these cards, okay. So – so the photographic record is turned into a set of
punched cards.

That’s right, yes.

[1:08:26]

Then what did you do with this data?
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Erm, you first of all took a spectral analysis once you’d decided on the stretch of
record you’re going to analyse, probably about twenty minutes long which – and these
were done every half second, so it was twenty – seventeen minutes would be 1,000,
there’d be 2,000 – it’s roughly in the region of 2,000 digits long, time series, and you
get four times series which now you had to feed two at a time. And it was done by a
technique of cross correlation, you’d take the mean for example of – the mean of for
example the pitch and the roll at the same time – pitch and roll at the same time.
You’d take the sum of those products and then the sum of the products separated by
one unit at a time which would be a half second, so you’ve got a series of the mean
product which is a correlation of the mean – the mean product at nought time, when
they were simultaneous and one second, two seconds, three – well units of half a
second up to about fourteen – up to about … 100, yes, about one tenth of it, you took
the mean over about ten times the length, ten – ten times the length – the separation.
You – you then subjected to a spectral analysis which could be done digitally, in fact
the RAE had a programme for taking – working out the Fourier spectrum.

How did you have to put – use the cards – how did you get the cards to relate to the
computer or to interact with the computer in order to perform this digital analysis?

Yes. I seem to remember you had a block for the pitch, you had a block of cards, of
say 1,000 cards, 2,000 actually really, for pitch, another block of – of cards for say A,
B would be roll, C would be heave, pitch and roll had to be corrected for the compass
bearing, which was straightforward. But then one would – one could take a – you’d
feed in one block of cards and take this cross-correlation as I said – no you’d – you’d
– cross correlation would take two blocks of cards, you’d get the A and the B cross
correlated and the A and the C, and the B and the C, you know, in pairs. And all this
can be arranged – all this can be organised in – finally one would take the spectral
analysis of the – of the correlations themselves, I mean it sounds complicated but in
fact it – it’s a straightforward theory which can be written down in five or six lines.
And the final outcome would be – say first of all there’d be an auto spectrum which
would be for example the vertical height, you’d get the spectrum of the height, as
against frequency, and the spectrum of the pitch and the spectrum of the roll, and then
you’d get the cross spec – the relation between the pitch and the heave is another
relevant quantity and the spectrum of the heave against roll and roll against pitch and
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so on, take them in pairs. And eventually one would get out to a – would represent
the whole thing in a diagram, which I probably can’t even find here, which gives the
distribution of energy in respect of frequency, respect of frequency and then the
distribution at every one of the frequencies would be a certain function of direction.
So – and you’d find that one – at low frequency you’d find there was a swell moving
at a certain direction relative to the buoy and at higher – higher frequencies you’d get
the local wind, the local sea waves and … the local sea waves would be in yet another
direction, or they’d be peaked in another direction. So you’d pick up a pattern of the
frequency against direction of – which was called the directional spectrum of sea
waves. I – which I think Michael really coined that expression, he – it’s explained in
our joint paper actually which was Higgin – Longuet-Higgins, Cartwright and Smith,
that would be findable.

And the output then from the RAE computer was – was it a table of numbers or was it
a graphical output, the thing that you end up with?

No, one – one would get a digital output and then one had to plot things on paper
really.

So you’d get numbers? You’d get – so the computer would give you lists of figures?

People would give you a set of – great mass of numbers, yes, but very much less than
the mass of numbers of what you’d started with. I mean you started with 1,000 for the
2,000 of signal A, 2,000, signal B, 2,000, signal C which is quite a large, several
thousand and you’d reduce it down to about 1,000 I suppose.

And could you give us a sense of how long it would – you’ve got your blocks of 2,000
for A pitch, let’s say 2,000 for B roll, you’ve got these cards and you’ve got to use the
computer, how long does it take to process all of those blocks of cards in order to get
the final –

Well of course the computer didn’t – we’re talking about fairly early days in
computers which were accessible to a general scientist and once you’d got the cards,
incidentally had – you had to correct for mistakes if the – a number should be say 100
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and it turned out to be – to be ten, you know, a digit wrong, then one would have to
correct those numbers by going back and looking at the record. So there was a period
of filtering out errors, there were ways of detecting where such errors might call.
Once all this was – once everything was corrected and you had the … it would
probably take about half an hour for each – each of the pairs of signals. Well the – I
said there’s A, B, C and A and B, and B and C, and C and A [laughs] … you said how
long would it take? I think it was terribly slow by modern standards, this cross
correlation procedure, it was bedevilled by the way these computers – these early
computers worked, sometimes you’d get half – it would take altogether about twenty
minutes to go through the calculations, but then if some – there’d been a blip,
someone had fired off a device in RAE which consumed a lot of – a lot of power then
there’d be a blip in the – in the computer operation, so you’d have to go back and do it
all again really. Eventually you felt confident that the answers were about right. Erm
… still thinking of the time, if everything went perfectly according to plan it would
probably take about two hours altogether of – of the computing, the data, computing
the cross correlations and then of – a lesser time, about – about twenty minutes, to do
the spectral analysis.

And then how long would it take I suppose back at the NIO with this output of lots of
figures to actually go through and make sense of it in terms of the theory and the
mathematics in order to say something meaningful about wave direction and
frequency?

Yes, yes. That probably – it’s difficult to give a time to that sort of thing, one had to
plot out relevant signals like the spectrum – the directional spectrum at a certain
frequency and plot it out for another frequency … probably took about a week’s work
to sort of – having thought about it, you might on looking at it you might say, this one
was no good because the wave conditions were changing halfway through the record,
that would be a waste of time. Erm …

Is that not a result in itself that the wave conditions changed half – halfway through
the recording?
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I suppose it would be but it’s rather a sort of negative thing because you can’t do
anything about it.

[1:22:44]

I – could you say what you can remember of working with Norman Smith on the – in
particular on the development of the cloverleaf buoy and, I don’t know, I think by that
I mean practically day to day, how did you – how did you together decide what to
build when you made the –

Yes, but I’d come along with a sketch saying – the diagram of what I wanted, say I
wanted a universal joint, a universal joint for these buoys and a recording of the
difference between two – well between all three and pairs, and it – he would say that –
Norman would then say, ‘Oh yes, I can do that, I know just how to get that sort of
universal joint,’ and he would arrange for recording of the – in terms of a vol – of the
movement in terms of a voltage and so that signals came out of fluctuations in a
voltage. Tere was also a – a man who probably came – probably heard of when
Norman was speaking to you, called Frank Pierce who was a – quite a senior
instrument engineer and he advised on the actual construction at – obviously there
was some understanding between Frank Pierce and Norman Smith so that they could
understand their language and he also knew which firm – there was a local firm in
Haslemere that we used who were good at constructing these [looking through papers]
… 160 … yes these – these – they’re really scaffolding pipes but they obviously had
to be welded together in a rigid form. And it was quite a weight really, quite a
difficult thing to handle onboard ship but we used it enough to know that it could be
done. Norman saw to it that these – that the angles were and the – no, he didn’t do it,
they – yes, the difference in angle between the slopes of these two and those two and
these two were – were turned – as I said turned into a voltage and fed into a – into a
suitable recorder. And I think it was still in the early stages it was still in this – this
sort of form that –

Photographic?
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Photographic form but that later on it was digitised in another method, we’d got
beyond cards, punched cards then and was all punched paper tape and it – and the
output would all be a lot of little holes in a probably one inch tape. The trouble was if
you got one mistake somewhere you’d have to reproduce the whole thing and correct
that mistake and then reproduce the rest so you had to do a lot of copying in fact.
Hmm … yes, I think that’s probably mostly what –

[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

Could you say a little bit more about your working relationship with Norman Smith
and in particular how you two communicated with each other, one being a
mathematician and the other being a electronics engineer, in achieving what you
wanted to achieve? And you might include in this occasions when practically the
things you wanted to achieve weren’t possible or you know, that sort of – so it’s really
how two people from slightly different backgrounds –

Backgrounds.

Work together in order to produce science?

Yeah, yes. Well it is interesting, of course he had to have the – as well as my
freedom, which I’ve talked about to do the research, to get research done, he also – I
think his assignment really was to help people with instruments they wanted to
advance and really he – I was just one person. He also worked directly with Michael
Longuet-Higgins on – as he probably mentioned. And he – well Michael and I
seemed to have – he seemed – Norman Smith seemed to understand our language, or
maybe we both said, both Michael and I, had ways of saying what we wanted without
involving technical mathematics and things like that. So we saw eye to eye really on
things, I’d tell him what I wanted and he said, ‘Oh we can do that,’ and – or is, ‘Are
you sure you want it that way,’ or, ‘Would it be alright if I just recorded so and so,’
and I’d sort of ponder that and think and come to a compromise in other words
probably, that certain things were possible and other things would be very awkward.
Of course in hindsight one can see ways one would like to – ways one would like
things to have been done differently, chiefly in the – with new technology involved.
But on the whole it – it – Norman would be the sort of person who’d see what you
wanted to do and he’s produce something which did that, without any – any twiddling
of knobs so to speak, he said, ‘Well you asked for – for a measure of this and here it
is,’ he didn’t append on any other parameter or, erm …

[03:47]
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And do you remember where you discussed new instruments with him and precisely
how, you know, whether it involved – as I think you’ve suggested, little drawing or –

Well he was involved in other things of course, for other authorities, not only the
things on waves. [04:16 – 04:50 closed until September 2021]. And as I said he
worked with the project for recording the – the GLORIA project for long range ocean
recording of the seabed. And there were occasionally a clash, I remember when we
were involved with this JONSWAP work in the North Sea and that he was naturally
asked to provide the buoys necessary and he said, ‘I can’t, I’ve got too much work on
the GLORIA thing,’ and then something happened, there was an accident somewhere
in the GLORIA, not a – not a fatal accident but just some hitch in the – in the working
of the thing which suddenly released Norman for – for working. And actually he –
although I was involved with waves, with wave recording, up to the point of the
cloverleaf buoy, that coincided roughly with when I went to California, when I wrote
up a paper actually, Cartwright and Smith, on the buoy motion, analysing buoy
motions, recording and analysing buoy motions. And that was my last on that subject,
I really handed it over to someone else called J Ewing, he was – who had set up work
and of course I – in – then I joined NIO, whereas I was – I was really engrossed with
the work on tides with Walter Munk and –

[07:29]

Could you tell me about what you see as important developments in your personal
life, in the period that we’ve been discussing work wise, which is really the second
half of the ‘50s and the 1960s, and this might include friendships, relationships, that
sort of thing, but sort of key changes or developments in your personal life. Because
in terms of that sort of side of things we’ve left you really at the beginning of the NIO,
living in local digs, playing the piano and that sort of thing but we’ve got – we’ve got
little sense of how things develop outside of work through the late ‘50s and ‘60s.

Yes, well of course it was quite an upheaval to – to go with what my wife and – at that
time three children, three – one of them very young, only three years old, erm … out
to California and living a completely different life, of course living in a … living in a
rented house and by the – not far from the sea, and the children just beginning to grow
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up into needing some sort of school, or kindergarten. Well that was a wrench, but
then … it was certainly a continuation in my working life, it was certainly a
continuation of my appreciation of research freedom, because I still had work on this
– the residue of this – residue of this work on the cloverleaf buoy, which I had to cut
short but since Walter Munk wasn’t able to – he was also engrossed in another
research work at another research which he had organised, also to do with sea waves
and while – during that period, he said, ‘Well occupy your time with getting familiar
with the,’ – their particular system of computing and apply it to these cloverleaf buoy,
he was interested enough, but he didn’t take any – any – I wouldn’t say interest, but
he didn’t take any part in the – in the research on that side. It wasn’t until he had
finished his research on his wave project, across the Pacific and in which he could get
on with this … this work on tides, which he had devised a system of analysis which
hadn’t been – which – well he hadn’t developed right through to the end but he knew
the lines on which it should go. And then of course we interacted a lot, Walter and I.
And, well he used to come and see how I was getting on with the things every week,
and gave me – certainly give a tip as to where I could look at something which had
been neglected, sometimes with positive results, sometimes not positive. I mean
sometimes it didn’t work out to be correct, but …

[12:15]

So you’re talking about a period of time when – which is – begins in 1963 and I think
lasts until 1965?

Well not – beginning in about 1963 I met Walter in a – which town was it [laughs], I
think it must have been Helsinki, that was – no, must be later than that [laughs].
Anyway, he and I had – yes, it certainly we were together at a conference in Helsinki
before and I had – yes, I had been writing a text in a book which he was editing and I
think he – he said, ‘Well you must come along and work with us and see how we do
things in Scripps,’ and without being too specific about the time but I forget exactly
how it worked out. But certainly it was around October 1963 that I flew out to
Scripps. Incidentally I sent my wife and family on – on the Queen Mary, I wish I
could have joined them but I couldn’t get the funds for that slot, I had a funds from
the United States for flying across so I went and saw my family off on the Queen
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Mary and then five days later I was in New York and having flown by jet plane and –
to meet them. They were certainly thankful to see me being in a – an unfamiliar
[laughs] – totally unfamiliar environment. Anyway, we then get – continued the flight
across the States.

How did your wife feel about the move to America itself?

Erm, well she took it in her stride, she – since the children were – they were not
involved already in a school, so they didn’t – it didn’t – it wasn’t too much of a – of a
break for them, it was just – well it was enough upheaval obviously to have to shut
down a house and you know that – and have it rented and move into [laughs]
completely different – different sort of house for two years. Was really only one –
initially only one year and it got extended to about one year five months I think
altogether. So it was a – well she was glad to get back as well, glad to get back home.
Erm …

Could you describe –

But – but –

Sorry, go on.

No … no sorry, I was going to ask you what –

[16:18]

Could you describe what the Scripps, Institution of Oceanography, you know, in terms
of your sort of first impressions? You had been working at Britain’s then only
national institute of oceanography and you were going over here to really the most
significant American oceanographic institution.

One of two I suppose.

Yes, including Woods Hole.
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Woods Hole, yes.

And I wonder whether you could describe it, taking in your sort of first impressions of
it as an unfamiliar site?

Well the first impression of course, especially in October, is you come out of a rather
hazy cloudy atmosphere and go into – into sunshine every day, or – and yes the
weather would stay, if it was sunny it would stay sunny for about several weeks on
end. And there was Scripps perched on the side of a cliff and on – with the sea waves
of the swell waves coming in from the Pacific. Surfers everywhere on the beach and
Walter had then – Scripps, although it was – had a – most of its laboratories at sea
level, about ten years later they moved up the – up the – quite in – about half a mile
inland, but Walter Munk had really established himself as a director of ins – IGPP
which is Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, there’d been one – another
one in Los Angeles. And he’s – he and his wife in fact had built – well his wife was
an architect and between them they planned this rather extraordinary wooden –
actually almost entirely made of wood, jutting out from the cliffs and overlooking the
sea. Even the offices overlooked the waves, you could spend quite a lot of time just
sitting there watching the waves come in and really totally different from – well we
didn’t live here then but lived at Haselmere inland and nowhere near to sort of oceanic
that one would get a Scripps, with whales going along the coast and so on. Erm …
anyway I – my wife organised things very nicely and we had quite a decent home for
over a year. Children could get to – well I was given enough – given enough of a
salary by the IGPP to cover our expenses of rent of a house, he arranges – Walter’s
very good at getting – getting temporary funding for his projects, including the use of
a computer, things like that, which someone has to account for. And the – one
actually had offices – all the scientists had offices with a view over the sea and some
people, sort of rather traditional people, would say, ‘This wouldn’t do, this is too
much of a distraction, you – this – to have marvellous view over the – over the sea
and the bay.’ Is this actually –

That’s okay. Actually, we can probably just let it – let it drop.
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Let it drop, alright.

[21:45]

But it was a very good ambience and all these offices had their doors onto a long
corridor where one could – would meet for coffee or tea at – well coffee usually at
suitable time in the morning and lunch, people brought sandwiches and so on. And …
and free discussion of all the scientists, regardless of whether they were involved in
seismology or oceanography or – he had a – I don’t know that I’d [looking through
papers] – Walter Munk had a – on every door of – every office door he had a picture
of some scientist, quite a few were English, for example Sir Harold Jeffreys and –
well and Teddy Bullard, who was a great friend actually of Walter Munk. Anyway
[laughs] there was a door of offices really had – the row of doors had all these
photographs of scientists in usually fairly informal ambience, not portrait – portrait in
the normal sense. Of course the famous – oh Fred Hoyle was there but I mean I
happened to pick out the – pick out the English people but there were plenty of
famous American scientists. I won’t attempt to detail the – all aspects of that, well it
was a very nice place to work and –

[24:19]

How did the sort of culture of work there differ from that of the NIO, you’ve
mentioned the informality of it but if you could compare the two places in terms of the
sort of social culture of work what would you say?

[Laughs] Well yes, so – the thing about NIO was that although there was ocean –
although there was complete freedom to – to have your lunch together in the canteen,
so called, and people tended to mix with each other in that way. There were divisions,
like the biologists were sort of people apart, I notice one of your things involved Dick
Laws, he was a scientist, a biologist in – at NIO for a time. And there were drawing
office staff who were also rather separate, whereas at Scripps, everyone was – was on
familiar terms and liable to come into a conversation, even people who weren’t
actually doing oceanography but which were just interested in the way things were
done. Otherwise there were some similarities in the coffee breaks and things like that,
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which applied to NIO as well as to Scripps. Although I should call it IGPP because
IGPP was … was the centre at which Walter Munk’s held sway. But he had a
cooperation of course with the people – the regular people in Scripps Institute of
Oceanography.

[27:05]

Well the whole scenery of course is different.

This might be a difficult question but in terms of the scenery, what – what difference
did it make to your – your work in science, of actually being in this particular place
and I don’t mean being at this institution with these people and the computer, we can
talk about that in a minute, but of actually being next to as you say a place where you
actually have oceanic sea and you see it all the time, did being in this particular
place, with this particular geography, have any effect on your thinking about waves?

[Telephone ringing] It’ll be alright, my wife can take it downstairs.

Okay.

Well it – it did, it certainly made a difference to – to be able to – there was a
difference in say Wormley one – at NIO, apart from an odd photograph one would –
wouldn’t see any waves themselves, except what one knew by going down to Hayley
Island or somewhere like that, but having it there every day on top of you one got a
feeling for how the waves really were propagating from the ocean and breaking in the
spectacular way along the beach at La Jolla. I can’t say I had – it gave me any special
insight that I didn’t have – was probably psychologically there was – it did have an
effect. It was – well it was interesting to just swim occasionally along the shore and
get carried around by these huge waves, without getting completely inundate –
without getting drown of course [laughs], although occasionally one drift out on a rip
current or something. One could really feel what it was like to be carried round in a
circle for example, which is sometimes rather difficult to visualise if your experience
of waves is just ripples in a pond or something like that. Erm [pause] … and then
there was the – just occasional scare of an earthquake which might set up a tsunami, I
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was – and we were there when there were the quite notable – earthquake in Alaska
which was capable of generating a tsunami which came down to California coast, but
when it turned out it – it was low tide and nothing – there was no real spectacular
result of that. Although the – there was a seismometer, since quite a number of
people were involved which seismic – the geophysics of seismic waves, there was a –
there were three components seismometer recording in the middle of this corridor I’ve
described, and you could see when something – there was some activity. You could
see where this Alaska earthquake occurred, but didn’t produce anything much in the
tsunami. Well of course in England one just doesn’t have any encounter at all with
tsunamis, because there just aren’t any – or there haven’t been any earthquakes since
the Lisbon one which I think was the middle of the 18th century, so …

[32:07]

In – in the same way you described step by step what was involved in deploying the
pitch-and-roll buoy and then taking the records and then converting them and then
analysing them, could you say in practice, step by step, what you did with Walter
Munk at the time – you’ve mentioned there was this early period where you were both
working on different things, but then I assume there’s a point where you come
together here and start working together.

Yes, that was roughly in the early 1964, yeah.

Could you then give an account of sort of the day to day – what you did day to day,
practically what you two worked on and using what bits of equipment and so on.

Yes, well Walter Munk had arranged for people in his laboratory to put long records
of – of tide gauge data on – actually on tape, on magnetic tape in those days and there
was a – what was called a geotape library, which – which contained a large number of
tidal records from all over the world. And – well there were people who scanned all
this data for errors and things like that, one could assume that it was fairly fault free.
It – first of all he’d set up a programme, he and two or three others, it was called
BOMM, B-O-M-M, which was Bullard, Oglebay was the chief – I mean Bullard is –
sorry, Bullard – Oglebay was a computer expert, Munk and someone called Miller
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who has done quite a bit – did quite a bit in waves at one time. And that was a
specialised programme for reading a geotape, one of these tapes full of tidal data,
hourly tidal data probably, and for process – carrying out certain processes, one of
which was to spectrally analyse it. In tides you have to – there’s quite a lot of fine
tuning involved for the – to separate the spectrum from the different components
introduced by the moon, the daily tide – the semi-daily tides which are well known
and the daily tides and the monthly. Anyway, if you read a geotape, got your data up
there, and then applied – I forget the name of the programme, which gave you the –
panel spectrum someone would call – call it, of – power spectrum of the – of the
record, you even have to be rather careful the length of record, you can’t just say, ‘I’d
like to analyse 100 days,’ has to be a certain number of months and a certain integral
number of years on – nearly, so a suitable period was for example 355 days, which
was a – had a – an exact integral number of – of spectral lines involved which com –
more or less complete. You wouldn’t … and you could interpret the … interpret the
spectrum and its variation from one year, one 355 day period to another, and see if it
has any changes. We were particularly interested in seeing if there was a difference
between the solar tides and the lunar tides, the difference being that the lunar tide is
purely gravitational, whereas the solar tide, not only has a gravitational input, but also
a change of – of radiation, of – of the day, according to the elevation of the sun. So it
does contain a – an element of radiation and the effect of atmospheric – the tide in the
atmospheric pressure which is generated in a – in a different sort of way.

[38:24]

Erm … well that – to go further than that one has to say what we were doing was to
find a new method of representing the tide. Now the classical way which dates back
to the 1880s was the work of Charles Darwin and no Thompson, William Thompson
in England, Britain, is a – is what’s called a purely harmonic approach, which is to
resolve all the line – oh, difficult to avoid the technical terms, but involved all the – all
the component oscillations, or tries to, by enumerating some fifty sign waves of
virtually – which is supposed to describe the tide. Well it does to a certain extent but
Walter wanted a more physical explanation, he wanted to know how does the – not
only what’s the difference between the generation of the solar tide and the generation
of the solar tide but also what’s the difference from lower frequencies to higher
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frequencies. And very – what – his basic philosophy was to generate from the known
astronomical positions of the moon really, and sun … and knowing position of the
moon, you could generate the – what’s called the tide generating potential, which is a
sort of … tide which would appear in a hypothetical case when there was no inertia of
the water if – if a tide – oh … no currents, sorry it would have currents. But anyway
you can generate that tide, call it the tide potential as a function of time from
astronomy and it’s just a – it’s got its diurnal components and semi-diurnal
components and third diurnal if you want them. And what’s the relationship between
the spectrum of that tide potential and the actual tide you observe at one particular
place? Well we found it wasn’t constant anyway, I mean it wasn’t independent of
frequency, it had quite a curvature in it and a slope and a curvature, and … and it was
a question of parameterising, in other words putting – putting numbers in to describe
how that change across the frequency progressed so that you could then say ideally –
and say the tide potential is so much, you modify it by a certain change depending on
frequency and you get the observed tide, so it’s analysing the response of the actual
tide against this tide potential, but the tide potential which was a thing which is the
basis of it all. Well which is known without – without any approximation.

[43:25]

We … we introduced a radiational potential to – to deal with – well not entirely, to
account for the special effect of this – of the radiation of the sun as distinct from its
gravitational effect, and as you will have noticed this, I’ve been describing the
response method of analysis. But it did need quite a lot of work to put it into a form
which meant that you could just change the tide potential and show how it had been
modified by its response to – of this particular tide, in order to make a realistic sort of
forecast, if you wanted that. Well I did quite a lot of work, although the ideas – Munk
had generated this idea of – of a response type method to tides, I had thought of
something slightly similar, but not so advanced as Walter did, but what I did was to
put Walter’s … put Walter’s sort of idea into – into a practical form, which required
certain amount of mathematics and some transformation. But it worked quite well
when we did it.

And what – and the final product, what was that, physically, the –
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Oh the final project would – final product would be – it could be a tide prediction
where you’d just churn out, well you’d – you’d churn out this list, tide potential and
transform it into a response and it would give you the tide – the elevation of the tide at
any time in the – of this place. Now it was a matter of really seeing how much more
accurate it was than the – than the classical harmonic method, well it wasn’t very –
wasn’t very much more accurate, but it was more accurate, we could demonstrate that
we got – we got better results in the pure business of producing a tide prediction, or a
tide table if you like. Hmm …

But when you say you did –

But that wasn’t his object of course, the main object was to try and learn something
about the tide over the whole ocean, the character of the tide, how this was – these
responses changed, all – I mean varied all over the surface of the globe.

[47:16]

When you said you had – there was a lot of work involved in calculating the response
to the potential, you know, the response of – response ties to the tide generating
potential, what did – what in practice did that work entail, it might for example
involve sitting at a desk with a pencil and paper calculating, it might involve working
at a computer developing a programme; what did the actual physical work entail in
making this response accurate, you know, this response?

Well naturally one starts [laughs] with a pencil and paper and works out a suitable
formulism and then you put it on the computer and then the computer does all the
work for you and it says, at eleven o’clock on the – Monday the 4th of April that all
tides will be so high. And you can work out when high tide would be and so on, and
low tide. Yes, the amount of work … in – as I say you can translate the procedure
into terms of multiplying the potential – the spectrum of the potential by different
points, by – sorry, by different factors, according to its frequency, and this could be
formulated in terms of – well it – you have to assign a certain set of numbers which
characterise the – characterise the particular place. We did a lot of work on Honolulu
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for example where there was a good tide gauge. Then as a matter of – to determine –
if one could make a prediction every hour if you like for – for a given period of time,
prediction of what the – what the response method gave of the tide and one has
already the record of what the tide really was and then you could generate a third form
which would be the tide as seen but from the harmonic method and the three would be
somewhat similar of course. But the way of telling which is the better prediction is to
– is by means of the variance of the difference from the tide – you subtract any
prediction from the observation and take the mean square – mean square.

And what tended to produce local difference from what the tide generating potential
would predict if, you know, the ocean was uniform? So for Honolulu for example,
what sort of – what adjustments would you have to make to the tide generating
potential because of that particular place in order to make the prediction as close as
possible to the observed, what sort of thing would be altering things locally to – that
you had to adjust for?

Yes, well you had to take into account the latitude and longitude of that place and that
– and the actual tide generating potential is – varies accordingly, according to latitude
and longitude by relatively simple laws [pause]. And of course if – if you just wanted
to know – yes you said, it was you wanted to – the tide at some place like Honolulu,
and that involves – involved the latitude and longitude of – of the Honolulu really.
Erm … but it is a – you reduce it to just a set of numbers by which you transform this
potential into a tide, into a – which is an idealised tide for a uniform ocean, how its
transformed at this particular site. And of course the amount by which it’s
transformed would be – vary quite a lot over the ocean … one obvious difference is
that we – we also did the tide at Newlyn which is the Ordnance Survey’s favourite
tide gauge for determining the levelling. And of course the obvious difference
between that and the Pacific is that in the Atlantic the tide is almost entirely semidiurnal, twelve hours, twelve lunar hours a day, twelve lunar hours period, two tides a
day, with a very small variation from – at twelve hours – sorry from one day to the
next, which is called the diurnal tide. Whereas in a place in the Pacific, most places in
the Pacific have a very large diurnal component and that has quite a different form of
tide if you’re looking at the curve of the – you know, there’d be one high tide and the
next high tide will be – one will be higher and the next high tide will be small, another
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– large one, smaller one. Well of course that’s getting rather involved with things
which were known from the days of – of Lord Kelvin and it’s just that we looked –
we found results in a new way.

[55:05]

And the other thing that – in the tidal field that Walter Munk wanted to find out with
his superior knowledge, well it was how much – how much tidal energy was being
dissipated, well this determines the rates at which the moon recedes from the earth
and also the slight slowing of the sort of length at the end of the day, something like a
millisecond a century, or so. And to do that one needed to know the tide pretty well
everywhere, which obviously one couldn’t do. Walter had a feeling that he could
organise a sort of international campaign in which everyone brought – built tide
gauges which could be – make records at the bottom of the ocean, and there’d be a
sort of conglomerate of laboratories working at and slowly covering the oceans, but it
never turned out to be quite that way. When I got back to the NIO I took over the
aspect that Walter hoped would come – as far as the NIO was concerned, was that we
– we had a programme for developing recording tides offshore, and I think we – we
produced more records of tides, new tide records where tide was previously unknown,
than any other group, even more – even more than Munk had himself. There weren’t
many others, there was only a few Canadian – small Canadian groups which only
recorded offshore of Canada. There was an Australian group who was interested at a
time and took a few records. The Brazilian – a Brazilian group, institute of
oceanographic or – at San Paulo who were interested and actually we at NIO gave
them the technology for – well we gave them the hardware for recording tides and
they had a ship which could – ship which could deploy them, that’s going on really to
my post Scripps period. But at Scripps –

[58:24]

Walter and I perfected this – this paper on the response method of – and it was –
actually had a – quite a widespread influence on people connected with the tides who
everyone was sort of stuck with the old harmonic method, and … they hadn’t thought
of it in any other sort of way. Er … but this approach was seen to be quite a – well
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the first time for about a century that anyone had done anything really – really
revolutionary, that revolutionised the theory. The only trouble was that not many
people understood the details thoroughly enough to be able to put it into practice
themselves. Erm …

[59:52]

What memories do you have of time spent with your wife and young family in
America?

What memory?

Yeah, what memories do you have of sort of time spent out of work with your wife and
young family and exploring this unfamiliar place?

Oh yeah [laughs]. Well we had a few trips up the coast to places like Mount Palomar
and to Los Angeles. Our major trip – well one of the major trips was when we hired a
cabin, a log cabin in Yosemite Park which is a thing that a lot of people do, and …
well the children were very excited, be able to see a racoons and bear cubs
occasionally. And round there, chipmunks, all the wildlife and my wife’s very
interested in botany and she was interested in the – in the plants and, well mountain
plants really, alpine, which one could see, that was one. Another type of trip was sort
of in-between a long journey to northern California which – well central California
rather than south, one could say one went the other way down to the – to Mexico and
one could go to Tijuana and a few towns around the – and look at the change of
poverty and the way the people were living over there. So we – we took a sort of
intermediate holiday, not really going down far into Mexico but just enough skirting
the – skirting the border, US California Mexico border, as far as about Yuma and
coming back along the – through the mountains, through the desert really back to La
Jolla. Then the major trip was just when we went home again, we all travelled by –
all travelled by train, all the way first of all – well stopping at the Grand Canyon and
Santa Fe and New Mexico and we had to change trains at – change trains at Chicago
which was another [laughs] sort of sight, my wife was interested in visiting the great
picture gallery, gallery of art in downtown Chicago. And then we got back on another
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train to take us to Toronto where we went – from which we went to the Niagara Falls
and all that and we ended up with a train from Toronto to Halifax Nova Scotia, just on
the – back on the Atlantic coast where I was invited to give a talk on the – on the
work I’d been doing. And well we finally flew from Halifax back to Heathrow. But
that was quite a trip really, altogether, involving the [laughs] very long train rides.
And apart from that we went – there was a very good – at La Jolla itself there was a
good … what would you call it, film club where they showed interesting – usually
foreign films, including English. So – so there was very much – occasionally an art
exhibition. Er … I don’t think I’ve left anything seriously out there, where else did
we – we did go up to the – across the – inland a little bit to the desert, Borrego Desert,
I remember seeing the – the desert flowers, which just came out about the time. I
would have – I would have liked to have explored further but obviously it takes time
and we – although we – we bought a second hand car, which they called a used car,
big enough to hold a family of three, it wasn’t a very good [laughs] – didn’t have a
very good engine and we were always having to have it – having to put in garage bills
so we – we didn’t like to trust it too far. In fact we did manage that trip to Yosemite
Park when we were there, and back, and probably the last – we – we were lucky,
finally when we were on the point of going, managed to sell it, we found a garage
who were interested, who was interested or one member of the garage was interested
in buying it to – buying our old banger to – for the chassis I think. So we managed to
sell it for something like … something like forty dollars I think [laughs].

[1:07:06]

To what extent did your wife assist –

She drove the car incidentally.

Ah, to what extent did she help with your work during your stay in America and
perhaps what –

No, she didn’t, no when – she wasn’t involved in oceanography or mathematics or
computers, she – she just kept apart from that. But we were – you mentioned musical
activities, for that we had to buy a radio which could tune into a station in Los
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Angeles which was rather like – had a sort of attitude rather like Radio 3 and which
more or less – not continuous music but rather better than what’s that other BBC – no
it’s not a BBC, Class – not like Classic FM but … a sort of nearest thing to Radio 3
and occasionally had – had talks. So we were able to listen at any rate to sometimes
quite – quite extensive concerts, operas which they had recorded.

[1:08:41]

And what experience did you have of sort of social life associated with Scripps? With
your work?

Well there was some – there was always a continuous series of – not a continuous but
periodical period of parties going on. Sometimes they were parties which you were
expected to come along with a basin of some fruit salad or – or something and –
there’d always be quite a lot there. [laughs] There’d be plenty to drink and if one
liked going – and enough food and quite often they’d be in the Institute of Geophysics
itself, there were quite a few – as soon as everyone – anyone was leaving or
something they had to have a retirement party and invite everyone round. I can’t
remember what we did with the children in those circumstances to go to parties, I
think possibly we had to have a babysitter.

[1:09:57]

Did you consider or think that you might like to stay and work in America as a
scientist?

Ah, well I never seriously considered – I never seriously considered that I had a – that
I would have a permanent posting, you know, I was – I just had a research – a
research assistant appointment in Walter’s group. I expect if I’d – if I’d talked about
it with Walter he probably would have arranged something, he usually seems to
arrange anything he wants [both laugh] to do. But anyway I didn’t, we went home at
the appointed time and when the – my period had expired, but I returned quite often to
do an odd bit of work, usually on tides.
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[End of Track 6]
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Track 7

Could we start today with your return from Scripps Institution of Oceanography in
1965 and I’d be interested if you could give us accounts of how you were able to
apply some of the techniques learnt for practice at Scripps at the NIO?

Yes, well that would fit in quite well. I think I mentioned that we – when we left
Scripps in March 1965, we came across a – the whole United States by train and
calling at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography just to – well I was invited to give a
talk there, that’s incidental really to what you’ve just said. Well anyway, we – we set
– we eventually … in about a few weeks time we – we were in – back … back in our
old house and I was back at NIO. By contrast the NIO seemed rather quiet and
parochial, but that was just a natural contrast between the sort of ambience in
California and the English ambience, which I found people kept to themselves much
more, whereas in Scripps everyone was talking about their work and asking you about
yours [laughs]. Still that soon settled down. The – how it – Deacon was quite keen
that I should carry on the works that I was – that – that I was doing with Walter Munk
… and applying it, and I had a proposal to make that I should first of all programme
my version of the response method in programme – on a – on the local computer, and
that I had a plan to not only … not only programme the tides in a more accurate way
than was done at – in Munk’s group, but I also had a plan to involve the surge, storm
surge, which I thought could be – well it could be programmed in the same sort of – in
a parallel sort of way. And I did in fact devise a – and eventually wrote quite a
substantial paper on – on the application of a model for predicting surges which was
also – which obviously used meteorological input in the form of atmospheric pressure
and winds, in a way which was parallel to the response method to the gravitational
potential. Is not – there’s obviously several differences, but it could be done and it’s
quite a paper, although the – in terms of the accuracy to which you could forecast
surges, it wasn’t very – very much in advance of what – of the other methods which
were being used at Bidston with models and I mean dynamical models and – but it
was another approach to the subject.

[05:02]
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And incidentally the then director of – of the University of Liverpool Tidal Group
gave it as a project to – as a project to a student to evaluate my approach to surges and
put it into application, which saved me a lot of trouble doing that. And anyway
Deacon sanctioned – oh no, he sanctioned that and it was obvious that it fitted into the
surge aspect of it, fitted into the flood warning programme which –

[06:03]

So we were contributing to. And he also sanctioned another project which I suggested
– which Walter Munk had – well wanted very much – Walter Munk – which was to
further a development of the technique of recording pressure on the seabed because
the trouble with research on tides was that they were – nearly all the data was nearly
involved – nearly all of it involved in – it nearly all came from ports, which were right
on the shoreline and the various non-linearity’s and difficulties of the coastline. So
we needed more and more – some people called them offshore tide gauges, I didn’t
like that term very much but they were tide gauges which you could put on the –
which were pressure recorders you could put on the seabed quite independently of –
of the shoreline anyway. And then be recovered later when it’s got a record in it.
Tucker had an idea how this – he’d already done something similar in the field of
recording waves pressures and he – and Tucker as head of instrumentation,
oceanographic instrumentation, did organise a group of technicians to work on this
and develop this idea of recording pressure to sufficient accuracy. At first it could
only be done in depth of – to two or 300 metres, that is on the – on the edge of the
shelf, but eventually it – they found they could extend the technique to depths of
1,000 metres or I think the greatest depth was 3,000 metres after a long time, and this
was re – quite an accomplishment because it involved recording pressures to the
accuracy of about – ideally about a centimetre, some would say a millimetre, in a
depth of – in a depth of more than 1,000 metres which was something like ten to the
sixth, ten to the seventh range of – of the total ambient pressure. But it could be done
and slowly became … it slowly became normal practice by the group and I organised
a programme for recording tides offshore of the British Isles really, surrounding the
British Isles from about Shetland area, right down to almost Brittany. And, er …

[10:15]
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It was – there was also a lot of – it’s really a subject in its own right, of the technique
for recovering and these pressure recorders which had been left on the bottom, it was
a matter of releasing them with a – an acoustic link which in fact was an explosive
link which released it from something holding it on the bottom and they – it was
buoyant so it floated up and one could track it and find it on the surface quite easily
once it had been released. But that’s a specialised subject in its own way, the
technical, and I had various people I could name who were a great help in this field,
particularly my assistant called Bob Spencer who was employed specially for the job,
to help me get the … advance the subject. One result of this – this extra work
evolving on recording deep sea tides, it obviously went – counted to my previous
work on the cloverleaf buoy and even the pitch-and-roll buoy which I was able to
leave another colleague who was employed at IOS, not IOS, still on the NIO days.
Well a man – you don’t want all of the names but it was a man called John Ewing
who took over quite a lot of the wave work, so really I was dropping the involvement
with waves, which was very much bound up with digitising long records and I didn’t
want to get stuck into that … as a – as a subject of its own right.

[12:48]

Then again I had – there were other demands on my time. There was a man called
Klaus Hasselman who I knew at Scripps who had returned to his institute in Hamburg
and he – well the University of Hamburg and he wanted to organise what became
known as JONSWAP, I think you’ve mentioned that have you?

No.

Oh well okay, I don’t want to say too much about that but Klaus Hasselman wanted
me to get involved with JONSWAP which – it’s called Joint North Sea Wave
Experiment and, yes, Wave Project.

Ah yes, sorry I have mentioned it, which involved a sort of line of – lines of recorders?

Wave recorders, yes.
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Yes.

Upwind. Well I did take part in a way, I went out – I went out on a ship which was
recording, actually was pitch-and-roll buoys which wasn’t quite good enough because
the German group had also purchased some pitch-and-roll buoys and it was easier to
use the same instrument at all these points along the line. But this man, John Ewing
also took part and I really rather abandoned my involvement apart from some – a –
programming with the computer and it interfered with my deep sea tide work where I
had a special project for travelling to St Helena on the southern hemisphere, South
Atlantic. And … and that really I couldn’t do two things at once and my own
certainly. So slowly this man, John Ewing, took over some of my involvement there
and the idea was to calculate the growth of – growth of waves generated by wind due
to changes – due to energy transfer from one wavelength to another and one direction
to another. And I did work out quite a good programme, computer programme to do
that, and I hoped that Ewing would use this programme but he didn’t do much with it
actually. Well I don’t want that sort of put down as a minus mark for John Ewing.

[16:44]

And anyway or overall – on my work on the tide programme, offshore tide
programme, my plan was to use the dissipation – to evaluate the dissipation of tides
by currents in the – in the whole of the seas surrounding Britain, from the – from the
Celtic Sea, right round to the North Sea, and we managed to do that by – by a
recording programme which involved recording currents on the shelf as well as
elsewhere. As – sorry, current on the shelf as well as the pressure recorders and …
yes, and we wanted to evaluate the total energy sync in the seas surrounding Britain.
In fact we’d discovered a diurnal trapped wave, not affecting the ordinary twelve
hourly tide but the daily tide, which exists but of course although it’s – it’s not
popularly known outside the tide predicting fraternity, but we discovered the fact that
there were areas which had areas off the Outer Hebrides shelf which had very –
relatively strong currents in this diurnal band of frequencies and – but not very much
elevation. Not many – it didn’t – they didn’t – they weren’t prominent as the up and
down motion in the local tide gauges, but they were strong in the currents. And there
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are two things about that, one was it had been – people had – a few people had
queried why there should be strong daily currents in the – in those seas in parts of the
Hebrides, going right back to the early days of the Royal Society, 1660 for example.
And so we – we were just taking up on a – on a thing which had been commented on
before, but no one had ever explained it. We were – well I suppose I was able to
explain it as a trapped wave which could exist on – on continental shelves, it’s a – this
is the continental shelf, it can travel – travel in that direction with a distinct speed
which is different from the ordinary tide speed. So this is – this was considerable
interest to people and it was then found in other parts of the – other – other parts of – I
won’t say other parts of the world, I don’t know too much about America, but yes
there was a – it was found – a similar sort of affect was found in Pacific coast of
Oregon and … what was I going to say, yes there was one or two people who took it
up as a PhD project, and it was found in much wider sense round the continent shelf
around Ireland and further afield across the Atlantic. And so that – that was a sort of
serendipitous discovery which turned out to – out of recording – tidal recordings
which was – wasn’t really expected in the first place. It just shows that you can’t
always plan a research project and anticipate all the results that will come out a bit,
usually something else unexpected turns up.

[22:34]

And anyway, this eventually – this led to quite an important paper about the tides and
the north east Atlantic Ocean which was published in a Phil. Trans. paper published in
1980 which was some time lat – I mean it – there was a bit of a delay caused largely
by the fact that – delay in this publication emerging –

[23:10]

Caused by the fact that in 1974 I was – well applied for a new post through the
organisation of the Institute of Ocean Sciences, IOS, which you must have come
across. The original … the director of the post at – at Bidston, which people in the
south would call Liverpool area, died suddenly in about 1972 or ‘3 and I was really
appointed to take his place, that involved a lot of administration. Incidentally the … I
– the formation of IOS – you know something about that do you, it was an
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amalgamation of the old institution – Oceanographic Institute at Wormley and this
outfit at Bidston in the Wirral, and also a laboratory at Taunton, actually Tom Tucker
was appointed assistant director at Taunton, and I was the one appointed assistant
director at Bidston. So – well this involved a lot of involvement which – it involved a
lot of extraneous work which I hadn’t expected, but I still managed to keep my
research end going, whereas other people might have just dropped any ideas of
research, which I think in fact NERC would have approved of, that – that one was
supposed to devote all ones energies to administration, and I wasn’t temperamentally
suited to getting too much involved with administration, although I did apply my oar
in that field quite a lot.

Why did you apply for that post at that time?

Well because it seemed suited to me, partly because the overall director of IOS was
saying, ‘We’re going to move anything to do with tides, any research on tides to this
place at Bidston,’ so I’d be left not so much high and dry but having to find a new,
completely new research subject which would almost certainly have meant going back
to my old work on waves, which I didn’t actually – didn’t actually attract me very
much, and I saw it as a natural move to – for promotion. Although I was actually
categorised as a special merit DCSO, DCSO – what do you call them … oh can’t
remember the terminology now, but there was a category of senior – there was a
category and rank of senior people who were – who had to apply themselves to the
administration and nothing else, but there were others who had the privilege of being
able to get on with their research and I was in that second category, which suited me
as well.

[27:48]

But this was quite a time of upheaval because first of all there was a recession, very
important recession going on in the 1970s, mid 1970s. There was a lot of talk of
transferring funds from NERC to government departments so that – which in effect
meant that an institute like IOS had to sell their wares, their research to the various
government department, in those days, MAFF, they changed their name of course
afterwards, and DTI, Department of Trade and Industry. And really we had to – we
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were subject to the – subject to money – the grant of money from these people and of
course they could quite easily say, ‘Sorry, we have to stretch, we can’t afford this
programme to go ahead,’ and so it was – so we had to sort of really go round with a
begging bowl. Luckily most of our friends, particularly in the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, were sympathetic to our plight so to speak and they
were quite generous with funds. Especially they were – especially interested in the
work of the storm surge work and the setting up of forecasting system which was very
much the work of Bidston, in which I was – for which I was in charge, that was the
main thing. Others were a bit more reluctant, for example one had to find the money
for current meters and other instruments, some of them from other DTI, Department
of Trade and Industry, who wanted to see instrumental capability – capability for
developing instruments, and we could – we had sufficient laboratories, workshops to
– to implement that sort of work and it was useful. And all this was done with a
terrific increase of paperwork, and one had to justify ones – one had to keep – every
few months one had to write a new justification for ones work and we had very little
freedom to suggest a pure research role. We had to invent – well not invent, we were
able to say that it would be useful for the country to have a capability of developing
these instruments which we were able to – well we did get the money, some of the
money, but everything had to be just described and justified in – some rather painful
sometimes. But at any rate in the midst of all this I was able to maintain a tide
research programme and I was sufficient – became sufficiently known to the
European Space Agency and NASA to take part in discussions on satellite altimetry in
particular, which I could see from an early stage was eventually going to be able to
record this – these tides all over the ocean which Walter Munk wanted – well it’s not
just Walter Munk. There was a … a committee funded by SCOR, Scientific
Committee on Oceanic Research, which was an international body and they provided
some funds for travelling to meetings and that sort of thing. And at the same time of
course I got into touch with Desmond King-Hele at RAE and he was en –
encouraging. Although we didn’t involve the work of his section, other than reading
papers that he’d produced. Erm … so from that time onwards, which I suppose was
about 1979 onwards, I was more and more interested and involved in the development
of – of this satellite, this altimetry on the satellite which eventually – well the very
power instrument, very high precision, it’s – in the early satellites involving an
altimeter, you could get a – you could see the tides on the ocean but only with an
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accuracy of about ten – a decimetre or two, which wasn’t really competitive with
direct recording. But the precision – the precision slowly – not too slowly,
surprisingly fast, refined itself down to about millimetres and of course nowadays it’s
quite common to see satellite altimetry used to measure El Niño and other changes in
elevation which are not tidal at all. It actually involved quite a rather fine – a rather
useful division of – of interests, there were people like myself and other colleagues
who wanted to get tides all over the ocean and – for their own sake and others who
weren’t the slightest interest in tidal research, but they wanted the tides removed from
the signal because it’s quite a significant part of the total signal, the … and of – so we
had a common objective to refining the accuracy of the thing and this involved ESA,
European Space Agency and NASA in – and the use of spatial geodesy for
determining the position of the satellite itself to very high precision. Erm … and in
fact people thought, oh well we know what the tides are, and they’d subtract them, but
they were finding that there was still a – quite a significant – quite a significant noise
in their signal and it was because the tide had not been removed properly. So we were
able to determine the tides for their own sake and also for – for the sake of people
who wanted to remove them, who wanted to remove them from the – from the noise.
Er …

So those people were interested in other things causes changes in elevation like
currents and –

Yes, and I mentioned El Niño which involved the hot, warm water and warm water
stands higher than cold water ‘cause of the density change. Erm … yes, I think I …
one point I wanted to make – here …

[38:30]

Yes, it – because of the tides we showed, myself and two or three others, showed that
one had to be very careful about the periodicity at which the satellite would come
round to the same point again. There was tendency for one – there was a tendency for
satellites to want to – to be sun synchronous which meant that the – it always came
round at the same time of day over a particular – over a particular point of the earth.
But this was – this made the solar tides very difficult to handle and we pointed that
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out and there was – it was eventually realised that one had to avoid sun synchronism.
They wanted sun synchronism purely to – to charge up the batteries with the sun. But
this wasn’t entirely necessarily, it could be – it was NASA in fact who managed to
avoid it, it was ESA who were rather keen on this sun synchronism, and you could do
some – at least if you had a sun synchronous satellite you could determine the lunar
tide without difficulty and ESA were able to have quite useful missions which
involved tides from – lunar tides. And all this meant on my part being invited to
meetings to discuss such things as satellite orbits, and some in Europe, occasionally in
United States and … this lasted virtually until I had to retire from NERC.

[41:13]

I mean one had to retire at the age of sixty, 196 – yes, when – on one’s sixtieth
birthday or very – a few months later sometimes, and so in effect 1986 I retired and I
immediately took up a NAS, Natural – the National US Academy of Science, resident
research associate, they – they made grants for about two years for people to come
and work at one of their approved laboratories and I went – I went immediately to …
a place called Goddard – Goddard Space Flight Centre which was in Maryland near –
near Washington DC and I was able to carry on my sort of work and get useful results
for tides over the oceans and … and while I was at Goddard, which is the name, did I
say Goddard Space Flight?

Yes, you did, yeah.

Yeah [laughs], Space Flight … GSFC, Flight Centre, yes, until my time was up as a
research associate, which took me up to 1988. Erm … after that I was invited
occasionally as a consultant to my department at NASA … and to – occasionally paid
to fly out to meetings say at Toulouse, or in the USA to discuss – continue discussions
about satellite altimetry. So that eventually became – since about 19 – since I retired
from NERC I was – became deeply involved with the satellite altimetry programme.
And I had some good friends there, such as – particularly in France, the Michel
Lefebvre.

[44:29]
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I don’t know if you’ve come across him? Who was a high functionary in the direction
of – of CNES in France, Centre National d'Etudes Spaciales, yes. I think that – that
really runs through the events in my career I think [laughs]. I mean obviously there
are holes in it which haven’t been – haven’t been thoroughly explained but it was – I
was continually, every few years at any rate, producing a new paper on the subjects I
was concerned with. My one regret I suppose was that I didn’t become deeply
involved with the – more deeply involved with the joint North Sea wave project,
which some people would have very much liked to have seen me there, but I just
couldn’t cope with it and carry on with my tidal programme. I suppose in a way that
– that meant someone ought to have been directed – directing me and say, ‘No,’
choosing – well it was nice choosing what area my research should be going, but as
time went on this became more and more difficult. So Hermann Bondi was a – who
had a – who was a director of NERC at one time, he was a great help, he gave me
good advice and also I think saved – saved our institute at Bidston, our branch of IOS,
by transferring it to the University of Liverpool. Whereas Tucker’s Institute of IOS at
Taunton, it was completely closed down, you know, it – just belt tightening all the
way and things had to go and things couldn’t be done with the – too tight a budget.
Have you had any interaction with Tucker, you probably – he was a friend of mine
right from the start at when I first joined NIO. And we were – had parallel postings
when we were made assistant directors of IOS.

When – when you say that Hermann Bondi gave you good advice, do you remember
what in particular he advised you on?

Well he was able – whereas most of the others were not able, advised me on the way
in which one should … direct this deep sea tide programme. I mean we had the
capability of recording almost anywhere in the oceans, but the trouble was it took
quite a lot of – it was a very great expense to have a ship going all the way to places
one would like recordings, but he said I should – I should limit – although I’ve
surrounded the British Isles with good tide records and shown we could get up to the
Mid Atlantic ridge and so on, and he said I – we shouldn’t – I shouldn’t get dreams of
going further afield like the South Atlantic. Although we did occasionally get – we
were involved with the – oh, the British Antarctic Survey, eventually we were allowed
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to take some of our deep sea pressure recorders and join their ship and deploy them.
This was for – not for tides, not for the sake of tides, but for the sake of learning
something about the currents in the area – in the area of Drake Passage. So we did go
a little bit further afield, but it wasn’t a tidal – it wasn’t part of our tidal research.
Hermann Bondi said, ‘Draw a line round the – around the tide programme and
concentrate on what we can do in that – in the northern hemisphere really.’

And that – that advice then would be in contrast to I suppose Walter Munk’s vision for
the project, that it – which was more ambitious?

Yes, it was, yes. I mean Walter Munk – Walter Munk would … he had sort of rather
unrealistic dreams of instruments being placed all over the world and one would find
a – some national research centre who could probably do it, do the necessary
recording, but that didn’t really work out.

Why not do you think, why didn’t it become a worldwide network of sea bottom
recorders?

Well I think in the end it was – I mean from about 1980 these satellite altimeters were
too – satellite altimeters were doing so well that one could see that although it was –
one could use the – well one could use the bottom pressure recorders as a calibration
for the satellite work in certain – certain places, but the satellites gave us so much
information that it wasn’t really justified to – that also there’s not really much interest
in tides, it’s regarded rather as a sort of wound up subject. Walter Munk was
interested in the – in the wider geophysical subject of dissipation over the whole
ocean and its consequences for the rotation of the earth and he had – he had written
quite a substantial book on the rotation of the earth.

[53:10]

And then of course Walter Munk himself eventually became – not eventually but very
shortly became interested in another project of acoustic thermometry, that he – by
recording – by detonating an explos – starting off with people detonating explosives
and they could be heard in the sound tunnel in mid depth of the ocean, all around the
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world practically. I mean there was one in the … there was one done in Australia
which was picked up eventually in Bermuda, and from that info – from the timing,
precise timing one could learn about the structure – the density structure of the ocean
between one place and another over thousands of miles, and he wanted to set up
another sort of network of – not explosives, but transmitting signals from places like
Alaska and then picked up in places like New Zealand. And quite a network he had in
mind. A network of recording stations which would eventually give you a sort of
picture of such things as global warming, due to the passage of the – how many
minutes it took, actually in seconds, it took to travel horizontally and how that timing
changed over – over a decade or so. He – actually what put a stop to him getting very
much further in that field was the biologists who – who said that sticking up
transmitters in various parts of the oceans would damage the hearing of whales and
things like that and they made it practically impossible for him to – Walter to
continue. Actually I was involved in some – some research later – at the end of my
career, some time in the 1990s, I went out to California again to join a team which
was developing these transmitters and receivers, acoustics, but I couldn’t – I was
never sufficiently involved to – to call myself an acoustician. It’s quite a – it’s a very
involved subject, the way that – that a sound wave travels, travels over a distance of
thousand of miles across the ocean.

[56:51]

You said that you felt that the sort of global tide project suffered from a view of tides
as being a slightly washed up subject, I think is the term you used. Could you – could
you expand on – on that, what – or, you know, a) that and b) why you think that was,
that tide research had that image?

Well there are national centres – well each country has its own centre for producing
tide tables, and each country really describes – gives you the tide tables for all … for
all the ports within its remit, and there was a feeling that they knew all about it and no
one wanted to know more. And one example where that was not true was the fact that
as I said the altimetry people thought that one could – the tides were known and could
be modelled but they weren’t, it was found that one had to really analyse the tides
afresh and get new precise arguments, and precise parameters for the tide at a various
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place, places in the ocean. And … that the people who’d produced tide tables of
course just do a routine service using the harmonic method, which is good enough for
ordinary – getting ships into ports and so on. But it’s not really good – good enough
for scientific purposes. And it was difficult even I think NERC found it difficult to
justify working tides. I mean Hermann Bondi was a – Sir Hermann was unique in
taking a wider view of – physical view of the subject, but from the NERC point of
view, especially with declining budgets, it was hardly justified to have some of its
research department concentrating on getting more and more accurate tides when the
navy, the admiralty, could – admiralty hydrographic office, could produce all they
needed, all they thought was necessary.

[1:00:30]

And could you say more about your reasons for deciding to pursue research on tides,
rather than continue with research on waves when you came back from Scripps, one
thing you mentioned was the digitisation of long records, but I suppose really the
question is, why were you more keen on working on tides than you were on working
on waves, why were you more keen to …?

Well it was really a matter of personal preference, than saying one thing being more
important than another. I suppose it was one of the penalties of freedom in research in
that you – it was – it was almost entirely my choice to go that way, to go onto – to
change my subject into tides. And Deacon was – in those days was – while he was
still director of IOS – NIO, he sudden – he naturally approved, although a lot of work
had been done on waves and I didn’t feel there was so much that could be – even at –
when the digitisation problem was solved by having proper tape – proper recording on
digital tape, or intermediately it was paper, perforated paper tape, even when one had
solved it, I didn’t see really what – how much further one could get in the field. So I
preferred to leave it to other people who were interested and, er, as a matter of fact I
mentioned a man called John Ewing who was quite keen on waves, but he was a bit
limited in what he could do. He certainly wasn’t prepared to get involved with this
digitisation problem in a big way. But the wave had a long – the research on – on
waves and prediction of waves due to wind in terms of meteorological data … was –
had had a long innings really in NIO and quite a few people had worked on it and one
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needs a change really. I suppose that’s really where I felt – I felt the need for a
change and this was a tidal field was something which seemed to me something
should be done, more – more work should be done.

[1:04:26]

So when you came back you – as I understand it, were able to use an IBM computer in
London, because the NIO at that point, 1965, didn’t have its own.

That’s right, yes.

And you developed a forecasting system for hourly sea levels around the North Sea
coast, which took in –

That’s right, yes, surge.

Which took into account the surge as well as tides and –

Yes, that’s right, yes.

Could you say, as you have for other parts of your story, what was involved in a sort
of practical step by step way in – or first of all constructing this system but then
operating it? You’ve got a remote computer, you’ve got various kind of theory and
method which – part of – some of which you were bringing back from America, but
could you give us a sense of what you actually sort of did day to day in order to get
this thing up and running and then to operate it?

Well I only got as far – as far as devising a programme which would do the job
provided you fed it – you fed it with data in the practical – if it was put into practice
one would then need a method of – of real time data flow from the Met Office. That
eventually became routine but – well not while I was working on it, I just had an
assistant copying out the figures from daily weather reports actually, actually they
gave you figures every six hours I think. So one would need more work than I put
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into it to turn it into a practical real time forecasting system, all I did was to just take
on past data and show that that was the situation that occurred in 1950 odd.

Who was your assistant?

Oh well I had a girl … there were one or two girls, there was a girl very good at
computing, called Diana Catton, you wouldn’t probably have ment – come across her.
And then there were other – I’ve actually forgotten the name of – they were fairly
junior girls but devoted to getting it right. I had a couple of assistants, Assistant
Scientific Officers you’d call them. Erm …

And what did the assistants do?

Well mainly transferring data from – transferring data from weather reports to a
useable digitisable form, in those days it would have been punched cards and then
checking that the punch cards had been correctly coded. So it wasn’t a – I didn’t
pursue the … surge forecasting thing up to the point of being a practical tool, I really
left it for someone to say, ‘Well that looked like a good idea, could you put some –
make it into a real time thing and we will try – compare it with other methods of
forecasting.’ But that sort of encouragement didn’t come, come about … hmm,
anyway, I got the … I put in a few tricks which – which I’d learnt in the tide field,
tidal field and applied it to the surge field, such as the in – non-linear interaction
allowing for the forecasting of that …

Whereabouts did you do the programming, at the stage where the computer was in –

Well mostly sitting at a desk in Wormley, you know, which was our headquarters.
And to – to get the big computer to work at – which was in London, one had to just
take a train and take – pack up a series of cards involving the programme and data and
take it up to – I forget where it was, but it was in the Goode Street, I think somewhere
near, Newman Street, that’s right, where IBM had a central computer. Eventually
they did – IBM did achieve a data link in which would could transmit cards from one
end to the – from the office in London to the office in Wormley, but it didn’t work too
well, it was … in any case when I went to Bidston they had a – their own computer
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and they were able to – I was able to work with a computer roughly the same as one
could in America, computers were advancing all the time and people were selling up
their old devices and getting a new one, usually bigger and faster.

[1:11:48]

What was the effect of that change, what was the effect of advances in the sort of
hardware and software of computers on what you could do scientifically in terms of
tide research?

Erm … well one – there was a limit to how fast one could expect the results and how
fast you could absorb what the resulting data is, so you didn’t want things to be turned
round in a – in an hour, but it was usually a matter of a day, sometimes if you went up
in the morning you could submit something to the computer at IBM and it would get
the results in the early afternoon and be back in the lab and a few hours later. Erm
[pause] … tere were a lot of – the NIO did a lot of good work setting up a computer
onboard Discovery and that was useful for storing data as it came out in real time,
because the data came out and needed recording and you could do all that, even run a
programme on it, and of course one could get data from satellites as well. So one
could – really became a full time job being a scientist, an ocean – a full time job being
an oceanographer onboard ship and just absorbing the data and interpreting it. And
seeing – seeing if it changed your decision as to where you went next.

[1:14:25]

And when you arrived at IBM with your packed up boxes of punched cards, what did
you do then, could they simply be handed over to staff there and –

Yes, you just had to – I can’t remember whether one actually had to sign something,
but one virtually just put them on a – on an input tray and it would be automatically
fed into – fed into the processing – the processor.

So presumably one of the cards or some of the cards included your programme.
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Yes.

And the other cards were the data that in part the girls had –

Yes, virtually you had the structure, yes. Erm … [pause]. And the data of course
would be pile – well there are some there but – pile of computer paper and one had to
flick over all the pages and to find the place you wanted and examine it.

[1:16:01]

What were your – what were the relations like with the Institute of Oceanography and
Tides at Bidston before the merger, so you’d come back from America and you were
now working on a novel method of tide prediction, the response not the harmonic
method and using a digital computer to do it, I wonder how you were viewed by
people at Bidston who’d been presumably working on tide prediction in a different
way for a long time?

Well that was a difficult subject, we didn’t get on very well at first and the director at
Bidston – the current director called Jack Rossiter, he was very polite and
understanding really but there was one or two others, particularly a man called
Lennon who was very much against people – other people in NERC, comp –
competing with his institute, with the Bidston institute in funds. In fact when I [sighs]
– I replaced Rossiter as the director – not director, assistant – it turned – I mean he
was director but I was only the assistant director of the whole of IOS, and when I
came up Rossiter had obviously gone, but Lennon was very much there and he was a
very difficult person to get on with. I suppose the run – run of the mill people at …
the junior people say, or medium grade, people wouldn’t notice any difference, or
change of direction, introduced by myself. But Lennon certainly noticed every –
every little thing and could very strong – had very strong criticism. Well the – the
attitude of NERC themselves was that they had appointed a new man, Cartwright, in
charge of the institute and they said, ‘Well we’ve appointed him as assistant director
under Charnock,’ who was the director and he must be – he was free to do what
Charnock wanted, what the director wanted and directors Charnock really said, ‘Carry
on as you see fit for furthering research.’ Well there were things like computer
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modelling, computer modelling of the North Sea and the Irish Sea and so on and I was
only too glad to encourage the half a dozen people who were involved with that. But
then I took over this new tide programme, the – originally they did have a group
concerned with the development of tide gauges themselves, offshore tide gauges, and
this certainly involved – invoked the wroth if you like of – of Lennon and the – to
have anyone competing with the institute. He was very much concerned with the
shortage of funds and the fact that we had to sell our programmes to the ministry of
this and that. But I was sort of – I was new to this sort of field of in – administration
and I was not a born administrator at all, but I somehow played things by ear and got
my own way I suppose. And the outcome of which was that eventually this man
Lennon took a job he’d been offered in Australia and he’s been there ever since
[laughs], NERC weren’t sorry to see him go because he didn’t get on well with – with
the NERC administration either.

Did he have criticisms of the content of what you were doing in terms of the tide
prediction and the ocean bottom recorders?

He was more – he was mostly concerned with what role I had for him to do. Which
was rather – rather difficult, I mean I didn’t know what he was – really what he was
interested in, he just wanted to be in charge and have everyone … direct – I suppose
you get people like this every – at any change of administration. I don’t think he
wanted research, he just wanted people who he could tell what to do really … have I
answered what you … said?

I wonder whether there was any clash between old and new methods here or – as
opposed to simply –

Well yes, he didn’t – he didn’t like very new methods, he thought everyone knew the
old methods, his attitude was everyone knew the old methods and they’d been in use
since 1908 or so on and why not let them carry on in the same way. In fact I took the
view that I didn’t want to try to teach the staff who’d produced tide predictions, teach
them the methods I’d worked out with Munk, because I thought it was safer to let
them do it the way they really understood and carry on. But I did encourage some of
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the more senior, or senior of the junior staff, to use my methods and some of them
became quite adept at it.

[1:24:40]

Did taking this post involve a move of the family – did taking this post involve a move
of the family to Liverpool?

It did, yes, well not actually Liverpool but we moved up to the – we got a house
eventually in the Wirral, Heswall, Wirral so yes, it was quite an upheaval, more of an
upheaval than I had personally realised for young teenage … boys and girls. My son
was very – my sons were teenagers and they had difficulty in getting on with – they
were typical southerners and, you know, all the local people had a different way of
talking and they were – there was a culture clash. In fact one of my sons would have
been much better left as he was in a grammar school in Surrey, in retrospect I wished
we had left him, even – even kept our house in Surrey as it then was, and he travelling
up and down to Bidston, but it was – it’s quite a long way really to go every –
especially if you’ve got to travel on a Sunday and a Friday evening. So it wasn’t
really very practical, we sold our house and moved onto another one and of course the
NERC did provide the funds to assist towards buying a new house.

And what was your wife’s experience of the move, or view of the move?

Well she’d took it in her stride, and she was naturally left in charge of these children
and had to organise their schools and I didn’t have time to get very largely involved,
in fact I failed really to get sufficiently involved with them. But my wife did a
sterling job in finding schools and finding the right – the best school available, I mean
the best school conveniently available. [Sighs] … And on the whole they’ve – they
did quite well. And she settled down, she’s very – my wife is very adaptable to any
situation. And we had holidays together and so on.

[1:28:36]
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What was the level and nature of your children’s interest in your work at this time, by
the time they’d become, as you say the boys anyway, young teenagers and you have
one daughter?

No one, not one of them said, ‘I want to be in oceanography like daddy.’ The girls
tended to be in a way more admiring but it didn’t go in a – in their practical direction
of asking how she could get training, suitable training. I mean one – one went into
musical school, another one took English and French at university and wasn’t – didn’t
shine at – at mathematics or – none of them were particularly good at mathematics.
But they found their feet eventually and of course eventually they had to be left up
there when we moved back to … to Petersfield in fact. I suppose I should have added
that when I came to the end of my retirement I left Bidston before I left IOS
altogether, because they wanted to give – IOS wanted to give me the opportunity to
finish off writing papers and things like that and winding up certain work, so I – for a
time I just came having been assistant director at Bidston, I was just back as being a
chap in the labo – who had a desk at a laboratory at Wormley. Erm …

What gave – sorry –

And then now I was going to say something else, so there was – so quite a – an
interval between I actually – my retiring and that enable – I was transferred back to
Wormley for a sufficient time to justify paying my moving expenses back, which was
a great help, financial help. And although price – we had a four storey house in
Heswall and we couldn’t do anymore than buy a – the flat, not even this flat but the
one down below, that’s all we can afford because the prices were so different at that
time between north and south. I think they’re rather roughly the same nowadays. The
prices are about the same. And of course the children were left at the universities and
they came here – home here. Another one found his own sort of digs in East London,
but one of them was left up in Liverpool, he had a work for Ministry of Agriculture,
or Department of Health, I forget, and Department of Health was involved, at
Liverpool and he hung onto that job for quite a time. Well on computing, computing,
then he moved to Chester. So he stayed up in the north really.

[1:33:20]
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What gave you the impression that your daughters were more admiring of – of what
you did and had done than your sons?

[Laughs] Well when – when I produced a book, eventually on tides, I can see it there,
they all wanted a – to see it and read it, and the boys just didn’t, none of them, neither
of them were interested, I don’t know quite what it was. They felt they didn’t belong
to a world of – world of theoretical research. One of them became quite – quite good
at computer programming.

[1:34:30]

Could you say something about the role of assistants, I think computing assistants, I
think – and I think it’s probably following your move to Liverpool, I’ve got a few
names but I may – they may not be correct but I understand that possibly Valerie
Doodson, and Joyce Scoffield and Sylvia Asquith were computing assistants in
relation to what you were doing at Bidston at – at Liverpool but perhaps –

Well the three people you’ve mentioned were old – not too old, but … they had been
at Bidston for a long time, even one of them – one of them, Joyce Scoffield you
mentioned, she produced a book actually about the history of Bidston Observatory
which was the site – one name of the site and it – she … it did have quite an
interesting history. And then she produced it up to the time when it used to – Bidston
Observatory used to be responsible for firing a gun at one o’clock for the – just a
tradition to aid shipping in times – timing. And further than that she gives – she talks
about people like Rossiter and Lennon, more modern people, it’s – hardly mentions
my name actually, although there is a group photograph where there’s a group
photograph where we all there – I was in the centre of the picture, the – of – the whole
staff were – I think it was taken at about 1980, certainly before I had retired. And so
Hermann Bondi came on just to – he – someone had told him there was a photograph
being taken of the staff and he joined in. Sorry, I was …

[1:37:29]
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You were mentioning assistants. Joyce Scoffield, Valerie Doodson and I forget who
else.

Sylvia Asquith.

Oh Sylvia, yes, they were – they had been in for a long – assistants for a long time and
weren’t really researchers in any way, they just looked after the supervision of
producing tide tables and … they occasionally advised me on matters concerning that
side of things, but I didn’t interact very much with that side, I tended to let them get
on with the job they know and they did it, they looked after things very well.

Who assisted you in using the computer when you became assistant director? You
mentioned that they had their own one there?

Yes, they had their own, I’m sorry, I’ve forgotten his name, there … no I just can’t get
–

That’s okay.

Guess his name, but there was a – a young man about probably in his early forties
who was assistant, as a manager his job was to run the – take over the management of
the computer operations and interface with a place at Daresbury actually in a matter of
– where they had a – an even larger computer. No I can’t offhand recall his name.

Can we look at the project on what we’d call offshore tides, I think you said you
weren’t keen on the term offshore tide recorder, but the work that you did when you
came back in order to play I suppose the UK’s in what Walter Munk had imagined as
a worldwide network and which had funding from Unesco’s Scientific Committee on
Oceanic Research, I think it was a working group called Tides of the Open Sea.

Oh exactly, yes, I didn’t know I’d even mentioned that, it was a working group, yeah.
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And what I was interested in, you said a little bit about the project and what it was for
really, but I wasn’t sure to what extent you’d been involved in what might be called
the fieldwork, in other words actually going out and placing these pressure record –

Oh I was very much involved. I didn’t like to just send people out to sea and choose
where you wanted, I’d go myself and I’d say the precise latitude and longitude where
we wanted a recorder and had a range that we went out in a certain order and placed
these pressure recorders.

Could you then describe that programme of fieldwork, saying, you know, how to go to
places and what was involved in depositing these pieces of equipment in various
places, particularly as you were going to some fairly, I don’t know – I don’t know
how inaccessible, but you were going to some areas in the Highlands of Scotland and
places and putting tide gauges in areas previously –

Yes, Rockall for example.

Ah yes. Yeah, so if you could describe that sort of period of fieldwork of the place and
–

Well I used to – I was the sort of principle scientist in charge, but then I had my group
led by Bob Spencer who was the – who was the instrumental engineer and he knew
just how to set up the digital recorders. And he in turn had his assistants who would
be involved with making sure we had the right ropes and right sort of winch for
involving – so I just sort of came and saw that we went to the right positions, recorded
it in my notebook where the position was and saw that Bob Spencer had arranged for
– suitably for the … for the recall mechanism. You have to put it in the sea with a –
what they called a pinger going – making beeps as a signal to be picked up by the –
acoustic signals to be picked up by the ship which you could use for honing in, and
this would be done – the thing would be lowered – be lowered to the surface first of
all and then released and allowed to sink down, I think it went about a metre a second.
And then when it finally got to the bottom one knew and the pinger would then be
switched off and it was in complete silence, until it was recovered again later. And
one would hone in by transmitting the release signal of – this was very much
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dependant on the navigation system which was improving all the time. But eventually
one – one knew exactly where one would go which was important because the
currents sometimes took you off … some distance. And then eventually the – when
you got on top of it, again one would release – release the signal, all this was followed
by a – what did they call it now? A recording mechanism, anyway which had all the
various stages recorded. And … one would then watch – that you could tell from the
way it was moving when it was riding to the surface and then it would be on the
surface and one would – one could tell which direction the ship had to go to – to get
near it, near enough to pick it up and this – once – all of us would be scanning the
horizon with binoculars and so on, seeing who could see it first. Luckily it was – they
were – well it – deliberately things were given bright colours like red and orange, red
and yellow. And the thing would be picked up and brought onboard and then
eventually when it had adjusted from the cold temperatures down below to something
like air – ordinary air temperature, then the sphere would be released into two halves
and one would lift off the – lift off – the whole team would be involved in lifting off
the cover and pulling out the central recording, with the digitised – with the digital
tape. And then we’d move onto the next position. Usually there was one – one
operation in the cruise was to lay these recorders in – possibly at 100 miles apart and
then one might leave six of them and then of course they had to record for quite a long
time on their own and then be recovered later, that would involve two cruises which
was rather an expensive – an expense. But somehow we managed it and then we went
back and recovered them in the same order as they put down.

Which ship was being used for these cruises?

Well sometimes Discovery, and quite often it was a chartered ship whose name –
there were some – there was a NERC provided charter ships which had been chartered
for scientific use. And we got things like the John Murray and the Challenger … and
one of two others whose names I forget off hand. One had to get used to a completely
new sort of crew and captain and …

Were these ships – did they tend to be ships that were used to having scientists
onboard conducting experiments?
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Yes, they’d bee indoctrinated into how to be polite to scientists and things like that,
and to let them do what they want, although the captain had the final decision over
what actually was done, or whether it was safe to do it. His job was to do what the
principle scientist says needs to be done and they’d say, ‘We need to get down
latitude and longitude position, and then look out for … for a recorder, pressure
recorder which would float up to the surface,’ but they knew, they’d done it before
usually and … on the whole they were pretty cooperative.

You say on the whole, are you – were there occasions where this was difficult?

… Well if it was difficult, sometimes we wanted – there were a few occasions when
we wanted a recording in the North Sea and the captain would say, ‘Sorry, we can’t
go there because it’s Danish territory,’ or waters, or something like that and you know
his law would hold, had to be upheld. But on the whole there weren’t – well on the
whole – there’s a dangerous phrase, but there was pretty good cooperation anyway
and we got to know what they had to do and whether the – how fast the ship could go
in certain the given surroundings, wind and current. It was a compromise I suppose,
between what the ship could do and what we wanted doing, but once one explained
what the object of the exercise was they’d understand and they’d get the ship on the
right position, they’d done it all before really. Not necessarily with the type of
recorder we had, but – not necessarily with pressure recorders but it was a standard
oceanographic – became a standard oceanographic technique, especially with the use
of pingers.

[1:52:40]

What problems did you have with the instrument itself in terms of deployment,
collection and then what you found inside it sometimes? From your description it
sounded rather straightforward, deploy and collect, take out the digital record, I
wondered whether there were occasions where it wasn’t so straightforward or that –

Well there were times when one found that the thing which had been recovered after,
recovered to the surface after about a month, were in fact at a – stopped after six days,
you know, something had jammed, that hadn’t recorded any further. There was – and
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there was also the difficulty in this acoustic release system, it didn’t always – in the
early days it didn’t always work and one had to keep on steaming around, firing
acoustic signals at it in the hope that it would fire. Erm … I don’t think we – in the –
although we came near to losing one device which we couldn’t recover, we did get it
in the end and I don’t think we – well in the very early days there were occasions
when something was left and never seen again, possibly it had filled up with water or
something like that. But that’s talking about fairly rare events and became
increasingly – the difficulties became increasingly rare as the techniques improved
and instruments were refined.

[1:54:51]

I gather that the UK arm of this, led by you, ended up putting more tide gauges than
other of the countries involved in this Tides of the Open Sea project.

That’s right, yes.

So I was therefore wondering about how and – how and how often you communicated
with Walter Munk now?

Well it was chief – in those days it was chiefly when there would be a meeting, a new
meeting of the Deep Sea Tide Gauge Committee, usually it would be perhaps once
every two years or something like that. And he had his own programme recording –
taking pressure records in the deep – in the ocean off New Mexico and – not New
Mexico, but … in the region south of Florida – south, yes south Caribbean. So he had
his own programme and he had to give his list, he had to give the places where he’d
recorded and of course once I’d written a paper that would give all the details of all
the – all the recordings and any defect that occurred with them.

[1:56:47]

Did you take part in the International Calibration Exercise?
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I wondered if that would come up. That was one of the things that I organised, it was
because those people or those laboratories who were interested in the deep sea tide
programmes, involved France, Canada and the USA and GB, in fact the UK had to be
split into two, one was the Wormley laboratory based effort and the other the Bidston
effort. Anyway, they were all doing it, taking their records in somewhat different –
different – their recorders were quite different and we wanted something to calibrate
where – where all – everyone could lay their particular recorder and leave it for a
month and then analyse the results and see how they compared. And that involved as
always two cruises, one for laying the devices, and another for … another for
recovery. The – we also had to provide a suitable area where the water was not too
deep, because some – some pressure recorders wouldn’t work beyond say 500 metres,
whereas others could work right down to 3,000 or 4,000 metres. So we had to have
two sites and we went to the edge of the shelf off Brittany where the – one could get
these recorders in the – a shallow site and then go move along deeper to another
reasonably constant depth shelf – not shelf, but a spur of the – of the shelf break
where we could get them at – something at least 2,000 metres. So some recorders
were deep, some were shallow. Now this caused difficulty in that the – some of the
shallow ones were interfered with by submarines, say Russian submarines, this was
the Cold War period, 1974. And they were naturally curious to what was going on,
they might have even recovered one of the devices themselves just to see what they
were involved – what was involved. Erm, so we lost one or two of the shallow ones,
we didn’t lose any the deep ones. The UK managed to recover all of their devices, the
French just didn’t work, there was some device involving a lot of rope which
shouldn’t have – something that shouldn’t have been done, we – we didn’t agree with
that sort of technique they had. Anyway, they’d lost all their recording equipment and
that was a little bit embarra – more than a little embarrassing, specially as I was in
charge, I couldn’t say, ‘Oh no we’ll spend another – we’ll spend tomorrow searching
again,’ there was a limit for the time involved and we just had to reluctant –
reluctantly admit that some were lost, some of the recorders were lost. But there was
a – it was all written up in a report and the successes were quite good.

What was the French delegations reaction to the loss of all of their recorders in this
exercise?
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Well they weren’t pleased, they went home with their tail between their legs so far –
so call – so as one says. But they took it in their stride and I think they eventually
went out with their own ship and did their own recording and told us about the
experiment, but of course that wasn’t the same as the object of the exercise which was
to get all these recorders recording simultaneously at virtually the same tide, same sets
of tides. But anyway they were interested – but they did – the man involved, the
Frenchman involved was drafted to another job anyway, probably as a result of the
failure.

And this was at the continental shelf near Brittany, is that right where this –

Yes.

Yeah, how did you know that the – how did you know that the shallow recorders had
been interfered with by Russian submarines?

Well we didn’t – we didn’t – well there were submarines around and we – sometimes
when we were listening out for an acoustic signal from an instrument we found that
there was a … a beep coming from – coming from something which was moving and
we’d try to follow it but obviously we weren’t looking for an instrument, it was either
they were playing with us or evidently there were submarines in that are, I don’t know
that we could particular say that they were Russian even … I – it’s quite possible that
they – they – the Russians wanted to know what – what technology was being
produced to see if there was anything they could take home and perhaps they did take
some things back to Russia with them. But … there were times when a recorder
would be brought up to the surface but couldn’t be found, or I mean it released – there
were times when a device [telephone ringing] someone will answer that, device
released itself and just floated around until it was picked up by a trawler. I’m not
talking about this inter-calibration exercise, this was something that happened
periodically. Either picked up by a recorder – by a trawler or came ashore somewhere
and someone found it on the beach and then was hoping to get salvage money for the
return of it. Well we made it clear that there was never any – we had no money for
[laughs] paying the exorbitant prices and usually someone had to go and drive a lorry
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down to – to some French port, I think it was nearly always France, possibly Ireland
and just bring back the recorder. So there were accidents like that.

[2:07:02]

Could you describe the recorder ‘cause when you said they had to take a lorry down,
it made me think that these were perhaps bigger than I’d imagined, could you
describe?

Oh the big – I mean the recorder itself was – was probably fairly compact, but it was
surrounded by a metal sphere, there were plenty of – there are pictures in this book
somewhere.

You’re showing – as if it might be a diameter of a metre at least?

Yes, about a metre, sometimes over a metre. [Looking through papers] sorry, don’t
want to waste too much time …

So you couldn’t have just driven down and put it on the back seat of your car, it was
quite a large –

Oh no, too big for that. Yes, it was a lorry … [looking through papers] [pause].
Anyway it was quite – well there’s – there’s one of the –

Ah.

That’s less than a metre but of course it was – one only needed the sphere which was
in two halves bolted together.

Page –

And some of them are much larger than that.
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That was page 251 in Ships Seas and Scientists. And the frame went down as well
with it did it or –

Oh yes, the frame was necessary to hold it – to give weight to keep it on the bottom,
because once one had released the connection between this and this, the whole thing,
including the frame was floating up, floating itself up. Oh well I don’t know that …
there was a page somewhere where … sorry, I don’t want to waste too much time on
this. [looking through papers] And that’s another one developed for us, for something
quite different. I mean there is a similar technology of a sphere which could be
lowered right to the bottom.

This is page 131 of the same book.

Yes, right. [looking through papers] No I don’t think we’ll find it, yeah – no I would
have needed a bit more notice to find it, but anyway I’ve given you the main idea of
the type of [pause]. This happens to be a – on page 180 there’s a picture of one of the
very earliest offshore tide records which shows the pressure – the tidal signal in the
pressure and the temperature was important to record as well … and you can see that
this one was drifting slowly downwards. I mean because the instrument was but
because the … the metal which – of which the instrument was – which the centre was
involved was constructed – was slowly giving and adapting to the – to the pressure on
it. That was reduced very much in later models.

So the actual frame – the frame was almost collapsing under the pressure of the –

Oh well no this one wasn’t particularly deep, it’s – no it’s not so much – this is a an
instrument from the centre which – which records the pressure … [looking through
papers], sorry I keep on going through … yes I don’t think I can find that.

[2:13:26]

What do you remember of the launch of Sputnik 1?
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Well it was interesting because it – it was an – one evening in a clear sky we were still
at work and there was some sort of forecast printed in the newspaper where one might
see this satellite, which was the first satellite in the world, produced – see it go by and
we had a very good vantage point from the upper roof, the top flat roof of the
Discovery and some – perhaps dozen of us, including Deacon himself came up with
his binoculars and saw this satellite go by and very impressive. Erm … but of course
at that time one didn’t visualise what use it could be for oceanography, it was just a
demonstration of high powered space technology. Then people started putting
infrared detectors in the – in satellites, and they would record differences in
temperature and … but it was not until one could put an altimeter onboard with radar
– a radar altimeter which could penetrate the clouds and see the sea surface, including
waves.

In terms of the sea –

That was some five years later that they began to – and then having detected things
like waves from altimetry and radar altimetry, then it was a matter of how to tell
where the satellite is itself, since if one’s measuring the height of the sea surface from
a viewed – from a satellite, one needed to know precisely with the same precision
what the height – what the position of the satellite itself was, or some – some
transmitter on it. And so there was a whole – the whole subject of space geodesy
evolved to cope with that. Leading up to the – well things like GPS systems and …

[2:17:10]

Now in terms of this first sighting of Sputnik, I think you said you went onto the roof
of Discovery but you meant the roof of Wormley?

I meant the roof at Wormley, yes, I don’t know what made me say Discovery.

[Laughs] And obviously it’ll be quite interesting for people to hear what it looked
like, in other words what was the experience like, so what precisely did you see on the
roof?
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Well one would see a little quite bright dot move – which wasn’t a star, it wasn’t an
aeroplane, but was moving steadily across the sky among the background of stars.
And in the early operations of Desmond King-Hele he used to organise people to – to
post themselves at certain positions and estimate at what point did it traverse the
distance between two stars. Yes, at what point it intersected the line joining two stars,
which is – can be estimated reasonably precisely – well to within – to within a few
seconds, not few seconds but a few minutes of arc. So we saw this white star like
object just travelling very steadily through the sky, which had never been seen before.

Do you remember what you and other people around you said about it?

Well we said [laughs], ‘Well that’s absolutely amazing,’ of course, most people.
Other – others would say – I seem to remember, ‘Well it’s all very well but what –
what good does it do anybody?’ ‘What measurements can be made from such a
thing?’ and of course people like King-Hele were working out the gravitational field
of the earth which could be – some aspects could be evaluated from – just from the
timing of satellites.

What do you remember of how it was talking about more generally, as – as a kind of
geopolitical occurrence, you know, if you like?

Geopolitical.

Or I mean was it seen as – discussed as being sinister or worrying or merely exciting?

Well it was just aspect of the – of the Cold War, of Russia and America showing what
they could – what – how capable they were in technology and of course it wasn’t very
long before the – only a matter of months before the American NASA started to put
up their own satellites, and eventually reached the moon, when – which I remember in
1969. That was about twelve years later from the launch of Sputnik. Er … I think
more people regard it just as a showing off episode. It was only as one – one did start
thinking about what could – one – what advantage could one take of a satellite which
possibly could hold instruments, going over the sea, and land of course … and then
the technology developed into various types of sensors.
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[2:22:33]

You mentioned the submarines and the tide gauges and we’ve now got Sputnik 1, are
there any other ways in which the Cold War had an influence on your work or related
to your work at any stage?

Cold War? Hmm …

I suppose times when you were aware of it through your work, rather than just by
reading the newspaper or –

Well it was certainly through – through the work. I remember once a … some – some
Russians came – some Russians visited Southampton for some reason and on – on
some sort of oceanographic vessel, and Deacon took me along to look at what was in
fact a Shipborne Wave Recorder, one of Tucker’s Shipborne Wave Recorders which
they’d picked up somewhere, can’t remember the details now. Er … no they – they
had a – they’d got hold of some instrument, a temperature sensor I believe, that had
been picked up on the shore somewhere and they wanted to know what was it,
Deacon actually could identify it straightaway, he knew – he had seen it before and it
was one of … one of a standard make of – of temperature recorders. And the – yes,
the Russian – the Russians were rather – rather generous was their vodka, one had to
keep on putting back these vodkas in the hope I think that we’d blurt out some secret
that [laughs] – in guarded moments we would have avoided, but there wasn’t anything
really. No, I don’t – I don’t remember Cold – the impact of the Cold War – of course
it had political consequences in an obvious way and the threat of the atom bomb and
subsequent explosives.

When you talked about drinking vodka, was this on the ship on this occasion when
they visited –

This was on – in the dock in Southampton, they invited in onboard to look at this
recording object and then says, ‘Let’s have a vodka,’ [laughs] and I think there was
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some little snacks with it as well, but pretty powerful stuff for anyone not used to it.
They were quite friendly but perhaps too – too friendly [laughs].

Did you get any sense of what they were doing themselves in terms of oceanography?

No, in a – for one thing their – no they weren’t – they weren’t discussing the sort of
work they did on that occasion and usually they – when there was an international
meeting like IUGG they wouldn’t – the Russians just weren’t – many Russians were
not – just not allowed to travel to them. And so one did – it was diff – there were
publications which became more amenable later, describing Russian oceanographic
work and occasionally they had quite a decent oceanographic research ship which
sometimes would ask in – invite someone from probably NIO to come and join them
and come with their instruments, this was chiefly a matter of current recordings.
What – you men … I’m sorry I can’t get my mind around it.

Roughly when was this visit from the Russian ship do you think?

Oh it was – this occasion when Deacon went – well I went with Deacon, it was 1972,
something like that. Certainly I hadn’t got involved with Bidston then at all.

[2:29:10]

Another general question, to what extent was your work at any stage influenced by
climate change concerns, perhaps especially rising sea levels but not necessarily just
that.

Yes. Well I was … secretary for a time of the – of a committee concerned with
changes in sea level. This was a matter of collecting data from all around the world
and banking it, well in fact it was done at – the banking was done at Bidston, they
took over that sort of work. And … became evident that the trouble is the sea may be
– tide gauges indicate how much the sea is rising past a rock, well a tide – off sea –
the rock of the structure but the rock itself could be moving and so there was a double
– especially when – especially when there was land recovering from glaciation, as
Scandinavia still is I think. The – all the tide – tide records from Scandinavia go
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down because the rock – the land is moving upwards. And in a – we produce – I
produced an international report where we had a meeting of this sea level committee
where we collected all the information on the land movement and sea movement and,
er, see if one could tell how the – how the sea level was responding in the – to the –
responding to global warming event. Well it was very variable and for one thing you
had this land movement and the sea level responded to changes in wind as well as
changes in temperature. There was a man in Canada who was a chief authority for
deter – calculating how much the land itself was rising and sinking, and one hoped
eventually to be able to say that – have some measure of how much the sea level is
steadily rising and of course it – in some sense it is, all the – all the tide gauge records
do show the sea levels rising by about a centimetre a century and it even accelerates a
little bit in the last decade or two. Well global warming of course was a big subject
which became important – only became important when I was on the point of leaving
oceanography or the tidal – I think if I’d – on another life I would have liked to have
been involved in climate modelling and being able to predict something about all the
various factors involved in the ice melting and there was this – I mentioned this
project which Walter Munk organised for acoustic thermometry – for using the
changes in sound and – the lengths of sound transmissions to one point to another. I
was involved slightly, rather peripherally with that, but I might have been more
involved if I’d been younger and been able to – had a fresh sort of look at research.
But I wasn’t really, it was a matter of meteorologists were mainly concerned, and the
oceanographers naturally need to know how the currents are changing in the gulf
stream which can make a large difference in British – British climate. And there are
people studying the change in current – in ocean currents from – they’re all based on
the Southampton – Southampton oceanography centre.

[2:36:30]

Was the – was the need to assess sea level change ever a part of arguments made
when dealing with NASA or ESA in terms of arguments for the value of altimetry or
altimetry of a certain kind or –

Well yes because altimetry at any rate is independent of the changes of land, not
entirely independent but because the laser beams are themselves attached to land. But
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the altimeter could in principle get the change of sea level globally, one could get the
mean height of the sea surface and it – over the whole globe and not just confined to
one or two – not – few hundred tide gauges, but everywhere the satellite actually goes,
there’s a limiting latitude which you don’t see above. It – it has been said that if one
studies the mean sea level, global mean sea level, and its changes from one year to the
next and one decade to another – to another, that one ought to be able to see signals
really whether the – which would really determine whether the surface of the sea is
getting warmer on – on global average. And there was actually someone at –
someone in Toulouse, the French national space centre who was – who has written a
paper on the changes in mean sea level, global mean. But I don’t think she – the
paper I’ve seen was only – only spanned about two or three years, possibly five years,
it was obvious that one needed something that went on for several decades and I don’t
know whether they’re keeping up that with altimetry. The trouble is they keep on –
satellites have a limited time, eventually they’re abandoned or they get hit by a – hit
by a rock or something or … space debris, and you have to wait for another satellite to
be launched with another altimeter and of course when you change – change over like
that it’s – it’s difficult to be sure that you haven’t made an overall change. An
artificial one.

[2:40:20]

The last question I was going to ask today is if you could give us a sense of the – of
your own sort of personal political views over the period that we’ve been talking
about which is really the second half of the ‘60s and the ‘70s in terms of your
response to, you know, the general political scene, but also your tendencies in terms
of voting and that sort of thing, so we have a sense of your sort of private political
views.

Well of course the main factor which affects every oceanographer, whether he’s a
director or a junior mechanic, is … is the budget. What – if you’re free – whether
you’re free or not to buy new instruments, and oceanographers are really rather prone
to losing instruments, you know, they’re put down to the bottom of the sea and they
don’t come back, or they implode or something like that. So they do need replacing
all the time, so it’s an expensive procedure and it certainly seems, when – when
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there’s a recession and everyone starts to cut back, that it has a rather depressing
effect on the – on the research community in general, that probably applies to all – all
research projects. But oceanography in particular since one is always needing new
instruments and also the – having to spend money to charter ships which get more and
more expensive, or the fuel – basically the fuel – costs of fuel increase. So I think
there were – does need a wider view which can only be upheld by an authoritative
body such as the Royal Society to keep a watch and be available for consultation and
to advise governments on where money should be available for spending on research
because everyone does – scientific research of course does – has effects far beyond
the immediate research object. I mean you might be researching in tides, but it gives
– it can – that can lead into insight into currents and … and to changes in temperature
and so on. There’s always unexpected spin-off from research. Though it is much
better than introducing a blanket damper on expenses, obviously one doesn’t want a –
an institute to be – to be able to spend as much as it wants to, but it shouldn’t have to
– have to … fill up long accounts of – to justify what they were doing, there should be
a bit more trust I think involved. And the fact that science is really … run by people
who are honestly trying to in – involve science, not just produce spectacular results.
So since about 1965 although the economy was fairly buoyant I think in the early – in
the late ‘60s it certainly had a severe trough in the ‘70s and it – there was a lot of loss
of morale in the ‘80s, it was very much a contrast in 1988 for me to go to the United
States and see how much money they were spending on say space research, although
they also had budget restraints, but compared with the scene in Britain where
everyone was having to beg for more funds, the valued research organisations like
NASA was able to keep quite a lot going, regardless of expense.

Did you have any sense of Mrs Thatcher’s government’s view of oceanography
specifically as a discipline?

As far as I could tell it was negative really, yes, I don’t think she – although she –
she’d had a scientific background, and it had been chemistry I think, she was very
hard on the – when – when the budget was low, she was very hard on just handing out
money to research projects. I don’t think she was a very – a very good for science
activity as a whole, things are much better now as far as I can see, although we –
we’ve got a – we’ve got a much – much worse depression involved and belt
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tightening, the impression I get in the scientific world that things are much more
buoyant than they were in the ‘70s. I think that’s about all I –

[End of Track 7]
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Track 8

At the beginning of today’s session, could I ask you to, if it’s possible, to compare the
approaches and characteristics of George Deacon and Walter Munk as two
contemporary leaders of oceanography?

Oh yes. Well that’s a big subject, they both had very different background, Deacon
was a – his background was chemistry, he entered the field of oceanography as a
marine chemist, to work on – on the Antarctic seas, southern ocean in fact. Er … and
he worked – of course then his history, he was – became part of the – they had a
position in the admiralty and was asked to start up research into waves centrally and
of course when NIO formed he had to draw in several strands, he had the – he had to
take over the marine biological people who were previously working in the British
Museum, we called it that, Natural History – no it was the British Museum, yes. And
what else did he have to do? You’re interested in the sort of general approach of the
men?

Yes, of those two I suppose I’m interested in two things, a) whether they had a kind of
different vision for what oceanography ought to be, and b) whether they were
different as individual characters as well and whether perhaps there’s a link between
those two things?

Yes, well it was partly a matter of period – of the history of the period although there
was an international – there was an international body of literature, scientific papers.
At the end of the war of course there hadn’t been very many international meetings
where people sort of fused their ideas together and talked about different approaches
and so they – they – their history was quite different. Munk came up through
attachment with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and very soon – well he was
a protégé of Harald Sverdrup who was the director of the – of the Oceanographic
Institute for many years. And then of course he had a background of work on waves
also, this – since that was found to be an important branch of oceanography which
very little was known about, so the approaches were quite different. Whereas Munk
… was assigned to do the science of and analyse the things like the waves – produce a
system of forecasting the waves and he did it himself with a few assistants, Deacon
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tended to gather around – gather around him people with a mathematical ability and
interest in wave motion and try and get – who didn’t – who hadn’t actually studied
them in any great depth, but were able to – to fuse a joint – a joint approach and he
encouraged people to work on different aspects and – although he didn’t – it wasn’t
work that he would have done himself, probably he wouldn’t have had the ability but
he knew that if he got the right sort of people, with the right knowledge, he could
interest them in – but the approach Munk and – the relative approaches of Munk and
Deacon were the same in adopting a fairly free attitude to research, and really provide
– arrange for people to work on certain subjects, and within a certain area there’s a
good deal of freedom, where Deacon had to really get not only the people with
theoretical ability but also put them in touch with good engineers who could
[telephone ringing] show how to – that’ll be answered in due course – show – could
translate ideas into solid engineering which would work and which was sufficiently
robust. I don’t think Munk had any – although he employed his own engineers,
individual – individually, he didn’t have an organised body – such an organised body
as Deacon did. There was a … that a different sort of structure of how the work was
organised in – on one hand Scripps Institution and the other hand at what was in effect
the Admiralty Research Laboratory.

[08:05]

… Certainly I found them, both of them very inspiring in their different approaches,
sorry very inspiring in … suggesting problems which could be done and also in giving
one the responsibility to get on with it rather than saying, you’re a member of a team
of six people and do what he says and a sort of hierarchical structure. It was rather an
individual – that was Deacon’s approach and Munk of course had the difference in
that he was – he had the backing of full university – University of California. Both of
them were similar in the way – in that they attract – they approached oceanography
from a wide range of points of view. I mean they – Deacon obviously because he had
been on a ship where most of the work was done was to do with biology and he had to
do the – had to look at the chemistry and be responsible for what was done about the
measuring the salinity and temperature. And – but he had contacts and in those
worlds and then Deacon … sort of advertised or found ways of getting – attracting
people in. Well Munk – Munk had the university channels to do and he really had to
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get resources, well so did Deacon. Erm… Deacon – sorry, Munk was a much more
mathematically proficient physicist really and he could set his mind to all sorts of
different problems if they were – came in his field. Deacon, although he understood
what was required, didn’t have the ability to do it – to do it all himself, but the result
of both was the – that people were not left to get on with their work themselves, but
were pushed in a general direction and told what the problems were and both Munk
and Deacon were good at making people feel responsible to – to make a contribution
to the subject, theoretical subject. And it was – and both of them were extremely
successful in their ways.

[12:05]

Were their – were their sort of individual characters or personalities different in a –
in a striking way?

Oh well they were different people – different men altogether really. Erm … Deacon
was a rather quiet spoken man, and … and he believed in all the people working in his
area all gathering for – for coffee at certain times of day and interchanging ideas and
that sort of thing, it was a rather vociferous approach. But Deacon had the idea
possibly but – the idea of everyone meeting for – over meals and coffee breaks and so
on, not too many of them but the numbers that people require, he probably got the –
got the idea from observation of Munk which – which was very different from what
one would encounter for example in the admiralty, I don’t know much about what
Admiralty Research Laboratory – I don’t of course know much about what – the
structure of the ARL was, but I can well imagine from my experience of working in
admiralty department it must have been very different. Whereas as I have said, Munk
really was part of a university group and organised – well director of a university
group who had the funding from – from educational academic disciplines, whereas
Deacon had to employ people, like for example me having been – having been vetted
by outside committees of scientists. Erm … the university side – I said Munk was
very much a man of the university, Deacon made up for lack of the – of the academic
institution by forming links with Cambridge, the Cambridge – well it – originally
called Department of Geodesy and Geophysics which re – we found very fruitful, the
– in the book about NIO Michael Longuet-Higgins sets great straw by the frequent
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meeting – meetings between NIO and the Cambridge laboratory, we got to know them
and their different approaches and exchanged theoretical ideas, with lectures and so
on.

Did you yourself go to Madingley Rise while at the NIO for this sort of thing?

Oh well, yes, I was invited once – twice possibly to supervise – not supervise, to … to
assess a budding PhD … where – I didn’t very often go to Madingley Rise, we – the
meetings were usually held actually at Wormley themselves, down at – in Surrey, and
the Cambridge people would come to us, but if – if it was – there were meetings at
Cambridge, but they weren’t very often at Madingley Rise itself. ‘Cause that – at that
time, the time I’m thinking of, was before – before the formation of Churchill College
and Bullard’s directorship and so on. That they had rather … that – their
accommodation was rather limited, I don’t remember a lecture hall there, there must
have been one but not – not a very good one, whereas back in Wormley we had an
auditorium for – of sorts which was quite adequate with – backed up by slide
projection and so on.

[18:48]

At one point you said that the biologists at the NIO were a kind of a people apart, I
wonder if you could expand on – on that impression?

Well they came from obviously a different discipline and even probably felt that they
were the senior part – representatives of the senior approach to oceanography, when
ocean – the whole object of oceanography was to find out about life at – at the depth,
they saw us playing about in the – with the waves and doing experiments in various
ways, but I’m not saying that there was any animosity between them but they were
rather – they had their own disciplines and own jargon in their work and they met
with different people. Like the – the main society, National Society, which the – at
which the biologists would attend – would be the Linnean Society, occasionally we
did – if there was some overlap in subject matter, I have occasionally, so have others,
other physicists … attended meetings of Linnean Society. But they tended to work of
their own – the way they organised cruises was different, it was all a matter of – of
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putting the right sort of net overboard and making trawl a certain depth and certain
parts of the ocean, whereas we were rather dealing with things like currents. I don’t
mean we didn’t – didn’t take measurements at great depths but a lot of our work was
at the surface, whereas biologists were all – all concerned with the distribution of life
at – and species at different depth. The big exception to that of course was the work –
the important work of John Swallow, I don’t know how far he’s been mentioned even
but he was a – really one of – one of the major pioneers in the measurements of deep
currents and he worked closely with Woods Hole on the – on the east coast of the
USA. But they organised their work differently and they tended even to be different –
different types of character actually, although I don’t want to enlarge on that. I think
on the – on the whole we respected each other, we respected their knowledge of
biology and they respected our – our knowledge of physics, even such things as how
to handle statistics. And because in fact we – we needed each other, I won’t say
which direction was more important but certainly the biologists needed advice on how
to handle instruments in the water, which we were very well equipped to do.

[23:29]

Was there any element of a kind of, a kind of jokey rivalry between the groups where
certain things might be said about each other but only in a sort of light-hearted way,
is there sort of some way that we could record that culture?

[laughs] I’m sorry, did I say something that – about –

No, I wondered whether –

On that subject?

No, I wondered whether the two groups had a kind of sort of jokey rivalry with each
other, being very – having these very different approaches to oceanography. You said
that the relations between the two groups were good but I wondered within that
whether there was a kind of good humoured commentary between the two different
approaches?
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Well I suppose the biologists had their private jokes about oceanography [laughs],
about the physicists. And … did the physicists have private jokes about – about the
biologists? It usually came to the fore only when they were sharing a cruise ‘cause
they often – the ship never went out with just one objective, it usually had a team
from another – from more than one group, which may include physicists as well as
biologists, often did. And when they were onboard ship of course they have to
interact in very close – well live together and – the sort of – I don’t know whether this
is relevant but the biologists were well known for having – when they’d finished their
work for organising sing-songs and even rudimentary [laughs] performance on flute
or something, which the … say the – classify them as physicists tend to – weren’t so
inclined and they tended to be rather – have a more sober – their – I mean the
biologists were great drinkers, when – in their spare time, I don’t mean they were
[laughs] – well some exceptions. I don’t mean that they were [laughs] always on the
bottle, but certainly there was a tradition of – which probably came out of old – old
patterns of behaviour in cruises in that there’s quite a lot of alcohol available. I mean
people didn’t get drunk but the biologists would if there was a tendency that way, the
biologists just had the leading sort of role. I know that from assistants who were –
who attended biological – what they called biological cruises. I wouldn’t like it to be
said that Dr Cartwright said that the biologists were always drinking but – which
didn’t – there were some obviously who did, but I could – I couldn’t think of a single
physicist actually who was – indulged [laughs] in that sort of way.

I think in the – in the book of Ships Seas and Scientists, there’s actually a photograph
of one of those musical performances isn’t there?

Oh yes [laughs], yes I think so yes.

Yeah, just wanted to point that out.

Yes, they were. I think if you examine the members who were – you’d probably find
they were mostly biologists, I mean there’s nothing wrong with [laughs] musical
entertainment but … it … but it was just a different sort of approach.

[28:48]
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And another question I have is, have you had any relations with geographers in your
career?

Geographers?

Academic geographers involved in science?

Well this was – yes, there were academic – in the very early days, of say before the
end of the war, most of the people who knew something about waves happened to be
those who observed waves on beaches. But – I forget that – Steers was a particular
one, at – Professor Steers of Cambridge and we had people from his department who
joined the staff as I think their – their main degree was in geography, but one of them
I know became a leading librarian at the – at NIO, for example. And I remember
when I first joined he was looking at ways of observing beach – beaches – of
observing the shapes of beaches and their changes when waves came up, that – that
was I suppose when waves impinged on them and that was … one of the areas where
Deacon would have liked to do more but it – I mean he got – he got several people to
do – who were interested in waves to – to find out something about the behaviour of
waves when approaching beaches, and the currents set up by the waves, but it – it
didn’t really materialise into – although one would think it would be a popular
subject, it – especially in summer. It didn’t some – the scientific – there didn’t seem
to be enough scientific knowledge to further that a bit. There were some and …
Longuet-Higgins did quite a lot of work in the change – change of approach – change
in direction of waves on approaching a beach, the refraction and so on, and also on the
currents, he had had experience of – of looking at that sort of area, or observing
rather, from his work in – at Scripps. I’d – I didn’t really get involved with that.

Do you remember who the –

Sorry, the subject, this came up from geographers.

Yes.
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There was another geographer who used to – called – well he had a military rank
called R Bagnold, you might have heard of that Imperial –

The deserts, the sand, wind blown sand he was –

Oh yes wind blown, well yes and he was also interested in the movements of sand
grains on a – drawn by water, which was very similar sort of problem. But it proved
to be difficult to apply the sort of – it’s quite a difficult subject to – to put in precise
quantified terms. Yes, Longuet-Higgins did quite a bit. Some – quite a few of his
many theoretical papers have an impact on the formation of bar – sand bars and the
change in water – in mean water level and … I – and the transverse motions which
were possible – I mean sorry I – if this is a coastline, then the sea is that side, you do
get a certain permitted wave forms which can travel along at a rather different speed
from the ordinary waves. They were called edge waves in fact. But it didn’t give
very – the theoretical ideas didn’t get beyond an occasional paper, didn’t set up a –
didn’t start off inspiration for an organised work.

So did you meet Bagnold or Steers at any point?

Well I heard him lecture for a few times, yes.

Steers?

Yes, he was rather a retiring sort of man as far as I remember and … I remember him
coming to the Institute and hearing a lecture he gave once at the Royal Society. And
of course I might have mentioned some work I did on the formation of waves in the
sand observed on the continental – near the edge of the continental shelf –

Yes.

Well that might have had some use but it – it didn’t – that was of interest but I don’t
think it interacted with Bagnald’s actual work, he was getting – getting on in years
and there’s – well the times I met him and – on the point of retirement really.
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I wonder what your view of the approach of geographers was given that I suspect
their – their ways of describing things would have been less –

Rather qualitative, yes, yes they were – yes well their work wasn’t so much founded
on – on physics or mathematics, it tended to be rather … you know, the description –
description of what they’d seen in the wave of – of profile, the beaches and – rather
than analysing their formation in terms of water – underwater motions … ah [pause].
I don’t – I imagine there’s quite a lot of – quite a lot of scientific work done by
geographers, especially in recent times, but I had – I didn’t receive much stimulus
from them, although if there was an interesting lecture which one gave, there were
some, I’ve forgotten the exact individual … there was a certain Professor King of
Cambridge, again who was actually one of my lecturers when I was a student, but he
was a geologist. Erm, but his daughter was a – I think a geographer, rather than a
geologist and one of his – her students obtained work at – at Wormley.

[End of Track 8]
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Track 9

Could I ask you now what would you say the effect on your career of becoming a
fellow of the Royal Society was?

Well it didn’t – I was congratulated by various, erm … people in high positions,
within NERC. And as – as tends to happen you get congratulations from – I mean
genuine congratulations from people who – who are internationally known and who
are themselves fellows and, er, it – that tend to write letters, who have been – who
meet more often and it did involve more contact with – with say being asked to judge
– asked to – what’s the word? Administer it, no, asked to … act as advisor in the
award of academic – higher degree, well PhD thesis really from one of two
universities, Liverpool, Cambridge. Although one doesn’t use the initials FRS very
often it’s – there is a sort of – a fellowship – well in actuality as well as in name,
among people and they tend to keep you on their mailing lists and that sort of thing.
No, I suppose that things like my selection for the … National Academy of Sciences,
of – probably was influenced by the fact that I was a fellow of the Royal Society. I –
it hadn’t affected me in – well I have served on one or two committees, usually
judging grant applications of the Royal Society, I haven’t been involved in selection
of – of future fellows and I haven’t had really very much of a – an impact with the
society itself. I mean it’s nice to have a place to go to in London and look at the –
consult the library, it was – when I was writing my book on the history of – Scientific
History of Tides it was very useful to be able to go there and get the – well I’ve – I
also use the BL of course and its predecessor, the library of the British Museum, for
certain subject areas. Erm … well it wasn’t – it isn’t really a thing that’s made very
public, I mean one gets put in Who’s Who and I suppose some people say, ‘Ah, here’s
an FRS, we can look up all of his – his potted biography in Who’s Who,’ but it doesn’t
really make very much difference, one doesn’t bandy about the FRS initials and so on.

[05:18]

How did you feel about it privately and personally?
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Oh well of course that was a great honour I felt. I wasn’t – well yes I was surprised,
there were other times when I thought that for my work I could be considered, but
there’s a very … you can be near the top of selection without getting selected for quite
a few years, you know, seven years you might be – your name might have been on a
shortlist for … for five or six years and some people it just expires if it’s – after about
seven years. So it – I knew that I was … I was on a list, but didn’t have very high
hopes of anything materialising at all quickly. Anyway I got in 19 – I was very
honoured to – nice to get ones signature in the book that – signed by Isaac Newton
and thousands of others, dignitaries, distinguished scientists. Erm … where was I
[pause]. Well anyway – anyway I knew one of the requirements was a large amount
of distinguished papers which I had produced in – published in the philosophical
transactions of the Royal Society, and obviously from that counts a lot in – in the –
ones selection. Incidentally a subject I haven’t talked – mentioned before was my
doctorate, I didn’t receive a PhD in fact, but the uni – having a degree at the
University of London, that entitles you to apply after a certain number of years for a
DSc and by submitting papers in a certain field and that – that was how I obtained my
DSc, Doctorate, which not many universities would do – in fact do that.

Do you remember when you – roughly when you submitted – do you remember when
your submission was for the DSc?

For the DSc, that was 19 – I know it was 1969 [laughs] because I can remember going
out somewhere and mentioned I’m Dr Cartwright and someone said, ‘I can’t find your
name as Dr Cartwright,’ and suspecting that I was using my – the fact that I wasn’t
[laughs] very well known in that area to – to create [laughs] degrees and honours
[both laugh]. That was 1969, I remember the year 1969. And of course my – I was
admitted to the Royal Society, elected in 1984, sometime after … and my other
honour was to be elected to the American Geophysical Union, a fellow of the
American Geophysical Union, I don’t know – I don’t suppose you’re concerned with
these attachments.

Oh yes, yes.
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Oh they are important, oh well yes. Yes, ‘cause one doesn’t sort of write it at the head
of one’s notepaper or anything like that.

No.

[11:14]

And do you think the fellowship of the Royal Society may have helped in your
selection for the post of resident research associate for the US Academy of Sciences?

Yes, I think I said that virtually, yes.

In – and this is 1986 to ‘88.

Yes, that’s right.

Could you tell the story of that appointment and including details of what it involved
personally, I don’t know whether parts – I don’t know how – whether your wife came
out with you for those two years or how that was arranged, but also we don’t yet have
a description of what you did for those two years, so –

No.

If you’d like to sort of tell the story of that and then I’ll pick up on specific things?

Well really the – it came out of the various meetings which I had attended for several
years, and … meetings to – international meetings which involved Americans and
other – French and other nationalities, on – on the progress of satellites, particularly
focusing on the need for altimetry – for an altimeter with high precision, geodetic
control. And I … my particular friend, a man called Jim Marsh, American who
worked at the – who was a senior person in the head of department in a branch of the
Goddard Space Flight Centre in Maryland and he organised – he said, ‘Would you
like to be?’ well he invited – he wrote me a letter saying, ‘I should like to invite you
to spend a few years with us at GSF, at Goddard Space Flight Centre,’ and well, once
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I’d said, ‘Yes, that’ll be fine,’ naming a special – a date when I was retiring from my
post in England, and he organised all that through the channel. Obviously had to – I
think I had to do a sort of CV naming my academic success – well and – academic
status and not so much academic as status as a – in the scientific profession in
geophysics really. Anyway he invited me to come and join his team … oh … and of
course at that time –

[15:07]

The – they were – altimeters were just beginning to see variations in the sea surface
and most of his – nearly all the people in his team were mainly concerned with – not
with tides, or any specific motion of the – of the variation of the sea level, but with –
with the shape of the geoid, you know, there’s quite a complicated wavy shape all
around the ocean which is reflected in a sort of permanent definition, or departure
from a sphere, spheroid.

[16:06]

Well I could see that people were taking tides for granted, that you can – they were
taking some model – rather inadequate model of the tidal component and I was one of
the first people to show that one could in fact see the tides if – if you didn’t try to
eliminate them but take the recording as it was. And … and I virtually … I won’t say
led a team, but had with – me and my assistant devised methods and mapped out the
tides all over the ocean – well all over the ocean which was visible from this early
satellite – not early – one of the first satellites for which one could get geophysical
data from, with the aid of the altimeter. That – that was the sort of work I was – I left
people – I left others to do the – do the definition of the geoid itself all over the ocean,
permanent defamation, and concentrating on extracting the tide which met – which …
well met a greater accuracy – with a greater accuracy than any – anything available
from – from mathematical methods. In fact eventually the … they used the tides as
derived from altimetry, I won’t say my work – they didn’t necessarily use my work
because my work was superseded by higher accuracy work as the technique
developed in the ‘90s. But they were use – that there was – they were using our – my
sort of approach for obtaining the – obtaining the tides and subtracting them to get a
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smoother surface and it – it worked out extremely well, they could see that it was
giving much better results. In fact we were – me and my assistant were getting –
getting for the first time data over the whole ocean which could tell you some things
which were – could not be answered, erm … from … could not be answered from
existing knowledge, things about the geo – the balance of energy, in the – or the
transmission of power, horizontal transmission of power in the ocean. The – this –
with other – there were other people concerned with the change of the rate of … the
rate of rotation of the earth, and I mean everyone – most people know now that it’s
slowing down, the earth is slowly getting slower and the timescales getting slightly
longer at a quantifiable rate. And we were using the fluctuations in this to verify the
tidal … the tidal variations, things due to tides. In fact we were – it opened up a
completely new field really of – and there were – the work I’d been doing with my
team back at effectively Bidston in England were proving invaluable in checking on
that we were getting the same results – there was agreement between the results as
measured by pressure at the bottom of the ocean and as by the height of a satellite –
sorry, the height of the sea surface below the satellite. Well we were – that was a very
useful verification of both – both approaches. And of course it was also taken up by
people working on the models of – of the tide which is quite a big subject, to – you
have to take the whole world into – the whole ocean into account, I mean all the
oceans. And it’s quite a big problem in mathematical modelling, the – of an approach
– approaches by people at Grenoble, someone at – there’s a French group and then
there was – I forget where I’ve – one of the American universities, I forget which one
it was, I think it was Oregon Uni –

[24:17]

So the satellite that you were working on in 1986 to ‘88 at –

Yes.

Goddard Space Flight Centre? Was that – would that have been GEOSAT at that
time?

It was GEOSAT, yes.
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And could you say what – for – for people who have no experience of satellite data,
what did the sort of results that were coming from the satellite altimeter, what did
they look like physically, what was the data that the satellite was returning?

Well yes of course they need a – I’d have to give a – set out a lot of diagrams which I
can’t do on spec. But the satellite of course sees the height of the ocean along a track
which veer – which slides around the world, I mean it doesn’t – it precesses – the
orbit – the orbit of the satellite precesses so that one gets a different – a sequence of
tracks and of course that means – every time you get a different track – well there are
places where the crosses – where the tracks cross and then one can check that one’s
getting the right – the same value. One had to analyse – do a tidal analysis and one
could – for example take a little square ten – one degree square and you had to take
account of the time, you’d get a different tide of course every time the tide – the
satellite passed over this track, over this square and you had to collect a statistical
ensemble of several thousand – hundred anyway, and take into account the time
history of … and it allowed for the fact that there are several components, harmonic
components in the tide, the lunar tide and the solar tide for example, just two out of …
several tens. And from the ensemble one obtains the permanent amplitude of the tide
which is – can be predicted – which can be predicted in the future from the knowledge
of the – of the orbit of the moon really, moon and sun.

So if I understand it right you’re – you’re looking at one particular part of the surface
of the ocean somewhere and you’re looking at –

Yes, well and then one changes the –

And then others of – and –

Yeah, many others.

But – and then looking at the times the satellite passes over that particular bit at
different times and seeing what the height of the sea surface was at each time.
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Yes, that’s right.

Okay. And that’s what you could compare with the – depending if you needed to pick
a bit of the sea surface that also had a sea bottom pressure recorder underneath it, in
order to do the comparison that you spoke of later?

Ah but it – well one didn’t – they didn’t have to be simultaneous. I mean one can – if
you know enough about tidal analysis to analyse the pressure records, which might
have been taken several years ago, to determine what they would have been according
to the pressure record. So we can compare the pressure record with as I said the – the
pressure from the seabed, compare it with the varying height of the alti – of the sea
surface from the altimeter. Of course one – one had to assume that the position of the
al – of the satellite itself was known and that was done by very elaborate space
geodesy techniques, laser beams and so on.

[29:47]

And what was the role of your assistant in that work?

Well he was a learner, he knew – he was actually a geomagnetist, he used to work –
but my assistant, he was also very adept at the – using the computer and if he got a
new – if a new computer was allocated it would have taken me a long time to fathom
out how to – the ins and outs of having to – of how to use it – use them, but I could
leave that to him, I could slowly leave him to thing and say, ‘Show me the results,’
and I remember getting great piles of computer paper where I could sort out the – sort
out the entries, the entries in terms of time and space.

And where did you live at this – during this – these two years?

We managed to rent an apartment in – just outs – within about a mile of the Goddard
Space Flight Centre itself so it was just a pleasant stroll in, yes rather – the area is
called green belt and it is a sort of belt surrounding Washington DC. And my wife,
she didn’t fly out with me right at the beginning but she joined me after two or three
months, after I’d sorted out the logistics of where we – well – where a suitable place
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to live. And apart from the change of climate which was rather hot and muggy in
Maryland, she found there was several interesting things to experience in the – living
in the area. We didn’t take any children with us, but there were – one or two of them
did visit – visit us and have a little holiday in that – in America.

Yes, what did you do out of work in terms of exploring America, you described this on
your previous visit, I wonder what you did on this visit?

If I did previously that was probably when – when I – after we’d visited Scripps, I
went – we went across America by train and visited places like the Grand Canyon
[laughs]. Well what we did from – some of the things were – were trips by air to … a
meeting like the American Geophysical Union who held meetings every six months,
huge gatherings of earth sciences, earth scientists. And there were – and I took my
wife out to – there was one at University of British Columbia for example in
Vancouver area and another one in New Orleans. And apart from that it was just
exploring the network of … well having – having obtained a car, or sometimes
travelling by underground, Metro as they call it, exploring greater Washington really,
there were a lot of interesting sites, we explored several – visited rather several civil
war battlefields, which are very well laid out. Well apart – yes apart from that it was
once we’d got a car of course our range was larger but we were – we weren’t great –
we didn’t want to go thousands of miles out to – on a voyage – an exploration, and in
case – in any case we didn’t have the time to go very far but there was a lot to see
within say 100 miles of green belt. And we had a trip to New York once too – New
York City [pause]. She occas – my wife occasionally flew back home, flew back to
England and just sorted out what was going on here and visit the other members of the
family, but she’d usually go out for about a month and then return.

[36:35]

How did you find the sort of culture of work at the Goddard Space Flight Centre, the
atmosphere of the place at this time?

Well it was all very lively and … it does take a little – a few days to get adjusted in
various ways. The computer was all very well organised and there were lots of
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miscellaneous lectures from outside, some people inside the organisation, others from
outside. We had a lot of internal meetings between people working on these
altimetries, occasion – including visits to John Hopkins University which is as I say is
applied physics laboratory out there, which was also interested in that subject. And of
course people concerned with the geodesy which inc – which really is about the
gravity field of the earth, refining that from – from satellites, satellite movements.
There was a – an interesting group – I forget what – it was ice – ocean – no it was – it
was to do with ice Arctic – no Antarctic, polar oceanography really, glaciology and
there was interesting work done there. I can’t remember that I interacted much with
them, but I did interact with – I did work with some other scientists who were
involved with the geodesy of – of position fixing … this was an important factor
which had to be decided for a new satellite and of course while we were working on
the data from say GEOSAT, there were plans afoot for a new update and that – in fact
it turned out to be a satellite with the name, it turned out to be TOPEX, you – I don’t
know whether you’ve come across these names.

In your book, yes.

Book? Yes.

On Tides, the Scientific History, you’ve got a chapter on –

Oh yes you’ve got – you’ve got that, oh yes I see. Yes, that’s quite a bit about
TOPEX.

So while in America during this period they were discussing the altimeter that was to
be used on TOPEX?

Yes, that’s right.

Which became – which joined up with the Poseidon project?

Yes. And there was – I started off by saying that one important factor which has to be
sided – decided with a new satellite is what orbit is going to take these – the such
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things. I was describing the passage, the varia – package of orbits over a given
square, but it’s a question of eventually the track is repeated and it was a matter of
very slight change in the orbital characteristics is needed to fix the repetition rate,
some – for example GEOSAT moved earth – repeated itself every – roughly every
three days, but the TOPEX was every ten days, ten point something days, so that –
and that was very important because that at least was a time when you knew you were
going over the same bit of sea. So that you knew that – you removed one – one
element of variability.

Is this something that you argued for then while –

Well that was – that had been going on, I had argued yes. And I even – I wrote a
paper in fact once about – about the criteria and it’s a paper actually with two or three
other authors, most of them American … and one aspect of this repetition rate was of
course the geosynchronous aspect, one can get – one can make – some people make
the things repeat at … at a – come around at the same time as the sun, so that that
became what was called a sun synchronous satellite. That meant that the satellite
always passed one particular point of the – when you got a repetition it was always at
the same precise time, well one didn’t want that, one wanted the time to vary. In fact
that was a discrepancy between the approach of NASA who were controlling the
American sites obviously, satellites, and the ESA, the European Space Agency. There
are – there’s some engineering advantages in having these sun synchronous orbits,
one of them being that the batteries could be charged from the sun and solar reflectors
at a – at a frequent rate. But the – in the end the ESA put up – made all their satellites
sun synchronous. In fact I’d argued against that but they’d – the engineers –
engineering requirements over – overrode everything I said about that.

[45:26]

Do you have specific memories in the ‘80s, and then I think that you’re continuing
with consultancy work on altimetry through the ‘90s?

Yes.
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That’s right, do you have specific memories of being in meetings with different
research groups or different nations arguing for the value of particular orbits in
order to support their own research? The reason I ask is that in your book on the
Scientific History of Tides you say that – this is from your book, ‘One of the most
controversial issues was the choice of orbit, there was competition between advocates
of different periods of repetition, spatial density of earth tracks and inclination –

That’s right.

‘Depending on the advocates, oceanographic interest,’ and then a bit later you’re
talking about TOPEX and Poseidon and you say that, ‘Because of the orbit chosen,
loss of most of the Norwegian Sea, usually ice free, was regretted by some
Scandinavian oceanographers.’

Yes.

So I wondered whether you had specific memories of meetings where you’ve got
clearly different national groups or different oceanographic research groups who are
arguing successfully or otherwise to have a satellite do what they in particular want it
to do?

Well I can remember meetings where there were say Norwegians or – and French and
Americans and English … but of course we didn’t reach a point where we made a
decision, that was all done by committees in a different sort of sphere which involved
people working on the engineering side of the – of the orbit. Erm … yes, I can
vaguely remember the Scandinavia, I think in the ES – a meeting – yes, the ESA
people were rather keen on getting … obviously the – you missed part of the poll, it’s
rather difficult to get – you – it’s rather difficult to get something going over the
Arctic, over such a high latitude as the Arctic Ocean or the Antarctic. And since the
Antarctic – well there were some people who wanted data on the – wanted data on the
shape of the ice sheet and shape of glaciers and so on, that was a different sort of
discipline, one would – from the oceano – but from the oceanographic point of view
one would rather have the – just do without the very high latitude data and concentrate
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on – on altimetry which was bounded by latitude. I forget now which latitude was the
one chosen for GEOSAT, they were all different. Yes, GEO – when we got round to
TOPEX it turned out to be somewhat lower latitude than one might expect, I’m afraid
I’d have to refresh my memory to learn what it is. But we – we managed. Obviously
one could see – one could get coverage of the – of the southern – or the mid
Norwegian seas, another was about one could get about sixty-six or sixty-seven
degrees latitude. And one had to make do with the information from that but it – it
meant correspondingly better coverage, denser coverage of the data, better coverage
over the – over the main part of the – main part of the ocean. Yes, and the split really
was between the ESA approach and the NASA approach. The ESA had a – because
of the Scandinavian interest and the fact that they had quite a lot of sea, right round –
right through to the north cape, to cover they wanted as – as high a latitude as could
be managed, whereas the NASA approach was that if you were looking at the ocean
you could – you had an awful lot of oceans south of – south of sixty degrees which
was roughly the limit. It’s rather hard to work on the – work on the data which –
which is at the limit of the – of the northern or southern limit. And one can see the
whole of the Antarctica of the southern ocean and – because the – Antarctica itself
occupies the high latitudes. So there was this – there was a tendency for – for the
European Space Agency to want satellites which gave high latitudes, and NASA was
content with – with lower cut off. And it was a bit of a compromise, there were
evidently meetings, committee meetings that went on deciding on the exact orbit.
Erm … there were meetings which balanced up the pros and cons of having it sixtyfive or cutting off at sixty-five or sixty-eight. And those that were quite content with
about – not forty-five, but fifty degrees, you could see the whole of the North Sea in
the – in fact you could – even GEOSAT, one could see – one could get quite sensible
data from the northern North Sea, but not – not the Arctic Ocean itself, and one could
get – just about adequately see nearly all the southern oceans down to the edge of
Antarctica. Of course once you get icebergs and so on that roughens up the whole –
the whole data. I don’t remember a meeting which I attended where there were
advocates of one of the – of – of one sort of latitude limit and another latitude, and
wasn’t an argument about give us the high latitude or give us the low latitude but it
was all sorted out, this all – with the various restraints necessary. It’s quite a – the
way that these satellite altimetry had developed into something which you can see
even the – you probably heard of the El Niño in the southern – in the southern Pacific
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– in the South Pacific where you can actually see the change of water that – level due
to the – how hot – how warm the water is. And you can actually see the – the
progress of an El Niño in terms of … what … elevation of the surface, as a big wave.
And it’s quite a success story, one wouldn’t have thought it was possible from the
early experiments. And it depended on high level groups of scientists in places like –
various NASA laboratories, but Goddard Space Flight Centre was a fairly important
one, and the European Space Agency, they all made their particular contribution.

[56:58]

Having – having moved back to Britain, were you able to access satellite data?

Well one could – I suppose I could but somehow it was easier for me just to email –
my assistant was still working – is still working in Goddard, and … it was easier for
me to say, ‘I’d like to look at that,’ and he’d run a – he’s got all the – all the data
ordered in – he can just pressing a few buttons on his computer, he can get it done
with very little effort and he’d send me the essential data. But I couldn’t receive it
here, I mean no, I don’t think I don’t think I actually – all the data were – that he sent
to me were … summarised on plotting sheets or that they – there was not very much
data transmission, not a very great deal. So that was a sort of intercommunication, I
suppose if I’d been more … more au fait with the – well if I was prepared to go to
Southampton University and get involved with receiving data I suppose I could have
done something there, but I’d retired and I didn’t see why I should be bothered. But
we did make quite a lot of progress, for example in TOPEX Poseidon, we – we looked
at the internal tide and the internal – the internal tide is – wave at an intermediate
depth, so that’s the bottom of that, then you – you have waves and tides, but they’re
quite different wave length structures in the internal. The usual approximation that
the internal wave doesn’t affect the surface, but in fact it does have a reduced sort of –
the wave does produce a wave of about one tenth of the amplitude, even sometimes
very much less than that. Anyway it’s measurable by – by altimeter and we got
interesting data as to where – which parts of the ocean were producing – were
generating these – these internal tides. We could tell them from the – distinguish
them from the regular surface tide which everyone knows about and because of the
different wave lengths from the same period, completely – completely different.
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[1:00:50]

Another thing that you’ve mentioned which occurred in retirement was a visit in the
1990s to California to – to join the team who were developing transmitters and
receivers for acoustic thermometry.

Oh yes.

And you’ve said already on the recording a little bit about this scheme, but what I’d
like to – really is for you to describe what you saw on that visit of what was going on
in terms of the – experiment with transmitters and receivers for this technique. What
did you see on this visit actually going on on the ground as it were, or in the water?

Well I didn’t go and visit – there were a lot of transmitters being installed in the
middle of the Pacific Ocean, or in fact there was some cooperation between Australia
and transmitters in Australia and … not all around the world. But anyway they
weren’t in California, I visited the University of Seattle who had – who was looking
after some … there was someone who was looking after some … transmitter –
acoustic transmitters in the Washington State, off the coast of Washington State or
further, but I didn’t actually go and visit them, I mean I consulted people and did
some work on the effect of tides again on the – on the transmission of acoustics. Er
… there were several meetings took place – called by – I mean this was Munk who
was very much organising this. It was somewhat disrupted – well very much
disrupted by the biologi – an international biological body who objected that the
currents of – of sound transmitters in the ocean was going to damage the hearing of
whales – whales [laughs], and that that involved quite fierce apparently legal battles
involving the navy and … most of Munk’s plans in that fields were thwarted by – by
the – this biological antagonism.

Do you know which international institution of biol –

I’d have to – I’m afraid I’d have to look it up.
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And what did you work on relations between tides and transmission of sound involve,
was this laboratory work or calculations or –

This was applying the models we had of – of the tides in certain seas, well including
the Pac – most of it was involving the Pacific, deducing the currents ‘cause naturally
altimetry only gives the vertical motion and one has to do some rather special
calculation to – to deduce what’s a current and it’s the currents which interfere with
the transmission of sound, or some currents. It’s actually quite a small effect, I was
really on the beginning – the early slopes of a learning curve for what I could do. And
this legal – so called legal – scientific legal battle rather put a stop to my work in that
field, so it was short lived really.

Did you talk to Walter Munk about this work?

Oh yes very much so, yes, well he was just producing a book which his colleagues – a
very authoritative book on the acoustic transmission of sound through water.

What did he say about his reasons for pursuing this, what was his – what was the
nature of his enthusiasm for this?

Well – oh well he was taken aback but, erm, especially as the biologists – first of all
didn’t know the nature of anything about the nature of sound, they talked about the
scale of decibels, without understanding what decibels were and that there are quite
different when water is – when they’re transmitted through water as they are through
air. And there were some experiments in which the special observers were sent out,
both biologists and physicists, watching what happened to whales and when they
approached the – well in fact nothing – there was no definite result, in fact Walter
always used to say that we even saw a whale actually go right up to the transmitter,
sort of see what was going on as curiosity and we don’t think it’s – it was a serious …
it was scientifically justified to stop the whole experiment. They probably thought –
the biologists probably thought that if they gave a green light to all this there’d be –
the whole oceans would be surrounded by these noises and transmitters and – of
varying intensity. And it … but they made such a stink about it virtually that – that
they couldn’t be ignored. It was – it was an international biological … association
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which was activating this … but it was quite – apparently Munk had to stand a lot of
very unpleasant – unpleasant remarks … from this opposing body. Although he
didn’t quite have to stop all work there, he certainly had to tone down the whole con –
curtail a whole lot of the – of the activity which he had in mind.

[1:10:04]

Now this is another quite ambitious global scheme, reminds me a little bit of his tides
of the open seas project involving the proposed network of sea bottom recorders?

That’s – yes, that was going through my head as well, the – that he tended to have
grandiose schemes in which – which depended on a whole lot of international
cooperation and it was seen to be scientifically desirable for the whole community.
Well in fact it – that the objective of the ultimate objective of this acoustic
transmission experiment, or set of experiments, was a very important method of – of
finding how the ocean temperature structure is – is varying in time, but that would
need some twenty or – twenty or fifty years to – to get sufficient information. It’s a
little bit like looking at the rising sea levels that – things tend to rise and then they go
down again and it – you have – you need a very long stretch of data before you’d need
a – but it was in the – I mean all other methods have rather failed really. People have
modelled obviously the change in climate and with mathematical models, but one
can’t – one does need observations which can support or on which the models can be
based. And this was a very novel approach to – if it had worked, for monitoring
really, that’s the sort of word they tend to use, monitoring the changing structure
along – along the routes between transmitter and receiver. And you can receive –
when you had these transmitters you can hear them right across the ocean …

It makes me think again about this comparison between Walter Munk and George
Deacon, was – was George Deacon as likely to patch these sort of large schemes do
you think?

No, I don’t think he – George Deacon wasn’t – he wasn’t really likely to – he might
attend a meeting and say, ‘I support this,’ but Walter Munk would not only support it,
but gather together the people necessary to do the work and carry out – build the
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hardware and carry it out. Of course Deacon also had his institute which had its own
instrumental capability, one didn’t have to rely on getting something off the shelf,
some instrument off the shelf. You’re right, they were – that is a personal sort of … I
suppose Munk tended to think bigger, as they say, than – than Deacon in the – chiefly
because his background was different and … well and Munk being an attractive
personality, if he wanted something he could usually – he had lots of friends around
the world and he could always pick out people who he wanted to come and work with
him at the University of California or Scripps, money and Navy, Navy money to fund
it. Whereas Deacon didn’t have that support, he was stuck. Well in any case NERC
took over his – National Institute of Oceanography and changed in its approach
altogether. Deacon was very respected, you never found anyone to sort of denigrate
him in any sort of – I’ve never come across anyone who – who wanted to denigrate
Deacon. Well they’re both the same in that respect, but Deacon didn’t – he was
respected, but he didn’t have the worldwide following that Munk had, Munk was a
more – is more flamboyant character really.

[1:16:58]

Could you tell me about other work in retirement that we haven’t covered so far?

… Well what one – one tends to do – what one understands, which means something
that you’ve already worked on and my … my work tended to be somehow connected
with tides, which not many people – not many people had the scientific knowledge
necessary that – in England, they tend to be people – naval people who are just
concerned with doing the mechanics of producing the tide tables and publishing that
sort of thing. So I did have an influence in work on tides, then I – this was married
with my, er, increasing knowledge on – of satellite orbits, which – not only orbits, but
how satellites were organised in – from the NASA point of view naturally, since I
worked at Goddard. So I tended to be consulted on projects which were a sort of
follows on – which followed on from what I’d done already. The acoustic things I
don’t think I could say that it really took off in my – I did some work – little bits –
few little bits of work but only rather peripheral. Erm … so I didn’t do any – anything
– I haven’t been consulted for quite a number of years actually, quite a – I mean quite
a decade. My last visit to Goddard Space Flight Centre, in fact with – to my ex© The British Library Board
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assistant who now runs a little group was in 19 – was it 2002? No, it was 1994, but I
think the last work we did was this internal wave – well internal tide work which we –
for which we produced one or two papers. So I haven’t done anything – anything
really novel in … outside my direct experience from the 1980s.

[1:21:14]

What though are the origins of your writing of books?

What were – what is – sorry, could you repeat the –

Another aspect of your work in retirement might be the writing of – writing of books.

Oh yes.

Which I think –

Yes.

And we’ll –

Well I wrote the book because I felt it was – it needed writing and in fact when I told
Munk when I – I left his ATOC group, I said, ‘I’m going to write a book on – on the
history of tides,’ and he said, ‘Well that’s very – that’s a very laudable subject, and
you won’t find anyone else writing on that subject.’ Actually the result of my book
has been that two or three people have – have written their own books about history of
certain aspects of tides, not always very good. I mean they’ve done a PhD thesis on
it, in that subject, I think people work on the history of science in some – mainly in
America, as – have … people working on the history of science has tend to be – tend
to have a special discipline of their own in their approach to – in their approach to – to
the scientific aspects of the subject, they don’t always understand them too well.
They’re very good at looking up texts and letters of people – of historical figures who
have done important work, but they tend to be – as a new subject, they tend to work in
a new subject called historiography, I don’t know if you’ve come across it, which is
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really the methodology of – of writing books on physical science, not necessarily
physical.

[1:24:22]

So I have in fact tended to rather – since 19 – certainly since about 1996, I’ve tended
to just have less and less to do, I mean I don’t attend scientific meetings unless they’re
particularly interesting to me and I’ve rather slowly lost contact, I certainly don’t go
to any – any more international scientific meetings, although I’ve in fact – I’ve had a
– invitations but then they’re not invitations passed up by promise of air fares or
anything like that, and it’s sort of quite a lot of money, I mean even just paying the
registration fee … but apart from the air fare and the – well you usually don’t stay in
a hotel, but some university accommodation. But it does mount up, you have to be –
have to feed yourself.

[1:25:48]

And what other activities in retirement, non-work related, are there particular
pastimes that you’ve been able to pursue more in retirement because of more time to
do so, or things that you’ve started to do for the first time in retirement if you see?

Well when I retired itself, I was much fitter than I am now and I used to do a lot of
hiking over the Downs, I joined a group to do with – it’s called the South Downs
Society actually which operate all over the home counties really, or south of the
Thames. And I used to join in quite long walks, long hikes. I’m now not capable of –
of doing that sort of thing, chiefly because my heart isn’t quite – it tires out rather
quickly. I’ve lost my enthusiasm for piano playing, I won’t enlarge on that really
except that I’ve got a granddaughter that is a much better pianist than I ever was
[laughs] and I leave it that I occasionally encourage her to – in so her choice of music.
And I’ve been to more – I’ve attended more music festivals than I used to, chiefly
chamber music, including piano. No, apart from reading and listening to music … I –
I’ve really lost most of my contacts with – or I’m losing most of my contacts with
science. I – perhaps I should add that Munk himself is a – he’s over ninety now, but
he’s still active in producing scientific – original scientific thinking, publishing papers
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on them. And that’s his life really, is doing science, science of the ocean. Which is
very different from my sort of activity as far as I still have activity …

[1:29:28]

You mentioned that when you – I think it’s when you were at Kings College, a long
time ago, you made a conscious decision to read serious literature because you
hadn’t – you felt you hadn’t done so, and you’ve just mentioned now reading in
retirement, are there – over the course of your life have you discovered sort of
favourite authors or favourite poets in terms of the things that you read?

Oh well of course there are a whole lot of well known authors which I was – I’d just
never sampled before but I’ve now read everything of Jane Austen, and – I used to
have a scientific interest in the – what was called archaeoastronomy which was the
interpretation of – to do with the interpretation of the positions of stone circles and
other megaliths in terms of astronomy, I mean in terms of the rising and setting of
stars and the sun and the moon, certainly. This had a vogue actually which came to a
peak round about 1995 I think, it died when a certain – it’s become very
unfashionable, but I still occasionally read into that subject.

What is the argument then that the position of these – of these monuments bears a
relation to things that have been seen in the sky?

Well that, yes, well the easiest thing to visualise is that they could tell the time by
observation of the rising of the sun. I mean standing at one rock and not so much
looking at another rock, some people think you can do it between two rocks – two
megaliths, but at least you can stand on a – stand at a place at Stonehenge or example
and when the sun rises in a certain direction you – you can tell it’s a – that it’s the mid
winter Solstice and there are other places where it’s done. It can be done at – not so
much the equinox as – as the summer Solstice. But there was too much … too much
supposition that what we can understand now by modern knowledge of astronomy,
that … that one can deduce that the men two or 3,000 years ago, constructed these
rocks for that purpose, you – there was probably a certain amount of it done in order
to tell the seasons of the – of the year, you know, tell where – where – when certain
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crops can be planted, and probably a matter of agriculture and farming. Well that is a
possibility but I think the statistics are rather too vague. So I’ve got quite a lot of
books about that subject, so I keenly look at but I even though once – I visited a place
in Wales where there are certain outstanding rocks which I thought I could determine
some sense in the way they were pointing, but … I – the more I thought about it the
less I was convinced that the method was – was viable.

And to what extent have you made other visits in relation to this interest?

Well I – if I was more active hiking I’d like to visit – make other visits to interesting
stone circles in Scotland for example, well I say I’d like to but I haven’t – I mean I’m
not really capable now of hiking over the Cairngorms or anything like that. But there
are – there are a lot of these sites have been – have been measured very carefully …
and assessed and some of them – a lot of them are published so one knows where to –
where to look. We can – and it’s just interesting to speculate whether one can deduce
that anyone was – that the rocks, the megaliths, were built deliberately in order to –
order to determine the season of the year or the study the motion of the moon, which
has other fluctuations in it.

Did you share this interest with anyone that you know, were there friends or members
of the family or –

Not member of the family, no, but in fact we were [laughs] always – when we – my
wife used to drive a car, we often – I can hear the children saying, ‘Where are we
going, not another stone circle,’ [laughs] but it was and they tended to make a big joke
of it. No, but I was briefly – for a few years I subscribed to a new society on the
history of astronomy, but I’ve since gave that up because I didn’t think I had enough
enthusiasm for it. But I did meet someone there who was very – still active in this …
relation between megalithic structures and astronomy.

Do you – do you have a favoured author on this sort of thing, among the books that
you’ve read?
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Yes, well the … the one I turned – the books – the man who wrote three books,
principle books and quite a number of other papers, called Alexander Thom, that’s Th-o-m, he died about ten years ago I think, I still look at his – they’re not very
readable books, you can get the information if you … from them. There’s a much
better author by – much better book by … Heggie – Heggie, yes, H-e-g-g-i-e, who has
a more balanced view of it.

[1:39:20]

You were saying some ten minutes or more ago about have you – have you done –
have you advanced your reading activities, I happened to [laughs] mention Jane
Austen but of course I have read a lot of other things which I might not have – well
I’ve read a lot of – most of what Dickens and most of the Dickens novel – novels, one
or two twice, I’m very fond of Dostoevsky… and … le Carré is – I won’t say he’s an
underestimate author but – because he’s very – his books sell very much a popular
bestseller and he’s always producing new books, but I admire his – his writing.

And poetry, do you have favoured poets?
Well I’m – I’m not – well … I like the poets of the early part of the 20th century, such
as Betjeman and Auden and … I’m not very widely – I’ve never attended a poetry
reading circle or anything like that. I’m not very fond of Hardy, I mean Thomas
Hardy. I’m quite fond of the plays of Ibsen and I can remember at my last stage of
doing mathematics when I said – at Kings College, when I said, ‘I really ought to,’
well I told you that I felt the need to know a little bit more about literature and one of
the literatures was reading – reading some plays of Ibsen. And in fact I went – took
my wife to the National – National Theatre a few weeks ago to a play by Ibsen which
hadn’t really been produced in England before, as a theatrical performance. It was a
very interesting production.

[1:42:59]

Are you – are you able to say why you are – why you were or why you are interested
in the megaliths in relation to their –
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How did I –

Have you sort of reflected on why – what in particular interests you about that or why
you think you – you seem to suggest that your children weren’t interested in it but you
were, so are you able to say why you think you were?

Er, well I was interested in the – if in the hypothesis by Alexander Thom that they
really were deliberately using them as – for their astronomical significant in position
and because it hadn’t been prove – no one’s – Thom himself never really gave proof
of any such thing, he just heaped on the statistics and assumed that you would be
overwhelmed by it all. Well I’ve – I’ve rather lost my enthusiasm for that, but … well
it is a fascinating thought, but I think in fact that the alternative view of megaliths is
that they were all – nearly all of them connected with burial sites. Aany of these
megaliths which have been excavated have nearly all – like stone circles and so on,
are either a place where long barrows were created and people exhumed, maybe with
cremation or not, either that or religious – religious – not – I wouldn’t say services,
but ritual was … would gather there, probably the building of the circles were just an
impressive place – creating an impressive place either for burial itself or for … or for
people holding these rituals. But one – one keeps an open mind about it, you …

[1:46:34]

And the final question today is have you had thoughts about your sort of personal
archive, have you thought about where – where you’re going to put papers and
correspondence and that sort of thing, perhaps you’ve already – perhaps various
institutions that you’ve worked at already have your archive or, you know.

Well of course nearly all my – what I’ve written, other than the published ones you’ve
referred to, have been published by – by scientific journals or the Royal Society. So
they’re all … they’re all retrievable anyway. I haven’t done anything about collecting
them altogether, otherwise – other than that they are probably scattered in this room,
various places if anyone’s interested. Otherwise they are … I don’t – I certainly don’t
deserve a retrospective collection of my works because they’re too miscellaneous
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even in the subjects of – that I’ve dealt with in oceanography. Erm … so I don’t think
any publishing effort is necessary. There are some scientists I know who are much
more distinguished than me whose works are collected in a – or who need a collect –
who need their work to be collected, but that’s to be collected and published as a
separate volume or volumes, erm … not me – it doesn’t apply to me really.

And what about things like diaries, correspondence, photographs, that sort of thing?

Well that’s all in the sort of private sector. I certainly wouldn’t – same applies to
letter – I mean I haven’t – I’m not one to – to pump – to say one would want to
publish my letters and I don’t suppose – no … letters I’ve written to people. Diaries
… I haven’t written a diary, I keep a diary obviously to keep appointments and I
record events at the time they occurred, but not in – I have never written a diary in the
term of a daily account of my impressions of – of what I’ve done. I suppose they’d be
of some interest but …

And other – sorry –

No, I have to … I have to rely for, as far as posterity is concerned, to rely on the
published books and papers which I have written which can be found and if anyone’s
interested one will probably lead to another because of the references given to the
prior publications.

And apart from the chapter in Of Seas, Ships and Scientists, have you written
anything in terms of autobiographical writing, perhaps for the Royal Society or –

Well I have written some notes in a – in a sort of private book, which the Royal
Society issues to its fellows. But they wouldn’t be published – well I don’t – they’d
ever be – they’d ever be published, but a sort of – a sort of potted autobiography of
my scientific progress, starting from when I was born and schools and universities
attended. But it was in handwriting and someone may read it and it – it may be used –
or could – it intended that it could be used if someone has to write my biographical
memoir, quite a – as you probably know the – quite a number of the fellows of the
Royal Society have someone – not – have the authorities arranged for someone to
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write their biographical memoir and it’s very difficult if you haven’t seen the person
for many years, but it does help to have something he wrote. I’ve written three or four
myself, yeah. And I think in the case – yes, there were some – in each case there had
been some notes, sometimes rather skimpy notes but personal impressions written by
people, written by the subject, which have helped a great deal.

[End of Track 9]
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